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Abnormal platelet basal intracellular ionized calcium concentration ([Ca ]/) and

altered Ca^^ translocation upon agonist stimulation have been associated with a variety of

disease states. Current techniques to measure [Ca ], have flaws which hinder the

potential for accurate, routine clinical analysis. This project sought to improve and

simplify [Ca^^Ji measurements in platelets by adapting the Fluo-3 and Fura Red

technique of Novak and Rabinovitch (1994), thus bringing the advantages of ratiometric

analysis to the now ubiquitous blue laser flow cytometers. Improvements included

optimization of handling protocols, development and introduction of a novel direct

agonist injection system, use of logarithmically amplified fluorescence detection, and

software-based ratiometry. Application of the technique revealed new information that

three heterogeneously Ca -dye staining subpopulations (SPs) of platelets may coexist in

samples from normal donors. These SPs correlated with characteristics of normal,

prematurely activated, and aged or damaged platelets. Simultaneous, multiparametric

activation kinetics analysis demonstrated a tentative time course for in vitro Ca^* flux,

microparticle generation, CD62 neo-expression, degranulation, and shape change

(estimated from the “size” parameter) from a single activation reaction. In the first

known platelet or ratiometric application of Fluo-4 with Fura Red, Fluo-4 was compared

to Fluo-3. Fluo-4 was shown to be brighter, but not more sensitive than Fluo-3.
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Introduction

Summary

In the resting state, platelets maintain a relatively low ionic, free intracellular

(cytoplasmic) calcium concentration ([Ca^^]/). This concentration rapidly increases

during activation as the cells are signaled to initiate their hemostatic functions.

Abnormalities of platelet calcium levels in resting and activated platelets have been

correlated with a variety of disease states; this fact introduces the potential for clinical

application of platelet calcium level detection as a diagnostic factor. Of the variety of

calcium measurement techniques currently available for use with platelets (and other cell

types), nearly all have factors limiting their ease of use and ability to be standardized.

The goal of this study was to investigate a new technique using a flow cytometer and two

calcium indicating dyes with differing properties simultaneously. A protocol was

optimized for application of the two dye technique, various applications were tested, and

observations of platelet activation characteristics were made.

Hypothesis and Primary Goals

This study investigates the hypothesis that use of the combination of Fluo-3 and

Fura Red fluorescent calcium indicating dyes and a standard blue laser flow cytometer
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agonist injection system developed for this project combine to produce the most reliable,

reproducible, and easy to use technique for platelet calcium measurements. The protocol

developed in this study replaces much more complicated, expensive, and less reliable

techniques, and should become the standard for platelet calcium measurements. As an

addendum to this hypothesis, Fluo-4, a more-brightly-fluorescing calcium indicator first

commercially available in May 1998, may be interchangeable with Fluo-3 in the protocol

presented, and may present an improvement over Fluo-3.

The technique was applied for investigation of two additional hypotheses

concerning platelet biology. First, previous studies have implied that platelets in the

blood stream are not homogenous; non-responding and prematurely activated platelets

are both purported to exist simultaneously. When using the two dye technique, a non-

responding or weakly responding subpopulation became evident in some samples, and up

to three populations exhibiting differential calcium expression in resting platelets were

evident in others. The proportion of events comprising these anomalous subpopulations

differed between various preparations, and the subpopulations were absent in others.

Analysis was performed to attempt to determine Ca^^-dye independent characteristics of

these subpopulations, and analysis of technique was performed to attempt to determine if

the subpopulations were an in vitro anomaly, or a potentially important in vivo

phenomenon. Second, few techniques are able to simultaneously measure multiple

changes that occur during platelet activation. As an application of the new Ca^^

measurement technique, and using all other available parameters on the flow cytometer.
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an attempt was made to simultaneously monitor Ca flux, size and granularity changes,

and neo-expression of an activation-dependent glycoprotein in response to activating

stimuli. Ideally, this real-time gestalt analysis would reveal a timeline sequence for

appearance of these changes during platelet activation. The primary goals of this study

were as follows;

A) Technique optimization: compare combinations of platelet isolation and purification

techniques for highest dye uptake with the least artifact and highest detectable

calcium flux for the purpose of establishing a protocol that others may follow for

similar platelet calcium analysis studies.

B) Analyze the technique in reference to existing methodologies and convention:

2+
directly compare Fluo-3/Fura Red (FFR) technique to accepted Indo-1 [Ca ], method

and indirectly compare FFR to other [Ca ]/ determination techniques for advantages

or disadvantages relative to other indicators, instrumentation, and data collection

modes. Specifically, propose FFR as the new paradigm in platelet calcium

measurements, introduce use of the Flow Cytometric Kinetic Analysis Tube as a low-

cost improvement over an existing direct agonist injection system, and propose

logarithmically amplified fluorescence collection as reliable and an improvement

over the current convention of linear fluorescence amplification for ratiometric

analysis.
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C) Study platelet activation kinetics: attempt to apply this new technique and other flow

cytometric platelet monitoring techniques to study the sequence of events that occurs

upon platelet stimulation.

D) Platelet Sub-population Analysis: study the characteristics of the platelets in

heterogeneous subpopulations detectable only by flow cytometry. Identify their

physical properties and determine which preparation methods yielded these

subpopulations.

E) Compare Fluo-4 to Fluo-3 in combination with Fura Red as a potential improvement.

Background

Extensive discussion of second messenger systems, platelet activation reactions,

pathology correlated with cellular calcium levels, calcium detection techniques, and flow

cytometry is required before fully addressing the technique improvement question.

Secondmessenger ^sterns

Some extracellular stimuli trigger a receptor-mediated intracellular cascade of

reactions which cause an increase in the intracellular concentration of certain compounds

which drive the cell’s physiological response to the stimulus. This mechanism is called

the second messenger system, and the intermediate, intracellular compounds which lead

to the cellular response are called the second messengers. There are at least four
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compounds known to act as second messengers, which will be described below. Some

second messengers are inhibitory while others are stimulatory, and several systems show

interdependence between different second messengers in the same cell. The type of cell

stimulated determines what the final response will be. Although the same second

messengers may be present in many different cell types, only the desired cells are

triggered because of the specificity of the extracellular receptor-ligand relationship. The

external stimulus can be any number of compounds including hormones, enzymes, or

other protein “factors” released into the blood stream or exposed to adjacent cells after

release from cellular stores by specific mechanisms (Di Marzo et al., 1991; Ashcroft,

1997).

Adenosine cyclic monophosphate (cAMP) is a second messenger directly

involved in regulation of Ca flux and acts as an inhibitor of platelet activation. In this

system, an extracellular signal binds to a receptor intracellularly linked to the G protein

complex. GTP displaces a GDP bound to the Gs subunit, causing Gs to physically

relocate on the membrane and bind to adenylate cyclase (AC). This activated form of

AC makes cAMP+PPi from ATP, and the increase in intracellular cAMP concentration

activates the cyclic AMP dependent protein kinase (protein kinase A, or PKA). PKA

phosphorylâtes serine or threonine (Ser, Thr) residues on target proteins which have a

required consensus sequence. The size, shape, and charge of the phosphate group on the

target amino acid chain cause a conformational change in the protein, which generates
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the desired physiological response to the initial extracellular signal (Ebstein et al, 1986;

Laychock, 1989; SchifFmann, 1989; Taskene/a/., 1997).

Cyclic GMP acts as a second messenger through two distinct pathways: via either

membrane bound or soluble guanylate cyclase (GC). Membrane bound GC is an

intrinsic protein whose variable extracellular portion directly acts as the specific receptor.

The intracellular portion of bound GC catalyzes GTP into cGMP+PPi (without G

proteins). Increase in intracellular cGMP activates the cGMP-dependent protein kinase

(protein kinase G, or PKG). As with PKA, PKG phosphorylâtes Ser or Thr residues on

target proteins with consensus sequence. Soluble GC is activated by nitric oxide (NO).

Arginine is broken down (releasing NO) by a calcium dependent oxidase, nitric oxide

synthase, which has calmodulin as a subunit. NO binds the heme group of soluble GC,

causing GC to catalyze GTP into cGMP+PPi (again, without G proteins). cGMP

produced by soluble GC acts in the same manner as cGMP produced by membrane

bound GC (Laychock, 1989; Bordeaux, 1993; Eigenthaler e/a/., 1993).

Tyrosine kinase is part of a signal transduction system that is not truly a second

messenger system, since no secondary compound is produced as an intermediate (though

some tyrosine kinase systems may regulate Ca flux). The tyrosine kinase has an

extracellular receptor and an intracellular catalytic domain combined on one protein

complex. Upon binding the receptor, the intracellular tyrosine kinase domains

phosphorylate their own Tyr residues, which activate a cascade of target proteins not

fully understood (Weiel et al., 1990; Tsunoda, 1998).
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Calcium may be functional in at least three different second messenger systems as

a direct activator or as a feed-forward signal, which is abundant enough to act as an

amplifier of additional second messenger systems, especially the phosphatidylinositol-

derived second messengers. Calcium is maintained at very low concentrations within the

cell by actively pumping Ca out through the plasma membrane or into intracellular

stores in the endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria, or other organelles such as dense

granules or the open cannicular system in platelets (Sarkadi et al., 1981; Towart and

Schramm, 1985; Ruff, 1986).

When a receptor is bound by a ligand whose purpose is to trigger a specific

cellular response, the intracellular portion of the receptor complex may directly stimulate

opening of calcium channels to increase the free cytoplasmic intracellular calcium

concentration, or the receptor ligand interaction may trigger the phosphatidyl inositol

second messenger system (PI2MS). In the PI2MS, upon ligand binding, the intracellular

portion of the receptor complex replaces a GDP with a GTP on the Gp protein; the Gp

protein translocates and binds, thus activating, the membrane-bound phospholipase C.

PLC cleaves the membrane phospholipid phosphatidyl inositol bisphosphate (IP2) into

soluble inositol trisphosphate (IP3) and membrane bound diacyl glycerol (DAG). IP3

binds receptors on calcium channels and directly stimulates flux of calcium into the

cytoplasm from extracellular space and intracellular stores (Besterman et al., 1986).

At this point, calcium may act in three different ways to initiate the cellular

response. The first is to continue the PI2MS. Ca^^ binds DAG, which then activates
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calcium-dependent protein kinase (protein kinase C, or PKC). PKC then phosphorylâtes

target proteins leading to the cellular response. The second and third pathways that

calcium may activate involve calmodulin. Four calcium molecules bind a single

calmodulin causing a conformational change (Pallen and Wang, 1985). Calcium /

calmodulin -dependent enzymes bind the calcium-bound conformation of calmodulin and

may act in one of two ways, depending on the properties of the liganded enzyme. First,

the enzyme may act directly as a protein kinase to phosphorylate target proteins which

cause the cellular response. Second, if the enzyme is a target protein in another second

messenger system, that second messenger system is initiated. For example, the soluble

GC pathway can be activated by calmodulin bound NO synthase. Ca leads to the active

form ofNO synthase, which forms NO from arginine residues and proceeds through the

soluble GC second messenger system as described above (Laychock, 1989; Berdeaux,

1993).

Description andfunction ofplatelets andplatelet activation

Platelets maintain hemostasis in mammals by activating upon contact with a damaged

blood vessel surface and initiating a cascade of complex reactions designed to seal the

damaged area. Resting platelets are discoid in shape, two to four pm wide, and about one pm

thick. They are formed when the megakaryocyte bursts in the bone marrow sinusoids

releasing 2000 to 3000 of the anucleated platelets (Martin etai, 1983). The mechanisms of
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these reactions are still poorly understood. The membrane of the platelet is folded into an

open cannicular system (OCS) which appears to be active in communication and interaction

with the internal organelles of the platelet; however, few of the reactive surface proteins are

found within the OCS (Cramer et al., 1990; Dubemard et al., 1997). The dense tubular

system (DTS) weaves throughout the cytosol and is similar in structure and function to the

endoplasmic reticulum and the sarcoplasmic reticulum ofmuscle cells. The DTS appears to

be associated with the surface through the OCS, and may be active in Ca^^ regulation and in

the contractile response of platelets during activation; calcium is actively sequestered by the

DTS (and other organelles), thus maintaining the platelet [Ca^^]; at about 10,000-fold lower

than plasma Ca concentration (MacIntyre et a/., 1985). Another organelle unique to

platelets, the dense granules, are compact warehouses of reactive proteins that are released or

translocated to the membrane upon activation of the cell (Isreals et al, 1992). The platelet

mitochondria are in similar concentration to other cells and show evidence ofATP generation

from oxidative phosphorylation (Hashimotoef a/., 1975). Platelets also have abundant

stores of dense glycogen granules and glycogenolytic enzymes allowing continued ATP

generation in the absence of glucose, such as when a platelet is compacted near the center of a

hemostatic plug (Cohen etal, 1975). All of these internal and external components serve to

produce the platelet’s primary function; an activation response which leads quickly to clot

formation.

Platelet activation is a complex and interdependent response that can be triggered

in a number ofways and involves a number of sub-reactions. Not all of the activation
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pathways are completely illuminated, and much concerning mechanism of action and

regulation is yet undiscovered. Platelet activation is a receptor mediated, calcium

dependent, second messenger-driven response. Following detection of damaged

subendothelium via surface receptor binding, further activation reactions are triggered

including conformational change of surface receptors, shape change and pseudopod

formation, microparticle generation and release, release of stored activation and

coagulation enhancing proteins, and neo-expression of activation-dependent surface

receptors which recruit other cells and proteins to build the clot. The structures of the

platelet glycoproteins and membrane chemistry suggest possibilities for mechanism ofaction

for initiation of the second messenger systems and the full activation response. Most platelet

surface proteins are lipoproteins, non-covalently bound to the phospholipids (Marsh, 1983).

The products of lipid metabolism (diacylglycérol, phosphatidic acid, and lysophosphatides

such as platelet activating factor) all have an effect on the membrane structure and fluidity,

thCTdîy altering the protein-phospholipid interaction, which is believed to be critical to

appropriate activation response (Imai and Nozawa, 1981).

Although platelet activation may be triggered several ways in vivo, initial

activation typically begins when the platelet glycoprotein (GP) Ib binds multimers of von

Willebrand’s Factor (vWF), normally circulating in an unbound state, which acts as a

bridge between the platelet and the collagenous matrix exposed under damaged aidothelium,

thus causing initial adhesion of the platelet to the vessel wall at the site of injury and

maintaining adhesion even under high shear conditions (Escolar and White, 1993). GPIb is
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an intrinsic protein that consists of a larger "alpha" chain and a smaller "beta" chain connected

by at least one disulfide bond and is implanted in the membrane in close opposition to GPEX

(Phillips and Poh-Agin, 1977). Both chains contain a hydrophobic region where they are

anchored through the cell membrane to the platelet cytoskeleton. Each chain may also be

non-covalently bound to other membrane or cytoskeletal structures that it regulates or alters

via conformational change during activation (Solum etal, 1983). GPIb can be cleaved by

platelet calcium-activated proteases into its water soluble subcomponent, glycocalicin, which

may inhibit adhesion of platelets since it competes for the thrombogenic site (Bessos and

Murphy, 1990). The mechanism of signal transduction from vWF binding to activation

response is not fully understood. One theory states that, upon initial binding of vWF, GPIb

changes conformation and alters its interaction with the platelet membrane phospholipids

creating hydrophilic zones which allow movement of hydrated ions leading to the

establishment of novel enzyme-substrate interactions (Steiner & Luscher, 1984). The result is

that the surface proteins are forced into optimal positions to enhance further surface binding,

\N4iile internally the proteins stimulate phosphatase activity and release of second messengers

which drive the activation response; this is a possible mechanism ofaction for many of the

platelet glycoproteins in addition to GPIb (Taraschi, 1982).

Following initial adhesion via GPIb, thrombin is generated at the platelet surface and,

in a selfactivating (feed forward) reaction, binds back to GPIb (and an incompletely

understood “thrombin receptof”)> further inducing membrane organizational changes (Fox et

al, 1988; Setty et al, 1992) and causing a massive Ca^^ influx across the membrane.
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especially at GPnbllla (llteda e/ al., 1993). Presence of extracellular Ca is not required

for thrombin stimulation, but does lead to enhanced cytoplasmic increase upon

subsequent thrombin stimulation (Davies et al, 1988). The phosphorylated, cytoplasmic

beta chain ofGPÎb is dephosphorylated, reversing the intracellular activation inhibition

caused by phosphorylation of GPIb (Wardell ei al, 1989). Since GPIb is linked directly to

the cytoskeleton via actin-binding protein (Fox et al, 1988), the dissolution of the

microtubules is triggered, causing the entire platelet to contract. Increase in platelet

intracellular concentration regulates the organization of the cytoskeletal structurra

involved (Yoshida and Kimura, 1985). The release reaction then occurs and the internal

stores ofCa^^, thrombospondin, ADP, GMP-140 and other components from the dense

granules and other organelles are expelled (Smith and Summers, 1988). Ca influx is

required for this exocytcsis to take place (Heemskerk etal, 1993). Alpha granule membrane

bound GPIiblila is then transported to the exterior of the cell membrane, thus increasing the

surface-exposed GPIIbllla (Wencel-Drakee/«/., 1986). The microtubules, which contract

and dissolve during the early activation reactions, reform along newly formed pseudopods

after a decrease in free calcium (White and Rao, 1998).

In the presence ofADP, platelet activating factor (PAF) or epinephrine (available in

the plasma or newly released from activating platelets), GPIibEUa undergoes a conformational

change and begins to bind fibrinogen (vanWilligen and Akkerman, 1992). Fibrinogen acts as

a bridge between GPÜblîIa molecules on other activating platelets, so new platelets are

recruited into the growing thrombus (Peterson et a/., 1987). Binding of fibrinogen to
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GPnbnia is enhanced in the presence of elevated Ca and ADP, possibly as a result of the

Ca^^-dependent nature of the activated conformation ofGPIIbllla (Nomura et al, 1987).

GPIIbllla binds specifically to the Arg-Gly-Asp peptide sequence on fibrinogen (Nachman

and Leung, 1982). The portion ofGPIIbllla closest to the cell membrane acts as the

fibrinogen receptor vdiile the outermost portion regulates the fibrinogen binding during
2+

activation by a conformational change that occurs in response to changes in Ca

concentration (Brass and Shattil, 1983). GPIIbllla may also be associated with the channel

for Ca^^ influx (leading to activation) in response to weak stimuli (Powling and Hardisty,

1985).

Granular Membrane Protein (GMP)-140 (also known as p-selectin or CD62) is stored

in the alpha granules (or dense granules) of resting platelets (Stenberg e/a/., 1985). Upon

activation of the platelet, CD62 is redistributed to the platelet surface through fusion of the

granule membranes with the platelet plasma membrane (Israels et al, 1992). Surface-

exposed CD62 binds to granulocytes, T-lymphocytes and directly to the damaged

endothelium, which serves three purposes: (1) recruitment ofadditional mass into the

forming clot; (2) sequestering of immune cells firmly into the area as a possible mechanism to

fight or identify infection; and (3) as an initiation step in host-graft rejection by bringing the

immime cells in contact with the foreign tissues (as described by Kunzendorfetal, 1993).

Furthermore, a conformational change occurs in the surface CD62 allowing larger molecules

to bind more r^idly, therdDy accelerating thrombus formation (Coller, 1986).
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As activation and coagulation continue. Factor Xin binds to thrombin-activated

platelets and cross links fibrin polymers to form a stable clot. (Stenberg et ah, 1985). This

recruitment of cells and proteins, and cross linking of fibrin, continues until an adequate clot

has formed. At this point, PGE-1 and prostacyclin activate adenylate cyclase, thus elevating

the intracellular concentrations ofcAMP and inhibiting platelet activation (Wardell et al.,

1989). Without such inhibition, coagulation would continue unchecked and lead to severe

circulatory system distress. In fact, the activation response is regulated throughout by various

pathways (Werner and Hannun, 1991). Many other reactions occur in platelet activation and

inhibition which are not fully described here. The reactions and proteins presented above are

provided to give sufficient background to the specific goals of this project.

It is interesting to note here that, among all the interdependent reactions above

involving Ca and several second messenger systems, the cAMP second messenger

system is absent from the Ca dependent pathways. This is true for cells in general but

becomes important to consider in the case of platelets, where cAMP is actually inhibitory

rather than stimulatory as in some other cell types. This becomes important in the

application of platelet inhibitory techniques. For example, cellular diesterases allow

platelets to be active by degrading cAMP. However, diesterases can be inhibited by

compounds such as theophylline and caffeine. Therefore, theophylline and caffeine are

platelet inhibitors; diesterase is inhibited, cAMP levels remain up, and platelet activation

activity is inhibited. Meanwhile, adenylate cyclase activators such as PGE-1 may be

used in vitro to temporarily inhibit platelet activation during manipulation (Naka, 1996).
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Plateletpathology and applications ofplatelet calcium detection

Abnormal platelet regulation can lead to a number of acutely fatal or chronically

disabilitating medical conditions. Since platelet ionic, free intracellular (cytoplasmic)

calcium concentration ([Ca^^]/) is maintained at such relatively low levels (about 10,000

fold below plasma Ca^^ concentrations (Sarkadi et al, 1981), and [Ca^^]; increases so

rapidly (within 10-20 seconds) following initial activation signals in normal platelets,

monitoring platelet calcium is a natural choice for detecting early-activation

abnormalities which may lead to improper or incomplete activation. Thus, monitoring

platelet calcium has become an important factor in studying platelet reactivity under

various experimental conditions. Moreover, abnormalities in basal platelet calcium

concentrations and calcium flux upon activation have recently been found to be

associated with a with a wide range of disease states, leading to intriguing questions

about the potential importance of proper platelet calcium regulation and the potential for

platelet calcium levels serving as a subcellular indicator of potentially life-threatening

conditions. These considerations have led to an increased need for a calcium detection

method that may be easily applied and reproduced under research and possibly clinical

conditions.

Platelet or coagulation associated diseases can be severe and life-threatening

whether chronic or acute. The most familiar chronic coagulopathy is hemophilia, where
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Factor VTIIC (in hemophilia A) or Factor IX (in hemophilia B) is deficient due to an X-

linked defect, leading to inability to generate thrombin through the intrinsic coagulation

pathway leading to a clot (Yamazaki ei al., 1997, Read et al, 1999). Glanzmann’s

thrombasthenia is caused by mutations in the genes that code for either GPIIb or GPIIIa

leads to a severe life-long bleeding disorder (McColl and Gibson, 1997; Rosenberg et al,

1998). Von Willebrand’s disease results from inactive vWF transcribed from a mutant

gene for the protein (type II), or reduced transcription of a normal gene (type I) and leads

to decreased platelet adhesion, manifesting in excessive bruising and bleeding of the

mucous membranes and after minor trauma (Baruch et al, 1989). Bernard Soulier

Syndrome is a severe bleeding disorder like Glanzmann’s thrombasthenia, but is caused

by caused by defective GPIba expression, and also involves altered expression ofGPIbp,

GPIX, and GPV (Montgomery et al, 1983; Dong et al, 1998). Coronary artery disease,

though not commonly considered to be a platelet-associated disorder, is exacerbated

when occlusive stenoses building on coronary arteries cause shear stress on platelets

leading to inappropriate activation; the activated platelets begin adhering, adding bulk to

the plaque and further restricting blood flow at the site (Wagner, 1996). A stroke is an

acute condition which occurs when a thrombus building in response to vascular injury or

stenotic plaque breaks loose and lodges in a narrow blood vessel, thus obstructing blood

flow to that area. Such occluding thrombi can be acutely fatal, especially if they lodge in

blood vessels in the brain (Choudhri et al., 1998). Heparin-induced thrombocytopaenia

is a rare but acutely fatal condition caused when platelets are conversely activated (rather
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than down-regulated) when the anti-coagulant heparin is infused for medical reasons

(Warkentin e/a/., 1992).

Platelet calcium abnormalities have recently been found to be directly correlated

with various disease conditions. In essential hypertensives and even their close blood

relatives, basal platelet [Ca ],• was found to be elevated, and uptake of excess

extracellular calcium was greater when compared to normotensive controls (Gulati et ai,

1992). Again using platelets as the model system, elevated [Ca ]/has also been

identified recently as the potential cause for higher rates of hypertension in African

Americans (Cho et al., 1995). These findings suggest that platelet calcium regulation is

abnormal not only in hypertensive patients, but also in individuals who may be subject to

hypertension. Therefore, an analysis of platelet calcium level alone may be a rapid

indicator of susceptibility to hypertension, and may be enough information for the

individual to begin reducing other risk factors. Interestingly, studies suggest that the

platelets may not be directly at fault for the hypertension. Instead, the platelets serve as

an easy-access model system that parallels the physiology of smooth muscle cells, which

are more difficult to test in living human subjects (Kwan, 1985; Resink et ai, 1986). In

platelets, altered activity ofmembrane calmodulin-stimulated calcium-adenosine

triphosphatase is suggested as a possible mechanism of action for the calcium level

abnormalities in hypertension (Resink et ai, 1985). Though platelets were used only as a

model system by Gulati et ai, other studies suggest platelet calcium regulation may not

only be correlated, but may also be a directly contributing factor in pathogenesis of
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severe arteriosclerosis (Vicari et al, 1994). In this study, Vicari et ai, demonstrated not

only basal irregularities, but also showed alteration of calcium flux in response to

activating stimuli correlated with severe arteriosclerosis. They further suggest that

platelets are maintained at a chronic state of activation. They conclude that detection of

this chronically activated state, by monitoring calcium levels in platelets during in vitro

stimulation with thrombin, may serve as an indicator for risk of a potential acute

thrombotic event associated with severe arteriosclerosis. Whether serving as a

representative model system or a direct functional indicator, monitoring platelet calcium

levels has the potential to be an important diagnostic factor in assessing potential for a

chronic or acute cardiovascular event.

Differential subpopulations ofplatelets

Several authors have suspected in vivo coexistence of differential subpopulations

of platelets. Previous studies showed that differences in size, density, and age of platelets

isolated from a single sample correlate with certain functional characteristics, such as rate

and intensity of aggregation (Thompson et al., 1983; Corash et al., 1984; Thompson et

al., 1984). The lower density platelets were found to have reduced abundance of various

organelles, such as dense granules, as one would expect from aged platelets (Corash et

al., 1984). Theresa Davies {etal, 1990) was the first to attempt to determine the

characteristics of such a subpopulation in correlation with Ca^^ analysis. She determined
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by Indo-1 staining that Ca^^ flux occurs maximally in all cells that respond to thrombin at

all doses, but some do not respond at all at lower doses, indicating the presence of a

subpopulation resistant to weak stimulation. In an attempt to determine Ca -dye

independent characteristics of the subpopulations, she monitored intracellular pH using

BCECF and flow cytometry simultaneously with Indo-1 Ca flux analysis. Her results

for these studies were inconclusive, but appeared to show no connection between calcium

flux and pH change during thrombin stimulation. She concluded that pH change may be

an early signal in activation which is independent ofCa pathways, and not correlated to

the presence of subpopulations. She did not attempt to further elucidate or speculate

concerning the origin or cause of the presence of these differentially responding

subpopulations. However, Davies did conclude that the presence of subpopulations was a

very likely cause of other researchers showing diminished Ca flux at low thrombin

concentrations, since the platelets that did respond still responded maximally, but some

did not respond at all. Because of her conclusion that subpopulations were present and

were likely responsible for altering the results of studies which monitored entire

populations and not individual cells, she determined that flow cytometry was the best

method for calcium analysis since these subpopulations could be isolated and

simultaneously studied apart from the responding events.
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Methods ofplatelet calcium detection

Many methods have been developed to detect [Ca ]/ in various cell types, and a

wide variety of these techniques are in use today. Most current techniques, however, are

limited by their difficulty of use, sensitivity, cost and availability of instrumentation, or

independence of results from other influential factors such as cell size. Flow cytometry

has the potential to greatly improve and simplify detection of [Ca^*],, but most current

flow cytometric methods rely on the more complicated, expensive, and less readily

available instruments, or have not been modified for use with platelets. A new technique

using two fluorescent dyes has the potential to become the standard in platelet calcium

detection.

The earliest calcium monitoring technique involved adding radiolabeled calcium

to biological systems, and this technique is still used today for certain specific studies

(Gulati et al, 1992). This allowed tracing of calcium over time, but was not practical for

short term kinetic studies (on the scale of a few seconds). Furthermore, it did not allow

analysis of individual cells or subpopulations; it only made assumptions about the native

biology of the cell (by monitoring calcium influx rather than release from native stores),

and posed the radiation safety hazard inherent with radiolabeling.

A major step in the development of calcium monitoring was the identification of

the calcium-dependent, bioluminescent protein aequorin. Aequorin, now available in

recombinant form, was originally isolated from jellyfish Aequoria victoria (Haugland,

1996). The protein complex is made up of the 22,000 MW apo-aequorin protein.
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molecular oxygen, and the luminophore coelenterazine (Inouye et al., 1989). When three

calcium ions bind to the complex, coelenterazine is oxidized to coelenteramide, releasing

CO2 and 466 nm blue light, and the intensity of the blue light is dependent on calcium

concentration (Miller et al., 1994). The advantages of using aequorin as a calcium

indicator are that it apparently is not compartmentalized or exported, does not alter the

loaded cells’ physiology or functions, and remains in the system for up to several days,

thus allowing long term monitoring (Miller etal., 1994; Haugland, 1996). However,

during several attempts at practical application of aequorin with platelets in the research

laboratory, many disadvantages became apparent. First, a lumi-aggregometer, a

specialized instrument with little other use, was required to detect the weak signal. The

non-ratiometric emission (ratiometrics discussed later) gave a non-quantitative, non-

standardizeable curve on scrolling chart paper. Upon repeated stimulation of platelets

during the same study from the same preparation in our laboratory, the results could

never be replicated in identical samples, though these same samples were shown to

express CD62 and generate microparticles (data not shown). Furthermore, the technique

recommended for loading the aequorin into the cells seemed quite harsh for the platelets

including the requirement for 6% DMSO in the resuspension to permeabilize the

platelets, and suspending platelets from 40 ml whole blood (about 5x10^ cells) in just 100

pi buffer for the ten minute dye loading steps (Yamaguchi et al, 1986). Concentrations

of DMSO as low as 0.1% have been shown to interfere with platelet function in vitro,

though washing platelets appeared to reverse the inhibition at low concentrations
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(Fratantoni and Poindexter, 1983). Results in this laboratory using this technique were

highly inconsistent and questionable to say the least.

Although radiolabeling and luminescence are still used today, fluorescence has

become the detection signal of choice for measuring intracellular ions, and improvements

in sensitivity and specificity have been rapid over the past 18 years. In 1980, Tsien

synthesized a fluorescent quinoline Ca indicator, called Quin-2: a stable dye with high

specificity for Ca over H+ or Mg . Quin-2 is a fluorescent derivative of the Tsien-

synthesized calcium chelator BAPTA (1,2-bis (o-aminophenoxy) ethane-N,N,-N’,N’,-

tetraacetic acid), presented in the same study. The cell permeant acetoxymethyl (AM)

ester form ofQuin-2 allowed free passage into the cell, where the AM was cleaved by

cellular esterases and the dye rendered impermeable, thus “locking” it in the cell with no

specific need for mechanical membrane permeabilization or a carrier such as high

concentration DMSO for dye loading (though DMSO is still used for dye reconstitution)

(Tsien et ai, 1982) (see figure lA). Fluorescence measurements for Quin-2 were made

on a spectrofluorimeter; the excitation source was optimal at 339 nm, and the single-band

(non-ratiometric) emission was maximal at 492 nm (Tsien et al., 1982). Quin-2 was

used for some general descriptive studies of platelet calcium reactions during activation

(Rink et ai, 1982). While Quin-2 had some advantages over its non-fluorescent

predecessors, it had significant disadvantages: first, it was so dim that autofluorescence

from plasma was enough to overwhelm the detectable signal; second, at the

concentrations required for calcium detection (50 pM), Quin-2 inhibited subsequent
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activation reactions such as aggregation; third, the non-ratiometric detection system led

to decreased sensitivity and susceptibility to artifact and decreased ability to standardize

resulting from other influential factors such as cell size and dye loading efficiency (Rao

et ai, 1985).



Figure 1: Structure and spectra ofBAPTA-based, acetoxymethyl ester forms of
fluorescent calcium indicating compounds
(From tiaugland, 1996, unless otherwise indicated)

A. Acetoxymethyl ester cleavage by cellular esterases to lock membrane
permeant dye in cell
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Figure 1 (continued)
B. Structure and fluorescence properties ofFura-2

C. Structure and fluorescence properties of Indo-1

Wavelength (nm)

D. Structure and fluorescence properties ofOregon Green 488 BAPTA-2



Figure 1 (continued) F.Structure ofFura Red

E. Structure ofFIuo-3
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Grynkiewicz et al. (1985) started a new paradigm in ion detection when they

improved the basic design of the BAPTA-based chelator dye developed by Tsien, and

synthesized a new form of fluorescent calcium indicator with much greater fluorescence

intensity. Varying forms of the compound were derived to detect other ions such as

intracellular H+ ( i.e., pH), and (Davies et al, 1990; Csemoch et al, 1998).

Furthermore, variations of the dyes were developed which allowed detection by several

different instmments, including the spectrofluorimeter (for Fura-2), and the flow cytometer

(for Indo-1) (Grynkiewicz etal, 1985). The greatest advantages of the new fluorescent dye

forms were the greater fluorescence intensity and that most allowed ratiometric detection; that

is, the dyes had a bright fluorescent emission at one wavelength in the absence of calcium,

and as calcium binding to the dye increased in conjunction with [Ca^^], increase, the initial

fluorescence emission decreased in intensity, while an increase in intensity was detected at a

different wavelength, as is the casewith Indo-1 (as a slight variation, Fura-2 emits variably at

a single wavelength when excited at two different wavelengths). Fura-2 emits maximally at

510 nm, and is excited maximally at about 360 nm in its calcium-free form, and at about 330

nm when bound to Ca ; Indo-1 is excited maximally at about 353 nm and emits maximally

2"^
at about 475 nm in its calcium-free form, and at about 400 nm when bound to Ca

(Haugland, 1996) (see figure IB and C). The theory behind ratiometric ion detection is that

when the numerical fluorescence intensity value for the quantified increasing fluorescence

signal is divided by that for the decreasing signal at a given time point, the result is a

standardized, amplified numerical value adding consistency and sensitivity over a single
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parameter of detection; theoretically, ratiometric data are independent of potential artifacts

caused by variations in dye loading efficiency, cell size, illumination intensity, and emission

collection efficiency (Rabinovitch et ai, 1986; Johnson in Current Protocols in Cytometry,

1997). Protocols have been developed for use of platelets with both Fura-2 (Rao etal, 1985)

and Indo-1 (Davies et al., 1988). Both of these dyes are still widely used with much success

today.

In spite of their sensitivity and relative success of application, both Fura-2 and

Indo-1 have important disadvantages related to ease of use and accuracy of results. Fura-

2 uses the spectrofluorimeter (also called a fluorimeter or spectrofluorometer), which is

fairly common in research institutions and relatively easy to use, but can only generate

averages (actually, sums) of everything in the tube, thus generalizing that all cells in the

tube are of the same quality and have the same calcium concentration. This can be a

seriously flawed generalization, especially when monitoring peripheral blood platelets

which can coexist in vivo in a wide range of activation states, age, and quality

(Thompson et al., 1983; Corash etal, 1984; Thompson et al., 1984). Furthermore, the

fluorimeter lacks the ability to simultaneously monitor other important factors such as

glycoprotein expression to positively identify the cells or measure activation state.

Recent advances in fluorescence and confocal microscopy have allowed use ofFura-2 to

monitor localization of calcium pools and translocation within single cells (Jen et al,

1996). While confocal microscopy is remarkable in its ability to localize subcellular

activity within a few cells or in solid tissues, the technique is cumbersome and time
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consuming for multi-cellular analysis and has many disadvantages. Confocal microscopy

requires a specialist in the instrumentation at every point in the acquisition of data,

requires platelets to be adhering to a glass surface (which alters platelet morphology

almost immediately even without agonist), requires analysis ofmany individual cells to

make an assumption about the entire platelet population, and presents standardization

questions concerning whether differences between reactions were a result of true sample

differences or were due to detector adjustments between samples to continuously

optimize images. Clearly, Fura-2 was an improvement over its predecessors and may be

valuable today for analysis within single cells, but lacks a detection system which is both

easy to use and can identify differences between subsets of cells in a mixed population.

Indo-1 improves on some of these problems because of its flow cytometric

analysis, but ultimately falls short of ideal because of the specialization required to

operate a UV laser flow cytometer and availability of the required instrumentation. Indo-

1 is detectable on the flow cytometer which analyzes 10,000 or more individual cells

within a few seconds, and provides numerical fluorescence values for each cell passing

through excitation beam, thus allowing detailed analysis of any subpopulations present.

Furthermore, two light scatter and at least one other fluorescence parameter may be

simultaneously used (depending on which type of flow cytometer is used) to monitor

glycoprotein expression or morphological differences for positive cell identification or

other activation analysis, such as microparticle formation. For these reasons, Indo-1

presents an important improvement over Fura-2, but several disadvantages must be
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considered as well. Ultraviolet (UV) excitation is required for Indo-1, which can present

a hazard to the eyes or skin if exposed to direct or scattered light; furthermore, UV-laser

equipped flow cytometers are generally much more expensive than other more common

instrumentation, require a much greater level of specialization to operate, and are much

less frequently available than the fluorimeter or the simple blue-laser (argon ion) flow

cytometers. For the purposes of this study, the FACScan and FACStar Plus flow

cytometers (Becton Dickinson Co) were compared, and details of this comparison are

presented later.

In 1994, Novak and Rabinovitch used a combination of Fluo-3 and Fura Red, two

BAPTA-based dye derivatives, and developed a ratiometric calcium detection method for use

on the easiest to use, most readily available blue laser flow cytometers. Both dyes are excited

maximally at 488 nm. Fluo-3 emits fluorescence maximally at 525 nm, and increases in

fluorescence intensity upon calcium binding. Fura Red emits maximally at 675 nm and

decreases in intensity upon calcium binding (see figure 1 E - G). The two-dye technique

introduces important advantages over any prior calcium detection technique, but was designed

for use with leukocytes and has not been adapted for use with platelets, which by their

reactive nature, inherently require modification of techniques common to other cells.

Furthermore, commercially available direct agonist injection systems for the FACScan flow

cytometer are rare and expensive, so most prior studies have a “gap” in their data from

removing the tube from flow to add agonist. This thesis project seeks to solve these two

shortfalls while using the existing advantages of this technique to study differential platelet
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subpopulations and platelet activation kinetics. Furthermore, the current project presents the

first application in any cell type ofcalcium monitoring using Fluo-4/Fura Red fluorescence

ratios.

Function of theflow cytometer

Understanding how a flow cytometer works is important in understanding its

applications. Flow cytometry is quickly growing in popularity because of its wide range

of applications and analytical capabilities and increasingly simplified use. Early flow

cytometers in the 1970s were cumbersome, homemade instruments with sprawling tubing

and electronics, subject to the expert use of engineers and the vicissitudes of complicated

laser and fluid stream alignment. Currently, however, as computer technology continues

to advance and the basic operation of the flow cytometer becomes more simplified,

“single button analysis” may soon be possible for some applications (Corio et ai, 1998;

Softley et al, 1998 a & b). Calcium analysis could eventually be applied in the clinical

laboratory, but jargon from the engineering days and methods of operation must both be

standardized.

A flow cytometer accelerates individual cells in a fluid stream through a focused

laser beam and collects light emission from the cells via photodiodes and photomultiplier

tubes, which translate the signal into directly related voltage pulses that can be

quantified, digitized, stored, and analyzed on the computer. A suspension of cells from
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about 1 X 10* to 2 X lO’ cells /ml is forced by positive pressure into a constantly flowing

buffer solution. From the point of injection, the fluid pathway is narrowed in a cone

from about 75 mm to 180 pm (FACScan). Forcing a constant volume per time through

this narrowing channel causes acceleration of the fluid rate in the flow stream and,

consequently, the particles released into the stream from the pressurized sample

accelerate as well. Therefore, the concentrated cells are spaced out into a line of single

cells. A combination of this acceleration and laminar flow causes the cells to be

hydrodynamically focused into the center of the sheath fluid stream, thus allowing

precise focusing of the laser on a specific point for low variation in signal intensity

between individual cells in a population. Using flow cytometry, hundreds of individual

cells may be analyzed each second.

Light scatter and fluorescence properties of the cell and its applied molecular

probes when excited by the laser reveal characteristics about each cell. Low angle light

scatter (half cone angles from < 1.0 to 10°), also known as forward scatter (FSC),

detected by a photodiode, reveals relative information about the size of the cell. The

laser in the absence of particles in the sheath stream is focused to strike a narrow

obscuration bar directly in line with the detector. As a cell enters the excitation beam, it

partially bends and partially scatters the laser causing the light to strike the detector

optics. A larger cell causes a larger area of the laser to hit the detector and for a longer

period of time, thus sending a larger electronic pulse to the detector amplifier. A

numerical value is assigned to this electronic pulse based on a somewhat arbitrary.
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adjustable scale from maximum and minimum levels of detection. Detection optics at

90" to the laser line collect orthogonal light scatter, or side scatter (SSC), using a

photomultiplier tube. SSC is theoretically the result of laser light scattering off of the

internal components of different refractive indices within the cell; thus, the intensity of

the SSC signal is a general measure of cellular internal complexity or granularity. Both

FSC and SSC are imperfect measures since cytosolic refractive index and membrane

density can influence the scattered light. Finally, if a fluorescent compound has been

bound to the cell, such as a fluorochrome conjugated to a receptor-liganded monoclonal

antibody, or a cytosolic calcium specific dye trapped within the cell, the laser will excite

the compound, which releases a pulse of fluorescent light at a wavelength higher than the

wavelength of the laser in a color determined by the chemical properties of the

fluorochrome. Specific ranges of fluorescent signal are detected by chromatic optical

filtration prior to detection by photomultiplier tubes. Modem flow cytometers detect

three or more colors of fluorescence simultaneously, allowing for multiple levels of

analysis on a single cell. To determine what events are worth recording, a threshold is

set on a trigger parameter to exclude background, such as cellular debris or electronic

noise. When the trigger parameter receives a signal above threshold, all detectors

simultaneously record the intensity of signal being received. Data for each parameter is

saved as a row of numbers in a file. As additional events trigger the threshold, rows are

added to the data in list form, known as list mode data, and continue to accumulate until

a predetermined number of events has been acquired (typically 10,000). Data may also
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be collected kinetically using a “time” parameter. Once collected, the data may be

analyzed for percent positive, mean fluorescence, or other statistical descriptions of any

populations present.

The FACSccm andFACStar Plusflow cytometers

The two flow cytometers available for use by the East Carolina University School

ofMedicine are the FACScan and the FACStar Plus (Becton Dickinson, Inc., San Jose,

CA), both purchased in 1992. There are two major flow cytometer manufacturers,

Becton Dickinson (BD) and Coulter, and numerous smaller manufacturers. At the time

of this writing, there have been no significant improvements on the basic design of the

bench-top commercial flow C5dometer since 1992; the only improvements have been in

computer speed and instrument cosmetics, not electronics or sensitivity. The FACScan is

a basic blue laser (488 nm argon ion) cell analysis instrument with two light scatter

parameters, forward scatter (FSC, a general measure of cell size) and side scatter (SSC, a

general measure of cell granularity), and three parameters for fluorescence detection,

arbitrarily named FLl, FL2, and FL3, each spectrally delimited by optical filtration. FLl

detects green fluorescence (530 +/- 15 nm), FL2 detects orange fluorescence (585 +/- 21

nm), and FL3 detects red fluorescence (>650 nm). This three-color system has become

the industry standard, and chemical manufacturers have responded by producing a

variety of detection reagents which are excited at 488 nm and emit fluorescence
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maximally in one of these three ranges. The FACStar Plus collects the two light scatter

parameters, and up to four parameters of fluorescence. All optical filters are

interchangeable. Multiple lasers may be used simultaneously for advanced

multiparameter studies. The two lasers currently on the FACStar Plus are the blue laser

(488 nm argon ion model 5500A, Ion Laser Technology, Salt Lake City, UT) and UV

laser (351-356 nm multiline Innova 70 Spectrum ion laser. Coherent, Inc., Palo Alto,

CA). The major research application of the FACStar Plus other than UV excitation is

cell sorting. Cells may be physically sorted by shooting them between charged plates

which bend the stream to deflect droplets that contain cells of interest as identified by

fluorescence or light scatter. Furthermore, the FACStar Plus can calculate ratios via

electronic hardware circuits, and can be fitted with a device called the Time Zero Module

(Cytek, Inc.) for real time injection of agonist for kinetic studies such as calcium flux.

The FACStar Plus has been used with Indo-1 by numerous researchers for Ca studies.

Clinical and research applications offlow cytometry

Due in part to the growing variety of fluorescent indicators available, flow

cytometers have an incredibly diverse range of sample analysis applications for a single

laboratory instrument. Current research applications includeHIV and leukemia studies

(Paluckae/a/., 1996; Wozniak e/a/., 1996; Patterson e/a/., 1998), platelet microparticle

studies (Hickerson and Bode, 1998), immunophenotypic analysis for hematological and
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cell line research (Stewart et al, 1994), cell cycle analysis (Provinciali et al, 1998),

monitoring of cancerous cells (Howard et al, 1995), detection and analysis of apoptotic

cells and processes (Patel et al, 1996; Bedner et al., 1998; Douglas et al., 1998),

intracellular cytokine studies (Fujishima et al, 1996), bacterial studies (Demander et al,

1998), karyotyping (Stepanov étal, 1996; Lucretti and Dolezel, 1997), chromosome

sorting (Veuskens et al, 1995), and intracellular ionic signaling (Amorino and Fox,

1995; Balkay e/úf/., 1997; Mañane/a/., 1997). Much research has been concentrated in

attempting to expand the number of analyses that may be done simultaneously to more

clearly define the physiology of cellular responses. Examples include simultaneous

analysis of intracellular Ca and pH in combination with various surface receptors

(Atsumi et al, 1996), and complicated ten-parameter analysis to study complex

leukocyte heterogeneity (Roederer et al, 1997).

Several applications of flow cytometry have been approved for clinical diagnosis

using certain commercially available flow cytometers, including the FACScan and

FACSCalibur (Becton Dickinson, Co., San Jose, CA) and the Coulter Epics (Coulter

Corp.) Clinical flow cytometry is currently used to monitor progression ofHIV and

AIDS (Bergeron etal, 1998), diagnose subclasses of leukemias (Warzynski etal, 1991),

analyze reticulated red blood cells (Rapi et al, 1998), and monitor cell cycle in

cancerous cells (Vuckovic et al, 1998). While numerous platelet analyses are performed

in the clinical laboratory for diagnosis of platelet function and coagulation pathology,

few clinical platelet analyses are currently performed on the flow cytometer. Several
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authors have proposed numerous potential clinical applications for flow cytometric

platelet analysis including; testing for disease-specific platelet hyperreactivity (Devine et

al, 1993; Janes and Goodall, 1994), monitoring circulating activated platelets (Becker et

al, 1994), platelet hyporeactivity (Setzer etal, 1982), test before angioplasty to predict

potential platelet-related ischemic events after the procedure (Tschoepee/a/., 1993),

testing quality of platelet infusion product (Divers et al, 1995), diagnosis of storage pool

deficiency (Nieuwenhuis etal, 1987), monitoring benefits of treatment with GPIIbllla

antagonists (Konstantopoulos etal, 1995), reticulated platelets (Aulte/a/., 1992), platelet

microparticle analysis (Bode, 1993), deficient platelet reactivity to in vivo wound (Kestin

etal, 1993), microaggregate detection and analysis (Ault etal, 1989), leukocyte-platelet

heterotypic aggregate analysis (Kinder et al, 1991), test for heparin-induced

thrombocytopenia (Warkentin etal, 1994), disease-specific immunophénotype analyses

and diagnosis (Michelson, 1987), platelet quantification in severely thrombocytopenic

patients (Michelson, 1996), and platelet function testing by monitoring Ca^^ concentration

and flux (Jennings et al, 1989). The importance of monitoring intracellular calcium

concentrations in diagnosis and monitoring of disease (especially in platelets) is of

increasing clinical interest, but no method of calcium flux detection, flow cytometry or

otherwise, is currently accepted for clinical diagnosis. Since the blue laser flow

cytometers are currently in nearly every large clinical laboratory nationwide, no new

equipment would be required if a reliable technique for use on such a flow cytometer

were developed. This study does not attempt to present a platelet calcium procedure
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development based on ease of application and suggestions for standardization.
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Fluorescence collection methodology: differences andproblems in current convention

While some subfields of flow cytometry are becoming very standardized and user

friendly, such as hematological immunophenotyping (Scwartz et al, 1996), others are

not. A recent study showed widely different results in 55 separately published flow

c)^ometry studies that should have had similar results (Marti et ai, 1998). Virtually all

variation was attributed to local variations in technique, not instrumentation or reagent

variation. Analysis of calcium flux, for example, is still mired in the complexity of

developing technologies including layers of chemical, mechanical, electronic, and

software developments that have occurred. Unfortunately, understanding all of these

technical considerations is currently required to confidently present and interpret results.

Since local variation is common and sometimes troublesome in flow cytometry, work is

currently being done to try to standardize vocabulary, techniques, and methods of data

presentation in certain subfields (Bachner, 1996; Marti etal, 1998; Schober e/ur/., 1998).

This same standardization must soon occur for calcium data, and an attempt was made in

this study to propose a standard method of calculating and reporting ratiometric data to

reduce the confusing, outdated, and frequently variable methods currently in place.
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The flow cytometers have the option of collecting data using either a linear

fluorescence collection mode or an electronic logarithmic amplifier (log amp), which

produces an output signal proportional to the logarithm of the input signal (Shapiro,

1988). Log amplifiers essentially compress fluorescent or light scatter signals that may

differ in actual photon intensity by several hundred fold. Since the signal is converted

before the relative fluorescence intensity values are digitized, the numerical value sent to

the computer is not a true relative fluorescence value, but the logarithmic conversion

thereof, and must be converted back to its relative fluorescence intensity (RFI) value

before analysis. Log amplified signal is converted to a 1024 unit “channel” scale for data

storage using the following linear equation, where x is the log-scaled relative

fluorescence intensity value, and y is the stored channel value;

Equation 1: y=256(logio x)+0, or simply; y=256(logx)

256 is the slope when plotting the log of the log-scale value against its corresponding

converted value on the 1024-unit channel scale; the intercept is 0 since channel scale

value 0 corresponds to log-scale value 1, and logio(l)=0. For example, a cell with RFI

425 is stored as 673, and a cell with RFI 850 is stored as 750.
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When plotting data for analysis, the software converts the data back to RFI from

channel value by solving for x:

Equation 2:

The need for this dual conversion combined with uncertain linearity of analog

logarithmic amplifiers themselves have led to some concern over accuracy of data. The

above calculations go unnoticed for the most part when using the BD Lysys II or

CELLQuest software, since the appropriate conversions are usually done automatically.

However, when attempting to calculate ratios of log fluorescence values using an

alternate software package, the numbers generated were meaningless; as it turns out, the

software was designed for use with data acquired in linear mode, not log amp mode, so it

did not incorporate equation 2 above. Moreover, when using mixed axes (one linear, one

log) in Lysys II, the software defaults to using “linear” (unconverted) mode, so numbers

from the log axis are completely wrong. These issues raised the concern that the dual

conversion required for log amplification could lead to presentation and publication of

data with severely flawed RFI or light scatter values (and undoubtedly has).

Furthermore, some researchers contend that the analog logarithmic conversion hardware

is not as sensitive or linear as it should be (especially in the dimmest and brightest RFI

ranges; i.e., the first and fourth log decades) and leaves too much disparity between

adjacent data points, and therefore should not be relied upon for data where linearity is
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important, such as in calculating calcium ratios (Jett, 1991; discussion on the

International Flow Cytometry E-mail Discussion Group hosted by Purdue University).

Additional discussion has centered around the misunderstanding that ifRFI is collected

on a log axis, the values must be subtracted rather than divided for proper ratio

calculation (Flow Cytometry Discussion Group). Understanding of the circuitry and

mathematics involved in logarithmic amplification may be important for instrument

development research, but should not be required for the average biological technician to

collect meaningful data any more than one needs to know the transformer step-down

ratio for the light source on a microscope. Finally, in an era when attempts are being

made to standardize terminology related to fluorescence quantification (Henderson et al,

1998), the vocabulary used for these parameters is complicated and defies logic; in

Becton Dickinson’s flow cytometry analysis software, the log amp data is referred to as

linear, and the linear data is referred to as channel, while numerical values for either are

referred to as “channel values.”

So why even consider using log amp data with all of these potential problems?

The major advantage of log amp data over linear data is the wide 1 to 10,000 RFI unit

collection range compared to the limited 1024 unit linear scale. Furthermore,

populations have the same “shape”, or appearance regardless of where they appear on the

log scale (Shapiro, 1988) since the relationship between the values is factoral and not

additive. In other words, an event with RFI 50 is twice as bright as an event at 25. If the

PMTV or gain is increased so the dimmer value is placed in channel 50, the brighter
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event will be in channel 100, not 75. On the log axis, they maintain the same physical

separation on the plot, while on the linear axis, brighter events are plotted much further

apart, and dimmer events are almost unresolvable. A major disadvantage of the linear

axis is the lack of ability to identify heterogeneous subpopulations: on the linear axis, the

populations are so compressed at low values, and so expanded at high values, that the

presence of a fine separation stands to go unnoticed, where the separation is usually

distinct anywhere on the scale on log acquisition. For uniform, homogenous cell

populations, this is usually not a problem, but is especially important for platelets which

show a broad range of fluorescence properties because of their small and variable size,

irregular shape, and propensity to exhibit various subpopulations. For these reasons, log

amplification seemed the natural choice for platelet calcium analysis. For this project,

comparisons were made between the two modes to determine if concerns over linearity,

data point disparity, or mathematical questions were sufficient to contradict use of log

data collection for ratiometric fluorescence analysis.

Needfor improvement offlow cytometric kinetic analysis

Theresa Davies did important work in identifying flow cytometry as the best

method for determination of Ca^^ flux in platelets, but also identified an important

weakness in her methodology. Davies et al. (1990) demonstrated the importance of

using flow cytometry for calcium flux in platelets as they determined that non-
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responding subpopulations of cells were likely responsible for results obtained by other

techniques that were not able to monitor subpopulations. However, she went on to

conclude that a major limitation in her technique (Indo-1 using a FACS 440, a relative of

the FACStar Plus) was the 10 -15 second delay between time of addition of agonist to

point of analysis since cells would be at or near maximal stimulation in the first time

point. This delay was caused by the long sample tubing and the need to remove the

sample from the flow stream to inject the agonist. A direct agonist injection system with

rapid delivery of the stimulated cells to the point of analysis was needed.

The Time Zero Module (TZM), purchased by the ECU-SOM Flow Cytometry

Core Facility, is an accessory that allows direct injection of cellular agonist into the cell

suspension sample during acquisition on the FACStar Plus flow cytometer (figure 2).

The TZM has some advantages and some disadvantages. The advantages are that it

allows direct injection of agonist during acquisition without the need for removing the

sample tube from the flow cytometer, thus allowing real-time kinetic analysis of cellular

reaction, the TZM also has a much shorter sample tubing (about 32 cm sample to laser

distance rather than the original FACStar distance ofmore than 50 cm) so the time

required for a cell to travel from reaction tube to data collection point is greatly reduced,

thus avoiding the possibility ofmissing the early calcium changes (however, this is still

longer than the FACScan boost delay with approximately 14.5 cm sample to laser

distance). Also, the TZM can send an electrical pulse to the PMT which marks the point

of injection on the data plot. Other advantages include the built-in sample module which
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contains both a magnetic stir bar mixer right in the sample tube, and a sealed chamber

with tubing connectors to allow circulation of heated or cooled water to allow control of

reaction temperature. Furthermore, an independent sample pressurizing unit, the Air

Module (AM) minimizes the amount ofFACStar tubing needing to be cut or rerouted to

attach or detach the TZM.



Figure 2: Time Zero Module (TZM) from The Cytek Development Corp.
(All information from Cytek Development Corp. Flow Cytometry Kinetie Produets brochure, 1994)

“This system provides on line stimulus delivery to cells, then delivers activated cells to the laser
intercept for analysis within a second, The Time Zero Air Supply provides adjustable run and boost
pressures.”

Time Zero Module Time Zero Air Supply

TZM: $4950.00
Air Supply; $1450,00
Total Cost: $6400.00

Features:

Adjustable Sample Boost Time
Sample water jacket
Sample/Stimulus mixing
Time Zero electronic data time marks

Sample Line pinch valve
Uses standard disposable test tube

Benefits:
Extends analysis to early activation kinetics
Defined temperature response
Uniform time zero

Accurate time zero

No sample dilution from backflush
Low co.st

Specifications (excerpts):
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Stimulus Transfer Volume: 10.7 (it
Mixing: Uses electromagnetically driven magnetic flea, adjustable from 260 RPM to 1250 RPM, Off/On Button.
Temperature Control/ Readout: External circulator bath (not supplied); .125" connecting tubing to water jacket in Sample
Module. Digital temperature readout in Centigrade. Temperature probe mounted in sample module.
Pneumatics: Requires 3 air supplies: Run pressure. Boost pressure. Pinch valve pressure. Available from cytometer or Time Zero
Air Supply
Sample Boost: Uses electronically limed valve, 0.1 - 3.7 sec adjustable range. Off/fln switch.
Sample Transfer Volume: 14.0 pi
Time Mark: Electronic mark injected into any fluorescence channel at the start and end of the boost. Indicates beginning time on
data.
Sheath Backflow Control: Air driven sample line pinch valve. Activated by cytometer's pneumatics or Air Module switch.
Sample Vent: Activated by cytometer's pneumatics or Air Module switch.
TIME ZERO AIR SUPPLY DESCRIPTION

Outputs:
Boost Air Adjustable from 0-30 PSI
Sample Air Adjustable from 0-30 PSI
0-30 PSI gauge indicates either boost or sample pressure

“Simulated kinetics experiment using non fluorescent beads for cells and
fluorescent beads for stimulus. Stimulus injection and boost begin at 4.4
seconds. "Stimulus" appears at laser intercept at 5.0 seconds, boost ends at
5.2 seconds. Time Marks shown as vertical white lines at start and end of
boost.”
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The disadvantages of the TZM, however, may outweigh the advantages,

especially if a much simpler device were available at a fraction of the cost. A primary

disadvantage of the TZM is the price: $6400.00 (in 1994). Additional training or start-

up learning time is required to comprehend the confusing and seemingly repetitive

controls on the TZM and its associated Air Module (AM); for example, there is a boost

time adjustment and sample boost button on the TZM, and a boost air knob and run/boost

switch on the AM. The boost and run system further complicates system operation by

the need to balance the TZM/AM sample air pressure with the FACStar nitrogen-

pressurized sheath fluid pressure. In practical application, the sample often ran too fast

or not at all, and needed readjustment with each new sample, running the risk of sample

loss from overpressurized sample, or the opposite problem, sheath fluid backwashing into

the underpressurized sample causing dilution or contamination. Furthermore, a smaller

sample tube (50 mm X 12 mm, 9.5 mm interior diameter) is required for the TZM, rather

than the 75 mm X 12 mm (10.5 mm interior diameter) Falcon brand tube used for both

the FACScan and the FACStar, thus requiring a supply of special tubes. Since the model

of the TZM purchased was specific for use on the FACStar Plus, attempts were made in

this project to develop a new system for use on the FACScan at a lower cost and with

fewer disadvantages.



Materials and Methods

To test platelets for basal [Ca ]/ and Ca flux, the basic protocol included the

following elements; whole blood was collected from volunteer donors, platelets were

separated from other blood cells, calcium indicating dyes were loaded into the platelets, a

baseline sample was run on the flow cytometer, agonist or control compound was added,

and subsequent time points were acquired by running the sample over time on the flow

cytometer. Data from all samples were stored in various data retrieval systems on the

computer, and various software packages were used to analyze and quantify the results.

Data were presented as ratios, relative fluorescence intensity, or changes in either.

Changes in [Ca ]/ were presented as fold change in ratio.

At each element in the above protocol, many variations were possible including

the following: (1) using various anticoagulants or inhibitors to minimize artifactual

activation, (2) washing or gel filtering cells before or after dye loading to remove

interfering proteins or reduce excess extracellular dye, (3) varying dye concentrations

and incubation times, (4) altering dye resuspension and final DMSO concentration, (5)

varying agonist and CaCl2 concentrations, (6) running static or continuous time points on

the flow cytometer, (7) collecting in logarithmic or linear fluorescence amplification

' No attempt was made to calibrate an actual nM value for [Ca^^,, since this has proved problematic for
others and was one stqi beyond the scope of this study. However, correlating ratios to actual [Ca^^j units
may be quite possible with this technique and should be examined in the future.
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mode, and (8) presenting data as ratios ofmeans or means of ratios, and many others.

Hundreds of combinations were possible. Logical combinations were tested based on

literature review and experience to identify the protocol that gave the most consistent and

sensitive results, determined by similarity of results from similar samples, and maximum

fold change in ratio from baseline samples under the least stimulating conditions.

Sample Preparation

Sample preparation was performed in the Platelet Research Laboratory operated

by Dr. Arthur P. Bode in the East Carolina University School ofMedicine (ECU-SOM)

Department ofPathology and Laboratory Medicine with some assistance from technical

staff. Flow cytometry was performed in the Flow Cytometry Core Facility, ECU-SOM

Department ofMicrobiology and Immunology. Table 1 shows the numerous parameters

that were tested to determine the best sample preparation technique prior to flow

cytometry. The following is the final protocol (with a few specific variations mentioned)

for sample preparation as determined by testing 576 samples in 38 studies in more than a

hundred different combinations and conditions.



Table 1: Options tested for optimization of protocol

Anti-

coagulants
Platelet
Isolation
Method

Isolated
Platelet
form

Storage
time until

study

Centrifuge
technique
(for PRP or

washes)

Pre dye load
purification
inhibition

Pre dye load
purification
method

Sodium

Citrate,
1 leparin,
RDTA,
ACD,
CPDA-l,
CPDA-1 +

PGE-1

Differential

Centrifugation,
Apheresis

PRP,
PC

0 time.
One day.
Two days

Dynac
model,
RC5B,
RC3C,
PR6()()0,
various
RCFs and
times

None

Theophylline
PCÎK-1

low pi 1

None

Cent, wash at:

5x1 (/Vml,
0.25x109/ml
IxlO^/ml
(iel filtration
with Sephadex
or Biogel A-
150

Wash or gel
filtration
buffers

Platelet
cone, at

dye
loading

Dye Cone,
at loading

Dye
inc.
time

(min)

Post dye
loading
purification

Wash or

gel
filtration
buffers

Dilution
/ run
buffer

Platelet

cone, at

stimulât
ion

A, B, E, G, G2, 5xl06/ml - 1 - 8uM, 5 None, A, B, E, G, G, G2, 2.0 X

II, HT, PB 6.5 IxlO^/ml variations 10 Cent, wash at: G2, H, HT, PBH, H, 106/ml
or 6.7, PBH for each 15 5xl0^/ml, PB 6.5 or HT - 27.0 X

(see dye 20 0.25xl09/ml, 6.7, PBH 106/ml
abbreviation 25 or IxlO^/ml, (see
list) 30 1 or 2 washes. abbrevia-tio

Gel filtration list)
witli

Sephadex or
Biogel A-150

Instrument setup
options

Agonist injection
Method

Detection
method

Parameters
collected

Fluorescence
collection
axis

Ratio

quantification
method

Variation in Time Zero Continuous Fluorescence “Linear” Electronically
PMTV for optimal Module only channel collected ratios

starting ratio. (FACStar) Discrete (FACStar)
variation in time points Ratio and “Log”
compensation for New in-line only fluorescence charmel Calculated ratio
minimal injection tube (FACStar ofmeans
interference (FlowKAT) Continuous Plus only)

60 sec., then Software
Off-line addition time points generated mean
after baseline of ratios
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5 cc whole blood (WB) was drawn from a volunteer donor by a skilled

phlebotomist (following universal safety precautions) into a 5 cc lead-off syringe and

discarded to avoid artifactual activation by platelet contact with the initial tissue plug

cored out by the needle insertion. With continuous flow into an acceptable biohazard

container, the catheter was attached to a syringe, and 20 cc WB was collected with 2 cc

(1:10) 3.7% (final 0.37%) trisodium citrate (Na3Cit) anticoagulant at room temperature.

This blood collection protocol follows clinical guidelines for proper collection of unfixed

platelets for aggregation analysis (PCMH clinical protocol SOP).

WB was thoroughly mixed by gentle rocking, then red cells and leukocytes were

pelleted by moderate differential centrifugation at 1900 RPM (500 xg) for 4 minutes in

the PR6000 floor model centrifuge with refrigeration set to 25°C. Platelet Rich Plasma

(PRP) supernatant was collected by aspiration.

A 50 pg vial of each calcium indicating dye was reconstituted to 4 mM in

DMSO, then diluted to 1000 pM using HEPES/Saline/Glucose buffer (HSG; 0.9% NaCl

[w/v], 5.5 mM glucose, 10 mM HEPES) immediately before use. (This allowed dye

reconstitution in DMSO as suggested by manufacturer, but minimized potentially

harmful high final DMSO concentration in platelets to between 0.125% in Fluo-3 alone

and 0.300% in Fluo-3 + Fura Red.) Either 5 or 7 pi of each dye was added to yield the

proper final concentrations. Table 2 shows volumes and concentrations used for each

dye.
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Table 2: Calcium indicating dyes
Dye Molec. Wt. DMSO

(^l)
Cone.

(mM)
HSG (nl) Cone.

(^M)
Cone. In sample (pM
= pi / ml added)

Fura Red 1089.00 11.475 4000 34.425 1000 7

Fluo-3 1129.86 11.05 4000 33.15 1000 5

Fluo-4 1046.95 11.40 4000 34.185 1000 5

Indo-1 1009.93 12.45 4000 37.35 1000 5

(All calcium dyes are from Molecular Probes, Inc. Eugene, OR: Fluo-3 acetoxymethyl ester (AM), Fura
Red AM, Fluo-4 AM, and Indo-1 AM; catalog numbers F-1242, F-3021, F-14201, and 1-1223,
re^ectively, were stored with desiccant under vacuum at -20°C).

The given volume of each dye was placed in the proper combinations in empty 5

ml polypropylene tubes, and 1ml PRP was placed into each dye combination. Tubes

were capped and mixed quickly by light vortexing or tituration. Samples were incubated

in a water bath at 37"C for 25 minutes.

During incubation, a 1:10 solution of stock prostaglandin E-1 (PGE-1; 10 pi of

1mg/ml PGE-1 in ethanol + 90 pi HSG) was prepared. 10 pi of diluted PGE-1 was

added to each 1 ml platelet sample, mixed by light swirling to inhibit platelet activation

during the subsequent wash. Samples sat undisturbed for 5 minutes for PGE-1 to take

effect. To disperse plasma proteins for a more effective single wash, samples were

diluted with 3 ml buffer A (PWB, 2 mM theo, 0.1% BSA pH 6.5). Platelets were

pelleted by centrifugation for 13 minutes at 2000 RPM (780 xg). Supernatant was

aspirated and discarded. Pellets were resuspended lightly to original volume in buffer A.
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Variations of the centrifugation techniques were used in some studies, depending

on what other testing was being performed on the platelets. In some studies, washes

were performed by centrifugation at 5000 RPM (4500 xg) for 8 minutes in the RC5B

centrifuge. Washes were also performed prior to dye loading in some studies. In a few

studies, PRP and washing spins were performed in the RC3C centrifuge in the PCMH

clinical laboratory. Early studies used the Dynac desktop model centrifuge. For PRP,

the Dynac centrifuge was set on “60” (an arbitrary-unit rotational velocity scale) and WB

was spun for 3 minutes. For washes, the Dynac was set on “100,” and samples were

spun for 5 minutes.

To adjust platelets to proper concentration for flow cytometry, 100 pi of each was

initially diluted 1:100 in 10 ml HSG. Turbidometry was used to bring samples to proper

final concentration for flow cytometry: Optical density at 525 nm was adjusted on the

spectrophotometer to 0.03 absorbance units, which correlates to a final concentration of

between 1.0 and 1.5 x 10^ platelets/ml (based on standard concentration curve

determined previously by comparing platelet serial dilution ODs to results of a clinical

Coulter Corp. hematological cell counter, data not shown).

All agonist concentrations were adjusted to use a final volume of 10 til for each

0.5 ml platelet sample for activation, except CaCl2, ofwhich 5 til was used. Human

alpha thrombin (a gracious gift ofDr. Ruth Ann Henriksen, ECU-SOM) was prepared

by storing 20 til stock at 245.6 U/ml in PWB + 0.1% BSA, pH 7.4 at -70"C (a dilution of

the original concentrate), the 20 pi stock was reconstituted in 471 pi PWB+0.1% BSA
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pH 7.4 for a working concentration of 10 U/ml. 10 pi in a 0.5 ml sample yields 0.2

U/ml. The calcium ionophore, A23187 (Calbiochem, Inc., San Diego, CA, catalog

#100105), was dissolved from solid to 500 pM in DMSO. A portion of this stock

solution was diluted 1:10 in HSG for a working dilution of 50 pM. 10 pi of this working

dilution in 0.5 ml sample gives a final concentration of 1.0 pM. CaCl2 was dissolved

from solid to 100 mM working dilution in diH20. 10 pi in a 0.5 ml sample gives a final

concentration of ImM. Vehicle controls included DMSO and PWB prepared as above

excluding chemical agonist.

In some studies, phycoerythrin-labeled monoclonal antibodies (MoAbs) were

added to the dilute platelets to monitor platelet activation-dependent glycoprotein

expression and positively identify platelets. Antibodies used are listed in table 3 below.

MoAbs were used starting at about 0.2 pg Ab per 10^ platelets (or a concentration

recommended by manufacturer), and subsequently titrated to yield the best signal to

noise ratio. (Samples were not washed after addition ofMoAbs.) Antibodies were

diluted to working concentrations in PWB + 0.1% HSA + 0.1% Na azide, and then added

at 1 ; 10 or less to the diluted platelet samples.
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Table 3: Monoclonal antibodies used

All are mouse anti >odies directly conjugated to phycoerythrin (PE)
Clone
Name

Specificity Common or
other name

Application Catalog
Number

Manufacturer

AC1.2 CD62P p-selectin,
GMP-140

Detects activated platelets 348107 Becton Dickinson Co.
San Jose, CA

M-148 CD41 GPIIbllla Detects all platelet-derived
membranous material

PO1190C Biodesign, Inc.
Kennebunk, ME

AN-51 CD42b GPIb Expressed brightly on
undisturbed platelets

R7014 Dako Corp.
Carpintería, CA

not

provided
KLH IgG isotype

control
Negative FL2 fluorescence
control

340013 Becton Dickinson Co.
San Jose, CA

Other Methods and Reagents

During preliminary studies, numerous techniques were attempted but not selected

as part of the final protocol. These are listed in table 1. Reagents used for these

techniques include Biogel A-150 (BioRad, Richmond, CA, catalog # 151-1640, agarose

beads 100 - 200 U.S. standard mesh, operating range: 1 - 150 x 10^ MW) and Sepharose

2B (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, catalog # 2B-300, operating range 0.7 - 40 x 10^ MW) used

for agarose or sepharose gel size exclusion column chromatography (gel filtration).

Apyrase (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, catalog # A-6257), a combined ATPase and ADPase,

was used at final concentration of 0.15 U/ml. Theophylline (1,3-dimethylxanthine,

Sigma, St. Louis, MO, catalog # T-1633) was used in some buffers at 2 mM as an

activation inhibitor. Pluronic F-127 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, catalog # P-1572),

used to aid calcium dye loading by keeping dyes in solution, was diluted to 20% (w/v) in
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DMSO and used in some studies 1:1 (v/v) with calcium indicating dyes (5-10 fil) for a

final concentration in sample of 0.1 - 0.2 % (w/v).

Flow Cytometer Setup and Standardization

The FACScan flow cytometer sample pressure was set to “LO” (1/5 the sample

pressure of the “HI” setting), so platelets will run at a rate of about 250 cells per second

to collect up to 20,000 events in 70 seconds. The FACScan was set to trigger on linear

side scatter (SSC). Forward scatter (FSC) was set to log scale gain, and its photodiode

voltage adjustment was set to place the platelet population in about the third decade on

the four decade log scale. To standardize the SSC and fluorescence axes, the

photomultiplier tube voltage (PMTV) settings were adjusted to place fluorescent 0.5 pm

polystyrene green microspheres (“green beads,” Polysciences, Inc. catalog # 15700) in

channel 400 on SSC and 790 on FLl (log scale green fluorescence). Fluorescent 0.5 pm

polystyrene red microspheres (“red beads,” Polysciences, Inc. catalog # 19507) were

placed in channel 225 FL3 (log scale red fluorescence), and 265 on FL2 (log scale

orange fluorescence), since they fluoresce brightly in both parameters. Fluo-3, PE-

labeled Abs, and Fura Red single color positive samples were used to set compensation

to reduce false positive fluorescence emission from spectral overlap in adjacent

parameters. The minimum level of compensation possible was used. Table 4

summarizes the final standard settings used. Fura Red fluorescence was collected in
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FL3, and Fluo-3 fluorescence was collected in FLl. PE-labeled monoclonal Ab

fluorescence was collected in FL2. The table 4 settings place the unstimulated platelet

population low in FLl (which should increase in intensity upon activation), and higher

on FL3 (which should decrease in intensity upon activation).

Table 4: Target channels and compensation settings for standardization
Standard Bead and Target Channel Compensation Settings
GB SSC GB FLl RB FL2 RB FL3 FL FL FL FL

(linear) (log) (log) (log) 1-2 2-1 2-3 3-2

400 790 265 225 1.6 25.2 16.0 16.3

(GB = 0.5 |am green beads; RB = 0.5 im rec beads)

Facstar Plus Setup

For Indo-1 studies using the FACStar Plus, the 488 nm and UV lasers were

aligned and optimized. The blue laser and fluorescent beads were used to standardize the

axes as for the FACScan. The fluorescence pathways were arranged for Indo-1 as

follows; FLl 530 nm, FL2 575 nm, FL3 488 nm, FL4 424 nm, using a halfmirror to

separate visible and UV emission pathways, a 560 nm shortpass filter at 45“ as a dichroic

mirror to separate FLl and FL2 signal, and 505 nm shortpass filter at 45° as a dichroic

mirror to separate FL3 and FL4 signal. Hence, Indo-1 bound to Ca^^ was collected in

FL4 and Indo-1 not bound to Ca^^ was collected in FL3. The ratio of FL4/FL3 was

calculated. FL3 and 4 parameters were optimized by tuning laser and stream alignment.



laser voltage, and PMTV to place the unstimulated platelet population low on FL4

(which should increase in intensity upon activation), and higher on FL3 (which should

decrease in intensity upon activation).
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Calcium Detection and Analysis

A baseline unstimulated sample was run on the optimized flow cytometer,

followed by injection of agonist and collection of data. Data were collected either at

discrete time points by saving separate files or continuously using the kinetic “time” axis

available on the flow cytometer using Lysys II software on the Hewlett Packard 340

Consort 32 computer systems provided with the instruments. Agonist injections were

performed by removing the sample from the flow cytometer and injecting or using a

direct injection system. Two direct injection systems are discussed below. Data were

collected from 30 seconds to 10 minutes in the experimental phase, and 60 seconds was

later determined sufficient for the entire platelet reaction with thrombin.

Data were analyzed by either determining fluorescent means using Lysys II or

CellQuest software (BD) on the Power Macintosh Computer (Apple Computer, Inc.,

Cupertino, CA) and dividing the means for each time point to determine the ratio (“ratio

ofmeans”). For studies using kinetic data collection, regions were drawn to isolate data

at specific time points and means were divided. Later, FCS Assistant Software (Ray

Hicks, Cambridge University Department ofMedicine, Cambridge, England) was used to
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calculate fluorescence ratios for each event, and the “mean of the ratios” was determined

at specific time points.

Time Zero Module

The Time Zero Module (TZM) was used on the FACStar Plus for direct injection

of agonist during continuous kinetic collection of events (see figure 2). The TZM was

incorporated into the FACStar Plus hardware by attaching a mounting plate to the front

of the Star to hold the sample unit, disconnecting the FACStar Plus sample tube and

replacing it with the shorter TZM sample tube, and connecting the separate TZM sample

pressure unit to the TZM, thus bypassing the Star nitrogen sample pressure system. The

nitrogen pressure system, however, was still required for sheath pressure; thus, the

sample was run with the Star in “standby” mode. Contrary to manufacturers claims,

special tubes of a precise internal diamter and total length were required for use on the

TZM. When the original sample gasket dry rotted and fell off, it was replaced with the

nearest size available gasket, which was too large for the special tubes but fit the standard

Falcon flow cytometry tubes, which were too tall for the TZM. A special stand was

fashioned from a test tube rack to allow use of the Falcon tubes on the TZM. Once

running, the sample and sheath pressures were very carefully (and laboriously) regulated

for a constant flow rate. The sample boost system could not be used since the excessive
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gradual manual sample pressure boost was employed.
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Development of a Flow Cytometric Kinetic Analysis Tube for Direct Injection of

Agonist

Need for an improved direct injection system was apparent. Lack of a direct

agonist injection device leads to a gap in data for several seconds, and then several

seconds of altered data during and follovring the boost mode where the sample pressure

and core flow restabilizes. Running the samples only at discrete time points could very

likely miss the point ofmaximal reaction since the platelet calcium flux is maximal for

only a short time within the first 30 seconds following stimulation. Meanwhile, the

model of TZM purchased was not applicable to the FACScan (though a FACScan model

is available), and it introduced many potential problems on the FACStar Plus. To resolve

these problems, attempts were made to modify a Falcon tube to allow air-tight direct

injection of agonist. Early attempts in this study included boring or melting small holes

in the tubes and tightly covering the area with well-fitted tubing. Another attempt

involved sawing a Falcon tube in half and gluing a piece of tubing to the separated parts,

allowing a resealable “neck” with multiple potential injection sites. Several of these

modifications worked, but were labor-intensive to make and lost airtightness after a few

uses. The final version was made when David Farrar of the East Carolina University
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Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine joined me on the search for tube port

and stuck the rubber stopper from a 1 cc syringe into a hole we had melted in one of the

Falcon tubes. We named the tube the Flow K.A.T., short for Flow cytometric Kinetic

Analysis Tube. The final version of the Flow KAT, which is presented in figure 3, was

made as follows: a 3.5 mm diameter hole was melted into the side of a Falcon tube 5

mm from the deepest point using a heated copper wire. After cooling, the 5 mm

diameter plunger from a one cubic centimeter syringe (Becton Dickinson & Co.,

Rutherford, NJ, item # 9602) was forced into the hole “shaft” side first (that is, the side

with the locking hole for the syringe plunger shaft). The rubber plunger rested at a 4 mm

groove at its circumference. To allow the dull shooting syringe needle to penetrate the

plunger, the tip of a 20 gauge needle was used to just break the surface of the plunger.

The needle of a 50 p,! shooting needle syringe (Kloehn Co., Brea, CA, item # 3050; also

used Robbins Scientific, Sunnyvale, CA, item # 1023-01-1) was forced through the

plunger creating an air tight seal that maintained the sample pressure without leaking

while on the FACScan.

The Flow KAT was used for continuous kinetic analysis by placing 0.5 ml sample

in the tube, loading the shooting syringe with agonist, and inserting the needle into the

tube port. A lead of about 5 pi buffer was drawn into the needle last to ensure no agonist

mixed prematurely with the platelet sample, and about 5 pi buffer was drawn up before

agonist to ensure all agonist was injected into sample. The tube was placed on FACScan

(or FACStar Plus) and data were collected for 8 seconds (to the second hash mark on the
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time axis) for a baseline. With no interruption of flow, the agonist was quickly injected.

The syringe was quickly drawn back and reinjected to assist mixing (though this may not

be required). The time scale was set to 100 ms/channel, and data were collected

continuously for 102.4 seconds, the length of the 1024 unit scale. Data were analyzed as

described above.



Figure 3: The Flow Cytometric Kinetic Analysis Tube (Flow KAT)

Cell

(0.2

FACScan Sample Intake Port (SIP) tube and
gasket system (droplet retrieval system
removed to avoid agonist contamination)

Standard Falcon Brand 5 ml tube (required for
FACScan; other tubes may be used on other flow
cytometers)

Standard 50 pi shooting needle syringe to inject agonist

(platelet) suspension
to 1 ml may be used)

Rubber plunger from a one cubic
centimeter syringe serves as a self-
sealing sample port for repeated use.

Description and application of the Flow KAT:
A 3.5 mm diameter hole was carefiilly melted into the side of the Falcon tube with a

heated copper wire. A 5 mm diameter mbber plunger from a one cubic centimeter insulin-
type syringe was forced “shaft” side flrst into the hole. The plunger rested at a 4 mm
groove at its circumference, midway on its length, resisting movement when shooting
needle was inserted or removed. Agonist was loaded into syringe, needle was placed into
the sample port, sample was placed on the flow cytometer, a sufficient baseline of several
seconds was collected, agonist was injected, and data were collected undisturbed for the
course of the reaction. As little as one or two pi agonist may be injected. Air or buffer may
be drawn ahead ofor behind the agonist to avoid premature mixing, or to add force for
mixing when injected. Quick injection is sufficient to mix agonist and sample; plunger may
be quickly withdrawn and reinjected within 0.25 seconds for additional mixing if desired.
Tube should be washed and rinsed thoroughly between reactions with ethanol or bleach. A
new Flow KAT can be made in about 5 minutes. Not including the shooting needle syringe,
the reusable / disposable Flow KAT costs about twelve cents.
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Linearity Test to Determine Accuracy of Log Fluorescence Parameters

Most researchers collect data for ratiometric analysis on linear fluorescence axes.

Linear fluorescence with platelets seemed to spread out the data, minimizing the

appearance of subpopulations, and losing data at the maximal and minimal values at the

extremes of the linear scale. The log scale “looked” better but needed to be verified as an

acceptable quantification system for calculation of ratiometric data. To investigate the

proported problems involved with assumptions of linearity of data using log scale

acquisition, a dilution of the 0.5 pm red beads used for FL2 and FL3 standardization was

prepared. These beads have a broad fluorescence emission spectrum and can actually be

collected in all three fluorescence detection parameters on the FACScan. Furthermore,

the beads have developed microaggregates of known bead quantity from sitting in buffer

solution over time. The populations generated by singlet beads, or doublet, triplet, and

quadruplet bead clumps, are incrementally brighter in a linear organization. This

allowed comparison of linearity of fluorescence intensity relationships using identical

microaggregate populations under a variety of data acquisition conditions. The beads

were collected in FLl and FL3, the parameters used to quantify Fluo-3 and Fura Red

fluorescence, using linear and log scale acquisition, adjusting the PMTVs and gains to

place the beads in a wide range of channels.
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Actívatíon Kinetics

Three studies were attempted to investigate the sequence of events that occurs

upon platelet stimulation with the intention of both identifying the order in which known

activation events occur and testing the analysis system for the possibility of

implementing a multiparametric platelet activation analysis technique. For light scatter

analysis, data acquired at different time points during the reaction were gated on intact

platelet populations, and means were determined using various flow cytometry data

analysis software. For CD62 analysis, anti-CD62 MoAb was added before or after the

reaction as described above. Incubations were for 20 to 30 minutes. In thrombin

stimulated samples, 0.08 U/ml Hirudin was added to stop reactions before Ab

incubations. For platelet-derived microparticle (MP) analysis, a known concentration of

green beads was added to each sample. The known bead concentration was determined

by making dilutions of the green bead working dilution and counting these to dry on the

flow cytometer ( i.e., acquiring all events in setup mode until all of the sample was

aspirated). Percent of beads to debris was calculated and dilutions were corrected for

mathematically to determine the total count of beads per volume later used to spike the

unknown platelet particle sample. Following flow cytometry of the mixed sample, the

ratio of event count to bead count in the sample was used to calculate the MP or platelet

concentration in the sample using the following equation, derived by Miller and Bode

(1987):
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Equation 3:

particle concentration = (particle event count / bead event count) X (known bead

concentration) X (dilution factor)

In some studies, the SSC threshold was reduced and the SSC PMTV was increased to

allow more MP into the collection area. MPs were not included in the CD62 or calcium

flux analysis since they were generally negative (or below the range of detection) for

both. Variations in the above protocol were used to optimize the procedure, as described

in the results section.

Subpopulation Analysis

Attempts were made to illuminate the physical properties associated with

differential subpopulations appearing on the Fluo-3 and Fura Red fluorescence plot.

When possible, samples with subpopulations were tested for expression ofCD62, GPIb,

and GPIIbllla using monoclonal antibodies. Many studies were investigated by post

acquisition gating analysis of the light scatter properties and differential responses to

agonist additions. Statistical analysis of the total data set was performed to attempt to

identify which treatments or sample preparation conditions most frequently yielded

subpopulations.



Results

Technique Optimization to Define a Final Protocol

To optimize the technique used for platelet preparation and Ca testing by Fluo-3

and Fura Red, numerous permutations in protocol were tested during the course of this

study. Permutations included (1) using different buffers for washing cells, (2) varying

the number ofwashes before and after dye loading, (3) varying Ca indicating dye

concentrations, (4) varying time of dye loading, (5) using ofPluronic F-127 to aid dye

loading, (6) varying centrifugation technique, (7) testing different final buffers for

activation and flow cytometry, and (8) altering the platelet concentration during dye load

and activation. The age or condition of platelets and donor gender and species were also

compared to determine influence of starting material on results. Platelets were

stimulated with thrombin and calcium ionophore A23187, each in the presence and

absence of added extracellular Ca , as described in Methods. Additionally, vehicle and

Ca^^ alone controls were tested under many of the permutations.

As mentioned in Methods, the sheer number of potential combinations limits the

feasibility of testing all possibilities at statistically significant levels of replication.

Therefore, not all techniques were tested independently of other influencing factors, and

changes in protocol were often made subjectively based on experience, literature review,

and deductive reasoning in considering why certain results were obtained. Hence,
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statistical analysis of differing protocols was difficult, and the optimum combination of

permutations may have been missed. However, a quantitative review of results

comparing different techniques serves to verify use of certain handling protocols over

others. Results comparing maximum fold change (MFC) in ratio for 217 samples from

21 separate studies are presented in table 5 A - L. This table compares platelet

conditions as well variations in protocol. To be quickly identifiable, maximum values

are printed in bold and values within 10% of the maximum value are in bold italics.

Results from minimal data sets {n^lox k= 1, where n = total samples tested and k =

number of separate studies performed using given conditions) are identified by a

strikethrough mark.

Potential problems arise in attempting to draw final conclusions from table 5, so

attempts have been made to highlight or eliminate as many problems as possible by

identifying low replicate data and excluding obviously problematic data. The

strikethrough mark does not eliminate the value from consideration, but cautions that,

because of the low n or k, other preparation factors may have influenced the results

presented more than usual. In general, the table may be considered as a population

observation in which other known and unknown contributing factors are present. In an

unrelated example, males have a higher rate of heart disease than females; other factors

affect the results, such as genetics and diet, but the comparison of males to females is still

legitimate if the sample size is large enough. Total data obtained for this study include

results from 576 samples from 42 different studies. For table 5, data were excluded from
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(1) studies which did not use Fluo-3 and Fura Red in combination, (2) showed

differentially staining subpopulations (presented in a later section), (3) studies testing

extremes of conditions or flow cytometer settings, (4) samples with obvious reagent

contamination based on differences within the study, or (5) studies with other specific,

identifiable problems recorded at the time of the study (for example, one study was

excluded that attempted to run samples resuspended in PPP, which led to excessive

background noise on the flow cytometer).

Some preparation factors quite obviously influenced platelet reactivity, while

others did not. The agonist deemed most important was thrombin (T) in the absence of

added extracellular Ca , since this was the weakest of the four activating conditions

tested, relying on translocation to the cytosol from the platelets’ internal Ca^^ stores and

not transmembrane influx. The calcium ionophore A23187 (I) in the absence of added

extracellular Ca^^ is a less physiological reaction, but was useful for testing whether or

not the platelet had reduced Ca stores because of premature activation or poor handling

and also tested success of dye loading. Thrombin stimulation in the presence of added

extracellular Ca (CT) was important since this most closely resembles the in vivo

platelet activation chemical environment (excluding procoagulant protein factors).

Ionophore A23187 in the presence of added extracellular Ca (Cl) was the least

important agonist combination physiologically, but provided maximal potential response

information. Results using Cl varied the most between and within studies and were
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therefore probably not reliable for drawing conclusions concerning success or failure of

the technique.

Comparison of results presented in table 5 reveals preliminary information

concerning which techniques tend to allow greater Ca^^ flux reactions (this information is

used for more precise testing later). Increased age of PRP led to decreased reactivity for

all agonists. Results from one day old platelet concentrates carefully prepared by

apheresis and shipped from an off-site facility were similar to one day old PRP. Human

male donors appeared to give generally higher calcium flux results than human females

or canines (unknown gender) for the physiological agonists (T and CT), though this was

not statistically significant. Of the two buffers used for washing platelets prior to dye

loading, PWB + 2mM Theophylline + 0.1%BSA pH 6.5 with added PGE-1 (P/A) gave

better results than 1:20 citrated saline pH 6.5 (P/B). For the physiological agonists, no-

wash prior to dye loading gave results similar to two-washes (n for one-wash was

insufficient for conclusions, but appeared slightly higher than no-wash or two-washes).

Since the P/A or P/B buffer combination was used almost exclusively for the two-wash

results, and since the two-wash results were less than the P/A results, one may conclude

that results from two-washes using only P/A were highest for the physiological agonists.

In retrospect, if repetitive centrifugational pelleting of platelets is inhibitory, a single

wash using P/A may yield the better results, but this was not tested extensively.

Several dye loading conditions were altered to test for optimum results. Lower

platelet concentrations at dye load appeared to give better calcium flux results. Also,
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better results were obtained with 5 |jM F1uo-3 over other concentrations. In some

studies, Pluronic F-127, which was reported to keep dye stable in aqueous solution

longer, was used to aid in dye loading. The absence of pluronic generally gave higher

MFC than with. 75% of studies using pluronic showed differentially staining

subpopulations, and the correlation of presence of subpopulations and use of pluronic

was found to be statistically significant, though absence of pluronic was not significantly

correlated with absence of subpopulations (as presented later in the subpopulation

analysis section). Therefore, use of pluronic during dye loading was not found to be

helpful, and may have been harmful, though this is not conclusive. Any harmful effect

may be a result of the excess DMSO that is added upon addition of pluronic. Dye

loading time was optimal at 25 minutes according to the three most important agonist

combinations. Thrombin alone stimulation appeared to lead to increased MFC with

increased incubation times, up to 25 minutes. This result suggests that even longer dye

incubations may have yielded greater reactions.

The methods for removing excess dye following loading were altered and

appeared to show differences in MFC for different buffers or techniques. Eight different

wash buffers were used, three different wash conditions, and two gel filtration

conditions. While gel filtration was the first method to allow visible Ca^*^ changes with

thrombin alone, neither agarose nor sepharose columns allowed as great a reaction as

some wash buffer conditions. Washing post-load PGE-1 treated platelets in buffer A

(P/A: PWB + 2mM Theophylline + 0.1%BSA pH 6.5) gave the highest MFC with both
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T and CT, and the second highest for I. Ironically, however, the number of washes

which gave the highest MFC for relevant agonists was zero, with one and two washes

yielding approximately half the MFC for T and CT, but similar to each other. Since the

P/A wash gave a very high average MFC for T (5.42), the P/A wash may be favorable to

no wash (MFC for T = 5.09), since less favorable buffers were probably responsible for

reducing the one and two wash MFC. Furthermore, making no attempt to remove excess

dye following loading (as in the case of the no wash samples) raises questions concerning

whether or not the observed changes m fluorescence are truly intracellular Ca

translocations, or extracellular artifact. Since the strong reaction is seen with thrombin

alone (no added calcium is present to react with free dye in solution), one may deduce

that the response is truly an intracellular reaction. Further testing is required to

determine if the no-wash condition has no artifactual results. With the uncertainty about

the accuracy of the no-wash condition, the P/A wash buffer combination appears to be

optimal with one or two washes (the specific one-wash protocol used calls for cells to be

diluted 1:5 prior to the wash to additionally disperse excess dye, thus maximizing the dye

removal efficiency of a single pellet and resuspension.)

The buffer used for final dilution, flow, and activation, and the concentration of

the platelets during flow and activation seemed to affect MFC as well. Use of the HSG

buffer for flow and activation (the buffer with the fewest inhibiting compounds) gave the

highest MFC. Meanwhile, MFC appeared to increase with decreasing platelet

concentration during flow and activation for T, CT and I. The lesser inhibiting buffer
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appears to allow greater reactivity in response to agonist, though samples tested with

anti-CD62 MoAbs generally showed greater activation dependent neo-antigen expression

in HSG than with the more inhibiting buffers (data not shown, though addressed again in

the activation kinetics section). Whether the increase in platelet reactivity at lower

concentrations is due to greater agonist availability to individual cells, or is simply a

result of other changes made that coincided with a decrease in platelet count during flow,

is unclear based on this broad comparison.

In an attempt to narrow the generalizations made in the comparisons presented in

table 5, attempts were made to group data sets by combinations of factors. To further

narrow influential factors and identify the source of differences in MFC, data were sorted

by agonist and MFC using computer spreadsheet software. First, the highest ten and

lowest ten MFC values were compared for each relevant agonist. Over 50% of the

values in the lowest ten for all agonists were from one or two day old PRP, or were PC

preparations, while very few of the top ten values were from aged platelets. With the

clear weight of these factors skewing the data, only fresh platelets were compared for a

subsequent identical sort. In the second sort, nearly all of the bottom ten results were

loaded with 4 pM Fluo-3, while nearly all top ten results were loaded with 5 pM Fluo-3.

The diminished MFCs in the 4 pM samples were most likely a result of sub-optimal dye

loading, but different buffers were used in some of these samples than in the 5 pM

^
Comparing the four agonist combinations (I, Cl, T, CT) 40 “top ten” values were obtained. Three out

of 27 values used for the CT comparison in the top ten were from platelet concentrates.
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samples, so comparisons were made within the 4 pM and the 5 pM data sets to determine

which other factors may have been significant.

Observing only the 4 pM dye data sorted by MFC for each agonist, differences

were detectable between samples using different buffers and wash techniques. 58

samples from 8 studies were compared; n for each relevant agonist are as follows; T;

36,1: 10, CT: 4, with remainder as Cl or C. No patterns were detected for run buffers

or platelet concentration at run or load, and virtually all samples used no pre-load

washes, so no pattern for buffers or number of pre-washes was detectable. Patterns did,

however, become evident when comparing buffers used for post-load washes. Buffers E

and G had the highest associated MFC values, and E appeared to be the better of the two.

Sepharose gel filtered samples had mid to higher MFC values, while agarose gel filtered

samples had middle to lower values of all rankings. Many no post-load wash samples

had high MFCs, but several had low values as well, thus negating a positive pattern. The

lowest MFC values were shared by samples washed with PB6.5 and agarose gel filtered

samples in G2 buffer. This comparison of only fresh platelets loaded with 4 pM Fluo-3

suggests that the most important preparation parameter other than dye concentration and

platelet age is post wash buffer, and of those tested, buffers E and G yield the most

responsive platelets.
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Table 5: Testing for technique optimization: comparison of various preparation
parameters for ail relevant studies.
• Numbers are maximum fold change in Fluo-3 / Fura Red ratio under various agonist treatments
• AGONIST ABBREVIATIONS: T = thrombin, I = ionophore A23187, CT or Cl = extracellular calcium

added with or prior to agonist, C = calcium alone control, V = vehicle control.
• BOLD indicates highest value for agonist under given conditions
• BOLD ITALIC indicates values within 10% of highest value
• STRIKETHROUGH indicates data points where n ^ 2 or k = 1 (where n = total samples tested and k =

number of separate studies performed using given conditions.) Strikethrough values may be perfectly
valid, but are accepted with caution here due to minimal replication.

A. Platelet condition
Fresh 1 Day 2 Day One day
PRP old PRP old PRP old PC

T 2.76 1.23 4.43 1.84
1 11.20 4426 5.54

CT 4.03 2 53 4.62 2.56

Cl 23.52 11.04 5 35 25.48
C 1.92 1.30 1.27
V 1.14 4:32 Q Q3

C. Pre-load wash buffer
P/A P/B

T 2.96 1.32
I 9.37 4.91
CT 3.66 2.31
Cl 31.17 25.33
C 1.57 1.34
V •) 33

B. Donor gender or species*
Female Male Canine

T 2.13 2.72 1.63
1 9.34 9.76 9.24

CT 2.18 3.81 2.25
Cl 9.41 21.63 27.16

C 1.10 1.69 242
V Q 99 4.48 4.32

*Male and Female are Homo sapiens; canine genders
are unknown

D. Number of pre-load washes
0 1 2

T 2.32 3 30 2.31

1 10.61 Q Q3 7.82
CT 3.36 443 3.04
Cl 14.48 22 08 30.74
C 1.68 2,03 1.34
V 0.97 247? 402

Nearly all pre-load washes were two-wash protocols; thus, the two wash column is approximately an average ofP/A
and P/B usage. Concluding that P/A is the better wash buffer, the available data suggest that two washes in P/A
give the best results. However, additional studies using single washes in P/A are required to determine whether a
one wash is sufficient.

E. Platelet Concentration at Dye Load
(X10®/ml)

0.2* 0.25 0.38* 1

T 0 22 2.33 404 1.84
1 10.42 *10 02 5.54
CT 3 >13 3.58 408 2.56
Cl 53 0.^ 14.96 73 *10 25.48
C 445 1.78 1.27
V 1.14

F. Fluo-3 Concentration (pM)
1 4 5 6

T 1.89 3.09 2 33
1 5.86 12.36 j[ 50

CT 2.13 3.96 2 53
Cl 3 33 19.36 22.22 3806
C 1.12 1.82 440
V Q QQ 1.23

*0.2 and 0.38 data from one study each, with two or fewer samples run per agonist. Therefore, 0.25 and 1.0 data are
more reliable. Other factors most likely influenced the response, though the impressively high values at 0.2 are

worthy of further investigation.
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Table 5 (continued)

G. Use of Pluronic F-127
to assist dye loading

N Y*

T 2.40 4^
1 9.84 5 Q-j

CT 3.54 4t&3
Cl 19.61 22.27
C 1.62 +.34
V 1.14

*Low n on samples with pluronic since many studies
using pluronic had subpopulations and were, therefore,
excluded from this analysis.

H. Dye ioad time at 37”C
15 20 25 30

T 1.60 2.07 2.93
1 5.85 10.96

CT 2 35 +.79 3.50
Cl +7.73 21.59 9-94
C 4-09 1.68
V 0 99 1.23

I. Post-load wash buffer or gel fittration conditions (see below for buffer descriptions)

A P/A B E G IÎT PB 6.7 P/PB 6.7
Agarose
Gel

(mG2)

Sepharos
eGel

(inG)
T 3.15 5.42 1.32 3.9+ +.6+ 1.37 2.08 1.59 4-80
1 8.07 14.49 4.91 637 +38 9.75 4-09 c on

v.w

CT 3.94 4.57 2.31 +39 +.48 2.18 2,35 2 98
Cl 32.28 28.97 25.33 16.49 733 3^ 10.70 +733 3437
C 1.19 2.49 1.34 +38 4-09 +34
V 1.38 0 93 Q 99
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Similar comparisons were made for the more responsive 5 pM Fluo-3 samples.

74 samples from 7 studies were compared; n for each relevant agonist are as follows; T:

21,1: 14, CT: 12, with remainder as Cl or C. As in the 4 pM samples, no correlation

was found between MFC and platelet concentration at load or run , or pre-load wash

conditions. The post dye load wash conditions were washing in P/A, A alone, P/PB6.5,

and no wash (N). Of these conditions, P/PB6.5 appeared to give the lowest results, and

all others were similar to each other. In fact, in one study specifically comparing three N

samples to three P/A samples for all relevant agonists, results were virtually identical.

To verify this, analysis of variance testing was performed on MFC values from T

stimulation results grouped by buffer from the above w = 21. Significant differences

were found at p < 0.01. Subsequent Tukey multiple analysis was performed and showed

that MFC using P/PB6.5 was lower than for all other post-load wash conditions (p <

0.05), while neither P/A, A, nor N were significantly different from each other. This

comparison is presented in figure 4.

AOV testing of thrombin results verified the observation that little difference was

detectable between P/A, A, and N. The remainder of the A samples for other agonists

were in too low n for independent statistical comparison, though MFC results were

comparable to P/A and N for these as well. Since they tested as indistinct for thrombin

and appeared similar for other agonists, P/A, A, and N MFC results were grouped as one

data set and tested by t-test against P/PB6.5 data simply to apply a statistic to the

apparently obvious difference observed for the other agonists as well as T. The t-Test
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applied was two-sample assuming unequal variances. The one-tail statistic was used

since the combined P/A, A, N MFC results were expected to be higher than P/PB, and

would have been otherwise uninterpretable. Differences were significant for I, CT, Cl

and T (p < 0.05), but appropriately not for the C alone control. Means and other

descriptive statistics for this comparison are presented in table 6. The results for the P/A,

A and N combination may serve as results expected under optimal conditions.



Figure 4: Comparison of buffers used to remove excess dye by MFC
following thrombin stimulation
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Analysis of variance: differences detected at p < 0.01. Tukey multiple comparison: *P/PB6.5 tested different
from all other buffers at p < 0.05; **P/A, A, andN did not test as different at p < 0.05. Error bars = average
difference of all values from mean, n/k (where n = number of samples tested and k = number of separate
studies): P/PB6.5 = 12/3, P/A = 3/1, A = 2/1, N = 3/1 (P/A and N results were from the same study).

Table 6: Effect of post-load wash buffers on MFC in ratio
Numbers = Mean MFC in ratio (sp, n/k)

P/PB6.5 P/A, A. N
T 2.18 (0.60, 12/3) 5.63 (2.28,842)
1 10.67 (6.39,643) 18.26 (7.44,842)
CT 2.29 (0.45,5^) 6.50 (3.10, 7/2)
Cl 11.43 (7.01,6/4) 28.99 (21.38, 842)
C 1.48 (0.50,24?) 2.11 (0.91,9/2)

T-test shows P/A, A alone, orN (no wash) gives higher MFC than P/PB6.5 for all agonists at p < 0.05 (except
C alone control, which was insignificant). P/A, A, and N were tested as a group since AOV and Tukey of T
stimulation alone showed them not to be significantly different, yet all tested different from P/PB6.5 (figure 4).
The high mean MFC (2.11) for the C alone control using optimal buffers was probably due to agonist
contamination in two of the control samples, which was remedied by removing the droplet retrieval system on
the FACScan.
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Comparison of Fluo-3 / Fura Red LOG Acquisition for Ratiometric Calcium

Analysis to Other Techniques: Alternate Ca^^ Detection Reagents and Data

Acquisition Methodology

The final protocol above uses logarithmic fluorescence amplification to collect

changing intensities of Fluo-3 and Fura Red in two separate fluorescence parameters as a

ratiometric indicator of basal [Ca ],- or Ca flux in platelets. Furthermore, use of the

Flow cytometric Kinetic Analysis Tube (Flow KAT) developed for this project was used

as the primary means for agonist injection during data collection for undisturbed flow

and real-time collection of the activation response data. Also, use of the FACScan-type

of visible laser flow cytometer was presumed to be an improvement in practicality over

the multi-laser, FACStar Plus-type of flow cytometer. Meanwhile, flow cytometry in

general is presented as an improvement over other techniques. The presumption of this

protocol is that it is an improvement over all existing methodologies, and should

therefore replace other techniques used for platelet calcium analysis, and possibly for

analysis of other cell types. In this section, comparisons were made between many of the

techniques and indicators used in the final protocol (excluding wash buffers and cell

purification or dye loading conditions) and techniques currently in use or proposed by

others as improvements over existing methodologies. (A comparison between the

FACScan and FACStar Plus is presented in the Discussion section).



Test ofOregon Green 488 BAPTA-2 (0GB2) as apotential improvement over Fluo-3

A new œmpound for Ca monitoring in cells was introduced by Molecular

Probes company as an improvement over Fluo-3 (Haugland, 1996). This new

compound, Oregon Green 488 BAPTA-2 (OGB2, see figure 1 D), was tested here in

combination with Fura Red as a potential ratiometric Ca indicator with greater

sensitivity. Three studies were performed. When the first two studies showed no

reaction using OGB2, a new lot was acquired from the company and the third study was

performed. The results (presented in table 7) showed no change above Ca -added

controls in FLl using OGB2 while Fura Red and Fluo-3 performed normally under all

conditions for the four agonist combinations thrombin, A23187, each alone and with
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Table 7: Comparison of Fluo-3 (F3) or Oregon Green 488 BAPTA-2 (OGB2) with
Fura Red (FR) as a ratiometric calcium indicator.
Change in parameter = (higher - lower) / lower MRFl on the given axis from initial
and time point of maximum ratio

Parameter FLl Change FL3 Change MFC in Ratio

Agonist OGB2
+ FR

F3 + FR OGB2
+ FR

F3 +

FR
OGB2 +

FR

F3 +

FR

Thrombin 20% 212% 93% 99% 2.30 6.22
A23187 9% 349% 255% 250% 3.87 15.69

Thb + Ca^" 13% 266% 97% 131% 2.23 8.48

A23187 + Ca^^ 21% 520% 668% 849% 9.28 58.84

Ca'^^ (control) 31% 16% 6% 0% 1.39 1.15

Changes in FLl vary dramatically between Fluo-3 and OGB2, while changes in
FL3 (Fura Red) differ vary little between the preps, demonstrating the usual
changes in F3 and FR, but minimal Ca^^ reaction detected using OGB2. Therefore,
maximum fold change in ratio is due almost entirely to Fura Red change in the
OGB2 samples, and is thus gr(ratly reduced.
Results from this single study reflect results from two other studies not shown.

Comparison ofIndo-1 to Fluo-3 /Fura Redforplatelet activation analysis

Of 12 separate studies and over 50 samples tested with Indo-1, only 6 studies and

29 samples showed reactions to various agonists. Two separate lots of Indo-1 dye were

tested, and several studies were run the same day as Fluo-3 / Fura Red studies for

comparison. Calcium flux is monitored ratiometrically with Indo-1 by dividing the

increasing fluorescence of the Ca^-bound dye by the decreasing fluorescence of Ca^ -

free dye. On the FACStar Plus, the Ca^^-bound dye is detected on FL4, and the Ca^^-

free dye is detected on FL3. Thus, the Indo-1 FL3 parameter is comparable to the Fura
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Red FL3 ( i.e., expecting a decrease following stimulation), and the Indo-1 FL4

parameter is comparable to the Fluo-3 FLl (i.e., expecting an increase following

stimulation). Samples were run on flow for baseline, injected with agonist, and files

were collected either kinetically or at discrete time intervals of approximately five to ten

seconds. Indo-1 samples were run on the FACStar Plus and Fluo-3 / Fura Red samples

were run on the FACScan. Two platelet activation studies were also run to determine

similarities or differences in data collection using linear (LIN) or logarithmic (LOG)

fluorescence axes for various agonists using both Indo-1 (INDO) and Fluo-3 / Fura Red

(FFR) Ca^^ detection. Results of all data for the LIN / LOG and INDO / FFR

comparison are presented in table 8.

Results of non-rejected Indo-1 studies showed diminished, if not absent, change

in the “increasing” (FL4) parameter following Cl stimulation, while some change was

detected in FL3. The lack of change in FL4 led to diminished changes in ratio (see

figures 5 and 6). Results from two Fluo-3 / Fura Red studies run the same day as two of

the Indo-1 studies used in the comparison are slightly diminished due to the post-load

wash buffer used (P/PB6.5), as described in the previous section. Still, the 9.5 maximum

fold change in ratio (average of two studies, « = 4, SD = 4.5) following Cl stimulation

using the Fluo-3 / Fura Red combination on the FACScan dwarfs the Indo-1 average

MFC of 2.1 (two studies, n = 6, SD = 0.7) from only the best of twelve Indo-1 studies.

The poor results of the Indo-1 studies were most likely a result of an unknown technical

problem rather than an actual reflection of the quality of Indo-1, since other researchers



have used it quite successfully. There are indications, however, that the Fluo-3 / Fura

Red system may be more sensitive than Indo-1. These problems and speculations are

addressed in the discussion section.
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Table 8: Comparison of Ca^^ detection system and fluorescence axis amplification

FFR = Fluo-3 / Fura Red, INDO = Indo-1,
LIN = linear fluorescence axis, LOG = logarithmic fluorescence axis
Numbers are MEAN (SD). n = number of samples tested, k = number of separate
studies.
Fold decrease calculated as initial / flnal; fold increase calculated as final / initial.

Agonist
DYE{S)/AXIS

n Ik

Fold decrease
in FL of Ca^*
free dye

Fold
increase in
FL of Ca^^
bound dye

Max fold

change in Ratio

T
FFR / LIN 2/1 1.69 (0.12) 1.69 (0.02) 2.84 (0.25)
FFR / LOG 21/5 1.64 (0.48) 2.16 (0.81) 3.87 (2.63)
INDO / LIN 2/2 0.95 (0.11) 1.01 (0.01) 0.97 (0.11)
INDO / LOG 1/1 1.16 0.95 1.11

1
FFR / LIN
FFR / LOG 14/5 3.51 (1.00) 4.11 (1.46) 15.01 (7.79)
INDO/LIN 2/2 1.24 (0.29) 1.03 (0.04) 1.29 (0.35)
INDO / LOG

CT
FFR / LIN

FFR / LOG 12/5 1.90 (0.58) 2.29 (1.02) 4.74 (3.17)
INDO / LIN 3/2 0.96 (0.10) 1.03 (0.02) 0.99 (0.09)
INDO / LOG 2/2 1.13 (0.08) 0.91 (0.12) 1.03 (0.07)

Cl

FFR / LIN* 1/1 3.69 17.54 31.17
FFR / LOG 14/5 4.66 (2.71) 4.05 (1.49) 21.46 (18.61)
INDO / LIN 5/2 2.18 (0.56) 0.89 (0.14) 1.93 (0.63)
INDO / LOG 13/4 1.71 (0.65) 1.09 (0.17) 1.82 (0.65)
Only Indo-1 samples showing reaction were used (about half of Indo-1 samples were rejected due to no
reaction). Table only includes data from fresh platelets. Some studies used post-wash buffers later found
to be yield lowerMFC, but this only accounts for higher SDs in some samples (eg., FFR / LOG), and
does not account for differences found between Indo-1 and Fluo-3 / Fura Red. High SDs relative to mean
with Cl are typical of this non-physiological reaction.
♦Single sample Cl results not very reliable for comparison (as mentioned in previous section); LOG
collection had several single samples above 50 fold change in ratio.



Figure 5: Comparison of calcium flux detection in Cl activated platelets by Fluo-
3 / Fura Red or Indo-1
Indo-1 plot is from sample with the greatest change exhibited out of the 12 lndo-1 studies performed.
Fluo-3 / Fura Red sample was selected as a typical response and is neither maximal norminimal.
R1 or R3 = identify pre-reaction distribution for visual reference.

Typical
Fluo-3 / Fura
Red reaction

Maximum
Indo-1
Reaction

BASELINE Post Cl stim.
(At max, approx. 60 Seconds)

005 rr 006

FL3 Fluorescence (Ca^ Free Dye)

Statistics for above plots:
Initial
Ratio

Max Ratio
(at approx.
60 sec.)

Fold
Decrease
inFL3

Fold
Increase in
FL4 or FLl

Max Fold
Change in
Ratio

Indo-1 0.18 0.56 2.48 1.27 3.08
Fluo-3/Fura Red 0.17 2.60 3.35 4.67 15.68

Decrease in Ca2+-free dye fluorescence detected in each, though diminished in Indo-1 compared to
Fluo-3 / Fura Red. Increase in florescence of Ca^+-bound dye evident in Fluo-3 / Fura Red, but
virtually absent in Indo-1 sample. Reason for this result is unknown, but was pervasive throughout
Indo-1 studies. Contrarily, Fluo-3 increase was virtually always detectable, unless other specific,
identifiable problems existed. -
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Figure 6: Comparison of Indo-1 to Fluo-3: problematic lack of change in FL4
when using Indo-1
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Y axis refers to appropriate values relative to individual X axis parameters.
Error bars are SD. The opposing Fluo-3 / Fura Red samples were run the same day as some of the Indo-1
samples used in the comparison.
Figure demonstrates nearly identical fold increase as decrease in opposing Fluo-3 / Fura Red parameters,
while Indo-1 studies show diminished change in “decrease” parameter, and virtually no change in
“increase” parameter. The resulting amplified change in ratio is even more diminished in the Indo-1
sanplcs.

Comparison oflinear to logarithmicfluorescence acquisition axesforplatelet activation

analysis

The comparison of linear to logarithmic fluorescence axis acquisition revealed

little mentionable difference between the two (see table 8 above). MFCs from Fluo-3 /

Fura Red stained, T stimulated platelets run in both fluorescence modes on the same day
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slightly favored the linear axes, but differences were within experimental error and this

pattern did not hold up when linear results were compared to the database of log-acquired

data. (LIN versus LOG comparison using Indo-1 staining were uninterpretable in this

study; see previous section and discussion for problems with Indo-1). One sample was

run on the linear axis using Cl stimulation which gave a greater than 31 fold change in

ratio, which is higher than the mean for Fluo-3 / Fura Red. However, this is well within

the SD range for LOG axis collection, and results from this non-physiological agonist

combination can be highly variable, even within the same study, so single sample results

are not reliable. A comparison ofCl stimulated samples run on LOG and LIN mode is

presented in figure 7. Based on these data, there are two primary concerns with LIN

acquisition compared to LOG. First, the plotted events are either too compressed or

expanded in LIN mode (based on PMTV settings) to clearly visualize and define

background (debris) populations or subpopulations, while in LOG mode, background

and subpopulations are clearly evident. Second, an excessive number of events are

plotted at either the minimum or maximum values of the axis scale, and finding PMTV

settings which keep all values on scale before and after stimulation of platelets is

difficult, if not impossible. This could lead to over or under estimation of the mean by

including excess zeros or 1024s (the maximum linear value) in the average.

Furthermore, ratios calculated using extreme scale data will further bias the interpretation

of the data. In discussion on the international flow cytometry e-mail discussion group

hosted by Purdue University, one researcher recommended gating out results that were
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plotted at the extremes of the scales. Using this approach, the data may be further biased,

since events that should be part of the reaction are excluded. In LOG mode, none of this

manipulation is necessary, since all relevant debris and subpopulations are clearly visible,

and a wide range ofPMTV settings will place over 95% of events on scale.

Since the above activation studies demonstrate that neither axis appears to

provide a significant advantage in sensitivity to exclude use of the other, the ability to

visualize all events and place all events within the bounds of the axes would seem to

favor use of LOG scale for ratiometric fluorescence collection. Furthermore, since

nearly all fluorescence studies use LOG fluorescence collection, even those requiring

precise quantification of fluorescence values (Perfetto et al, 1998), use of LOG axes

seemed a logical choice for ratiometric analysis as well. However, current convention

has led to favoring LIN collection for ratiometric analysis because of concerns over the

true linearity of detection of the analog LOG amplifiers used in the flow cytometers and

confusion by other researchers about the applicability of the mathematical rules applied

for dividing LOG values. The next section addresses these concerns.



Figure 7: Comparison of linear and logarithmic fluorescence settings during
platelet activation
(Cl stimulation of platelets; R1 = stationary line for visual reference)
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Except for a few stray events, there is little
distinct separation between platelet and debris

or heterogeneous subpopulations

Fura Red (FL3) Fluorescence
+ A23187 stimulation of platelets shows majority of events remain in the detectable scale during

stimulation while collecting in LOG mode, while a disproportionate number of events are at the scale
extremes at some point during the reaction in LIN mode. LOG mode allows visualization of all events,
including non-platelet background events which can be gated out. LIN mode does not clearly reveal
debris (or other) subpopulations within the detectable range, and events at extremes of axes lead to
questionable statistics. Increasing the gain to place more values above zero in the linear plots forces an
equally disproportionate number of events offscale at the maximum extreme since the plot expands
factorally with increasing gain (eg., increasing the gain to place the events at cliannel 100 into channel
2(X) would place events at 4{X) into 8(X), 600 into 12(X), etc.).
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Linearity test using standard beads to determine accuracy oflog compared to linear

fluorescence parameters

A linearity, scale resolution, and data point disparity test using standard beads

revealed that log scale acquisition is preferable to linear when broad differences in

fluorescence intensity occur, although disparity between individual data points on the log

scale may present a concern. Disparity, in this case, refers to the numerical closeness of

values that are actually recorded to represent fluorescence intensity: are adjacent events

recorded with intensity values such as 55.45 and 54.32, or are they plotted as 55 and 54?

Such disparity was tested as described below. Furthermore, the importance of any such

disparity and the total scale linearity was tested by quantifying populations of events with

predictable fluorescence.

To test linearity and resolution, 0.5 pm “red” fluorescent microspheres (beads)

with broad fluorescence spectra emission (allowing acquisition in both green and red

ranges) were run under varying conditions in FLl and FL3. Known microaggregates in

the beads (verified by observation under epifluorescent microscopy) allowed quantitation

of relative fluorescence of four incrementally brighter subpopulations generated by the

singlet, doublet, triplet, and quadruplet bead populations. Theoretically, the

microaggregate populations should be brighter than the singlet populations in a stepwise

and linear fashion. To test the linearity of the fluorescence axes under a variety of

settings, the gains and PMTVs were adjusted to place the singlet bead population at the
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target channel 10, 100, 200, 300, and 500 on both FLl and FL3 for both the linear and

log scale (see figure 8). Mean relative fluorescence intensity (MRFI) for each of the four

bead populations was calculated under all conditions, and differences were standardized

by dividing each of the four populations’ MRFI by the singlet population’s MRFI, thus

standardizing the relative fluoresence intensity (RFI) for the singlets to a value of 1.0,

and all others at some fold RFI greater than one. To test scale resolution (i.e., loss of

data at scale extremes), regions were placed on the plots near the extremes of each axis

during analysis to determine the number of events that were being excluded from the

detectable range of the parameter.

Twenty separate conditions were analyzed, generating “lines” of four data points

each. Equations for the standardized lines were determined individually by linear

regression, and each was tested for linearity by analysis of variance for linear regression.

All data sets were found to be linear (p« 0.001 and r^ >= 0.995 for all sets), except

when singlets were placed at channel 500 on linear axis, since only two populations were

on scale, and regression ANOVA cannot be performed on a line with less than three

points . When plotted, there were two obvious outliers that had different slopes, but all

other data sets were nearly identical (see figure 9). To determine the significance of the

two stray plots, which were generated by placing the singlets at channel 10 on linear

scale for both FLl and FL3, analysis of covariance to compare slopes was used'*. The

^ Linear data with only two points could not be analyzed since regression ANOVA residual DF = 0, thus
not allowing calculation of the residual MS or F statistic.
'* Since the standardized lines all had a common starting point, identical slopes mean identical lines.
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analysis of covariance revealed that within the set of 18 lines compared, there were

significant differences within the group (p« 0.001). The Tukey multiple comparison

test for difference among slopes was used to locate which pairs were not identical. The

Tukey test revealed that lines generated by placing singlets in channel 10 using linear

axis for both FLl and FL3 differed significantly from all other lines and each other (p«

0.001), with an average qcaic-qcnt of 47.1. Four other lines also showed statistically

significant differences from two or more other lines within the set, with three of these

showing an average qtaic'^cnt of only 1.3 (parameter-mode-singlet channel: FL3-LOG-

10, FLl-LIN-300, FLl-LOG-500), and one outlier with a qcaic’qcnt of 7.4 (FL3-LIN-

100). These four anomalies were nominally significant compared to the large q values

obtained for both LIN-10 samples, and seem randomly distributed between FLl, FL2,

linear, log, and singlet channel placement; therefore, it is likely that these differences

were from sampling error (such as precise placement ofmarkers for calculating MRFI)

which may be corrected with greater sample size (only one set of data per line was

averaged in this comparison).

To further test the range and linearity of the log scale, three more samples were

run under conditions not acquirable by the linear scale. Samples were run placing the

singlet beads in FL3 channel 1000. Then PMTVs were placed at maximum levels, thus

placing the singlet population in channel 553 for FLl and 1280 for FL3 (the beads are

more “red” than “green”, so the brighter fluorescence was detected in FL3). Samples

were not tested on linear scale with these settings since clearly too few data points would
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be on scale to even compare (see above and footnote on placing singlets in channel 500

linear scale). Linear regression was performed, then analysis of covariance and Tukey

multiple comparison for slopes (for practical purposes, all data found to be statistically

different in the original tests above were excluded from this comparison). The three new

lines were each found to be linear (p« 0.001 and r > 0.992 for all sets), and no slopes

were found to be significantly different from the original 12 lines found to be statistically

similar (a combination of linear and log scale acquisition), thus placing statistical

linearity well into the fourth log decade, since population 4 fluoresced maximally at FL1

channel 2048 and FL3 channel 4822.

In the test of data lost to scale extremes, no linear plot ever allowed more than

86% of events to be in the acquisition window at one time, and with singlets at 10 or 500,

37 to 47% of events were off scale (see figure 8). Singlets at linear channel 100 gave the

best results, but 14% of data were still off scale (for both FLl and FL3). On the other

hand, log scale acquisition always allowed 95% or greater events within the window of

acquisition. The greatest losses were 4 to 5%, and occurred when singlets were placed at

channel 10 (events off scale were clearly noise and not beads). All other settings in LOG

mode, including placing PMTVs at maximum values, allowed 97% or more events

within the acquisition window. Log scale acquisition clearly allows greater range of

acquisition with reduced loss of data at the scale extremes. If events were in a distinct

population that could easily be placed within the 1024 unit linear scale, this would not be

such a problem. However, with these fluorescent beads, as soon as gains were high
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enough to avoid loss at the lower extreme, events began to be lost at the upper extreme.

This property of the beads resembled the range of distribution required for actual

platelets which change in intensity due to Ca mobilization (see figure 7).

Some argument has been raised that the differences between discrete data points

lose resolution in the upper decades of the log scale. To test the resolution discernible

between discrete data points, CELLQuest software was used to enlarge portions of

plotted data at lower and higher ranges within the log and linear scales on the same plots

so that individual events could be analyzed. Regions were placed around adjacent events

and RFI was determined for each event using the software’s statistics tools. Resolution

was determined by calculating the percent difference in RFI ((RFI, - RFl2)/RFl2, where

RFI2 is the lower of the two values). It was important to note that the RFI values given

for individual cells were rounded to integers in linear mode, while log values displayed

two decimal digits. After testing several dozen pairs, the minimum resolvable difference

between linear values was about 0.1% while the log minimum resolvable difference was

about 0.9%, both found at low and high scale values for each axis. This demonstrated

that the linear axis provided better minimum resolution than did log axis, supporting the

argument that the log axis has greater disparity between discrete data points. The reason

for this and its importance is addressed in the discussion section.

In summary, when using the linear axis for acquisition, data are lost at the

extremes of the scale, and at the lower values the data are barely resolvable visually and

generate a normalized slope much different from any other set of conditions for
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acquisition. Log acquisition on the other hand generated quantifiable, resolvable, linear

data at any point on the axis between 10 and 4822 (maximum value testable with these

beads), and matched the linear axis (at 2) in the number of points statistically tested to be

nominally different from the majority of the data set. These results contradict

suppositions made by other researchers concerning the linearity and accuracy of

logarithmic amplifier circuits (Jett, 1991), but seem to fit some researchers’ conclusions

that under some conditions, the log amp circuitry is preferred (Rabinovitch et ai, 1986;

Roederer et ai, 1995). One may conclude from this study that use of the log axis may be

preferred, but the importance of individual data point disparity must be addressed. The

issue of questions over the mathematical rules for dividing log values is addressed in the

discussion section.



Figure 8: Comparison of scale resolution of log and linear acquisition modes
using standard beads
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Figure 9: Test of linearity of log and linear acquisition modes using standard beads
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Fluorescent beads with broad emission spectra and multiple subpopulations resulting from clumping
were analyzed on FLl and FL3 using various mode and gain settings. Settings included linear and log
scale acquisition placing the singlet bead population in channel 10, 100,200, 300, and 500. Intensity of
brighter bead populations including doublets (2), triplets (3), and quadruplets (4) (x-axis) were divided
by singlet MRFI to normalize (y-axis). All data were linear (regression ANOVA p < 0.001 for each).
Analysis of covariance showed all slopes to be statistically similar except for the two lin-10 lines, and
four random outliers (probably due to sampling error). Furthermore, when linear singlets were placed at
300 or 500, brighter populations were offscale and therefore unresolveable.
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Comparison ofthe Flow KAT to other techniquesfor kinetic data acquisition

Three main techniques were available for kinetic data collection following cell

stimulation via flow cytometry: (1) collection of baseline, addition of agonist and

subsequent collection of discrete time points; (2) use of continuous “time” collection

mode so that a baseline could be run, sample removed for agonist addition, and replaced

for post-stimulation data collection; or (3) use of a direct, in-line agonist injection system

for non-stop data collection in continuous mode. Discrete time point collection left

uncertain gaps in the data. Removal for agonist addition left a gap following addition.

For in-line injection, use of the Time Zero Module (TZM) on the FACStar Plus flow

cytometer was attempted numerous times in an effort to achieve real-time addition of

agonist while continuously collecting data. Use of the TZM was cumbersome and

problematic. Specifically, the sample gasket broke, and the available replacement gasket

did not allow use of the special 5 cm sample tubes. The boost system was temperamental

and virtually impossible to reproduce identical conditions twice in a row, so the intended

one-button boost system was abandoned in favor of a manual increase and decrease in

sample pressure. Finally, the electronic injection time marker never seemed to function

properly, leaving gaps in data instead of a clean spike, so it was disconnected. After

many modifications to the intended configuration of the TZM hardware, a setup was

established which allowed real-time injection to take place. Still, the volume of the

agonist injection required and the awkward manual sample boost failed in comparison to
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the simplicity of the Flow Cytometric Kinetic Analysis Tube (Flow KAT). A series of

data collected using the various techniques is presented in figure 10 for comparison.



Figure 10: Methods for flow cytometric kinetic data collection: comparison of
several techniques

A. Collection of reaction data using a series of discrete time point dot plots
(Thrombin stimulation of platelets; R1 = stationary line for visual reference)
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Each panel of 3000 events represents a snapshot of about three seconds at the given time point. The
maximal time point can easily be missed since time points cannot be collected closer than about five
seconds apart this way. Furthermore, it is uncertain whether the second panel shows a non-responding
subpopulation, or if the three second collection time included events before and during the reaction. (This
two-population phenomenon seen during thrombin stimulation is addressed in the subpopulation section.)

B. Kinetic collection by removing
sample to add agonist

(Stimulation of CD4+ T-lymphocytes
with anti-CD3 Ab; from Novak and
Rabinovitch, 1994)

Dot plot demonstrates gap in data by removing sample, injecting agonist, and replacing sample. This
may be acceptable for the lO-minute time course required for stimulation of lymphocytes with an Ab
(shown above), butmay miss a significant portion of the reaction in thrombin stimulation of platelets,
where the reaction is is maximal within 30 seconds.



Figure 10 (continued)

C. Time Zero Module (TZM) setup in native configuration
(Injection of red beads into flowing green beads to test injection system, composite of
two files)

TIME (205 seconds)
* = injection point. The TZM was supptised to allow real-time injection and collection within one
second. However, the boost following agonist injection in the TZM overpressurized the sample, leading
to about a 45 second delay before the sample equilibrated. In this example, the injected sample
(polystyrene microbeads to test injection system) did not appear until about 100 seconds after injection —

an unacceptable delay for platelet calcium analysis.

D. Time Zero Module (TZM) after modification and careful setup
(Thrombin stimulation of platelets on the FACStar)

TIME (102 seconds)

* = agonist injection point. Modifications in the hardware of the TZM and careful, tedious setup
allowed for a less disruptive boost, though several seconds were still required for sample equilibration.



Figure 10 (continued)

E. Time Zero Module (TZM) using manual sample pressure increase
(Thrombin stimulation of platelets on the FACStar)

TIME (102 seconds)

* = agonist injection point. Abandoning the boost mechanism for a manual increase in sample pressure
after agonist injection gave a more uniform time distribution with lower boost pressure. However, the
32 cm distance from the sample intake to the laser intersection point caused delays of several additional
seconds compared to the FACScan with only about 14.5 cm from sample inlake to laser intersection.
(Minimal reaction seen in this sample due to Indo-1 setup, not TZM; see Indo-1 section)

F. Flow KAT: undisrupted flow of data and continuous collection
(Thrombin stimulation of platelets on the FACScan)
o
o

TIME (102 seconds)

* = agonist injection point. The Flow KAT allows virtually undisrupted flow of sample following
agonist injection with no special mechanical setup, and short sample intake to laser intersection distance
reduces delay.
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Influence ofmultiple dyes on individual dye loading attd reactivity

The presence ofmultiple calcium-indicating dyes within individual cells has the

potential to inhibit the activity of each dye as they reach saturated loading conditions or

compete for available Ca^^ once loaded. To test this possibility, a study was performed

which monitored dye uptake in resting platelets and changes in fluorescence intensity in

thrombin activated platelets. Fluo-4 was introduced by Molecular Probes as a potential

improvement over Fluo-3 (see figure IH and I). Fluo-4 was tested in this project for this

purpose, and the results of the comparison are presented in a later section. Since that

testing was occurring at the time that this multiple dye-loading study was performed, it is

included in this analysis. For resting platelet analysis, dyes were loaded into cells as

usual in the following combinations (« refers to the number of times the single dye

loaded sample was tested separately within the study); Fluo-3 + Fura Red (« = 3), Fluo-3

alone (« = 2), Fluo-4 + Fura Red (n = 3), and Fluo-4 alone {n = 2). Kinetic collection of

thrombin stimulated samples were then collected as follows; Fluo-3 + Fura Red (n = 2),

Fluo-3 alone (w = 1), Fluo-4 + Fura Red {n = 2), and Fluo-4 alone (« = 1). Fluorescence

data were collected and non-stimulated samples were tested by AOV and Tukey multiple

analysis at significance p < 0.05.

Some differences were detected, but results must be accepted with caution. Tests

revealed expected significant differences between Fluo-4 and Fluo-3 fluorescence

intensities in all samples, as discussed in the Fluo-3 and Fluo-4 comparison later.
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Comparisons between Fluo-3 or Fluo-4 with or without Fura Red revealed no significant

difference in Fluo-3 intensity with or without Fura Red, but Fluo-4 was found to be

brighter when used in combination with Fura Red than when used alone (figure 11A).

Fura Red was also slightly brighter in combination with Fluo-4 than alone, but not with

Fluo-3 (figure 1 IB). The brighter fluorescence detected in dye combinations was the

opposite of what one would have expected if the dye combinations were inhibiting

loading, and therefore, the data do not indicate dye uptake was inhibited by the presence

or simultaneous loading of other dyes.

Fluorescence intensity during thrombin stimulation showed similar changes

between dyes in combination or alone. Calculating fold changes in fluorescence intensity

ofFLl during the reactions further condensed the results toward similarity rather than

difference (figure 12). The weakest reaction was Fluo-3 alone, and the strongest was

Fluo-4 alone. The contradictory results develop no pattern to indicate that combinations

of dyes inhibit reaction by an individual dye. No statistical testing was performed on the

reactions since only one n was collected in the dye alone samples.



Figure 11: EfTect of dye combinations on individual dye loading:
comparison of fluorescence intensities in unstimulated platelet samples

A. Comparison of green calcium Indicators: Dye Uptake loading in
the presence or Absence of Fura Red
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Results from a single study comparison. Error bars are average deviation. * indicates notable
statistical difference (AOV followed by Tukey multiple analysis, p < 0.05; Fluo-3 and Fluo-4 dye
uptake differed statistically as noted elsewhere, therefore not noted on chart). Within comparisons
revealed no significant difference in Fluo-3 intensity with or without Fura Red, but Fluo-4 was found
to be brighter when used in combination with Fura Red than when used alone. This small but
detectable difference may be caused by spectral overlap. Results should be accepted with caution
due to single study analysis and low n per sample comparison.

B Comparison of Fura Red loading under different combinations of
dyes
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Fura Red (FL3) fluorescence compared and tested as FLl above. Reveals Fura Red is brighter in the
presence of Fluo-4, but not Fluo-3.



Figure 12: Effect of dye combinations on individual dye response:
comparison of fluorescence intensity changes in thrombin stimulated platelet
samples

Comparison of green calcium indicators during thrombin
stimulation with or without Fura Red:

FL1 Mean Fluorescence

Comparison of green calcium indicators during thrombin
stimulation with or without Fura Red:
Fold Change in FL1 Mean Fluorescence

A, change in fluorescence intensity, and B, Fold change (time point fluorescence / initial fluorescence)
over time during thrombin stimulation. Error bars are average deviation when more than one sample was
tested. In this comparison, Fluo-4 alone appears to undergo a shghtly stronger reaction than in
combination with Fura Red, while Fluo-3 alone reveals a diminished reaction alone. Though differences
are detectable, the somewhat contradictory results do not appear to convincingly reveal a difference
between individual dye reactivity based on the presence or absence of Fura Red. As in previous figure,
results should be accepted with caution due to single study analysis and low n per sample comparison.
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Platelet Activation Kinetics

The purpose of the activation kinetics studies was to develop a technique that

would allow flow cytometric analysis of four activation characteristics of platelets

simultaneously in a single stimulated platelet sample, and correlate data obtained with

results from studies observing only one or two of these parameters. Ideally, this

technique could allow a one-sample gestalt approach to activation analysis and may

reveal new information about the order and timing of events in platelet activation. Three

activation kinetics studies were performed, each monitoring calcium flux, particle

counting for microparticle detection, light scatter shifts to indicate degranulation, shape

change, or microparticle formation, and increase in expression of the activation-

dependent glycoprotein CD62. The activation kinetics studies were exercises in

maximizing data analysis: since more information was in each set of events than needed,

the desired information had to be isolated from the rest by “gating” on time point, beads,

or different sized platelets. In some studies, gates were placed on the initial continuous

plot to isolate discrete data points and analyze factors such as light scatter shift and

particle concentration. Examples of this post acquisition gating and analysis are

presented in figure 13. Variations in technique were used with each experiment to

improve the methodology, so results are not directly comparable for determining

statistical factors. The different techniques used for each study are compared in table 9.



Figure 13: Activation kinetics studies: gating method for multi-factor analysis
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Activation kinetics study UJ:

The first activation kinetics study compared calcium plus A23187 activation to

untreated samples in the presence of anti-CD62 or control MoAb with 15 pi 0.5 pm

green fluorescent microspheres (green beads) to test if changes could be attributed to

non-stimulus activation pathways from sitting over time in vitro. Platelets were diluted

to approximately 2xl0Vml in HSG prior to stimulation. Agonist was added during

continuous data collection on the FACScan using the Flow KAT for the first 60 seconds,

and discrete time points were selected for collection of subsequent data. Platelets were

24 hours old (PRP held over night in a lightly capped tube) and had begun demonstrating

subpopulations detectable by Fluo-3 / Fura Red (FFR) Ca indicating dyes not visible

when originally drawn and stained. Results of the first activation kinetics study are

shown in figure 14.



Table 9: Comparison of techniques used in activation kinetics studies:

Study# Agonists
Flow pit
cone.

(xlO'^/ml)

Ab/beads
in reaction

ssc

gain
Pit. pos.
gating for

MP

1 a 2 yes low no

2 CfCT 2 yes hi^ no

3 CT 150 no hi^ yes

Figure 14: Activation kinetics study #1 : Cl stimulation
Xaxes are not to scale in these charts. Gaps represent time points where data were
not collected. See text for interpretation of results.
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The initial unstimulated Ca ratio (Fluo-3 / Fura Red) of all events was 1.87

(much higher than the usual value obtained from prior Ca flux studies) due to the

presence of the subpopulation. Fold change in ratio increased rapidly over the first 40

seconds to 4.58, and showed only a slight increase over that value at the 45 minute time

point.

In the light scatter analysis, SSC showed a gradual decrease over the first 40

seconds, then a more rapid drop between 40 and 60 seconds. At 45 minutes, SSC

showed a decrease of 32% from the initial value. FSC showed an 8% increase at 30

seconds due to shape change from discoid to spherical or to microaggregate formation.

By 60 seconds, FSC had dropped below the initial value and showed a final decrease of

29% at the 45 minute time point, nearly identical to the change in SSC.

CD62 expression of intact platelets was initially high at 53% with a MFI of 83

(compared to negative control MFI of 39). The only post-stimulation time point

adequately analyzed was 45 min, which showed an increase to 63% positive and MFI of

104, representing a moderate but not substantial increase in CD62 expression.

In the particle counting analysis, events were analyzed by dividing the FSC

window of acquisition somewhat arbitrarily into “large” and “small” events, using the

location of the 0.5 pm green beads as a standard. Since CD62 or control Ab were in all

samples, no platelet specific gating was used, and SSC threshold was not set to minimal

values required for adequate detection of microparticles. Analyzing all non-bead events,

event concentration in the “large” region (intact or slightly degranulated platelets)
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changed little during activation. “Small” event concentration (microparticle or fully

degranulated platelets) increased by 85% (nearly doubling) by 40 seconds, but had

decreased somewhat by the 45 minute time point, possibly due to microaggregate

formation, or further conversion to smaller undetectable particles. The total particle

concentration paralleled the small particle concentration since little change was detected

in the large region. Since no platelet specific gating was used, it is uncertain whether or

not the particle count increase was due to particulates introduced by the agonist injection,

but this seems unlikely since the increase was gradual over 40 seconds and not

instantaneous upon injection.

Changes in the unstimulated samples were negligible and served well as controls

to show no non-agonist generated activation during the 60 minutes that the test samples

were analyzed.

Activation kinetics study #2:

Fresh platelets were stimulated with both calcium plus A23187 (Cl) and calcium

plus thrombin (CT). Platelet concentration at time of stimulation was approximately

2xl0^/ml in HSG. Platelets were stimulated in the presence of anti-CD62 or control Ab

plus 0.5 pm green beads. SSC sensitivity was set much higher, placing the green beads

in channel 900 rather than 400, but still no platelet-specific glycoprotein gating was used
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Results of the second activation kinetics study for Cl are shown in figure 15 and CT

shown in figure 16.

The calcium flux generated a MFC of 6.15 at 70 seconds in the Cl-stimulated

sample, and a MFC of 1.73 at 20 seconds in the CT-stimulated sample. The CT sample

showed the classic increase and recovery to near baseline ratio expected. The Cl sample

demonstrated irregular calcium levels after 70 seconds, as has been observed with other

samples in other studies.

Cl particle counting showed little change in large particle concentration, but

showed a rapid, linear increase in small particle concentration to 2.95 fold over initial

value by 100 seconds. Small particle count decreased between 100 seconds and the 90

minute time point due to either microaggregate formation or loss of events to much

smaller, undetectable particles. Total particle concentration paralleled small particle

concentration. CT particle counting did not reveal impressive changes in particle

concentration.

Cl stimulation caused a 2.4 fold decrease in FSC and a 37% decrease in SSC,

revealing evidence of degranulation and shape change in the intact platelets. CT

stimulation caused virtually no light scatter changes.

CD62 expression was again initially high at 55%, with an MFI of 21 (negative

control MFI=7). Cl activation produced no change in CD62 expression (which was

unusual, and probably artifactual). CT activation yielded a 31% increase in percent

positive for CD62, and a 2.7 fold increase in MFI, clearly demonstrating activation.



Figure 15: Activation kinetics study #2: Cl stimulation
Xaxes are not to scale in these charts. Gaps represent time points where data were
not collected. See text for interpretation of results.



Figure 16: Activation kinetics study #2: CT stimulation
Xaxes are not to scale in these charts. Gaps represent time points where data were
not collected. See text for interpretation of results.
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Activation kinetics study #3:

As described in Methods, this study incorporated many changes in an attempt to

maximize the activation response by increasing platelet to platelet contact, decreasing the

presence of inhibitory buffers, and stabilizing the balance between extracellular and

intracellular calcium prior to addition of agonist. CaCl2 was added to platelets several

minutes in advance of stimulation, platelets were run on the FACScan and activated at

much higher concentration, and a stop buffer was used for sampling to better monitor

CD62 expression. Thrombin plus Ca^^ (CT) was the only agonist used, since this was the

most physiologically important combination of agonists used during these studies.

Results of the third activation kinetics study are shown in figure 17.



Figure 17: Activation kinetics study #3: CT stimulation
Xaxes are not to scale in these charts. Gaps represent time points where data were
not collected. See text for interpretation of results.
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CaCl2 addition to platelets yielded a fold change in F/F ratio of only 1.04 and

1.07 over baseline (1.00 = no change) in two samples tested. Platelets at 1/2 PRP

concentration in HSG (about 150 x lOVml) were stimulated in the Flow KAT with 0.2

U/ml thrombin during continuous data collection in the absence of green beads and

MoAbs. Because of the very high flow rate (about 4000 events/sec) and limited RAM on

the computer, only 75,000 events could be collected, limiting initial collection time to

about 19 seconds. After the initial continuous collection, discrete data points were

collected at 30 second intervals for calcium monitoring. For other parameters of

analysis, 10 pi ofPRP at set time points was diluted 1:50 in HSG+hirudin (to stop further

thrombin activation)+10 pi green bead dilution (for absolute particle

counting)+monoclonal antibody (Ml48 for count gating, IgG negative fluorescence

control, or CD62 for activation analysis, all PE labeled). Samples were incubated for 30

minutes in the dark at 22°C and were reanalyzed by flow cytometry. All results obtained

are from a single activation reaction.

Calcium data showed a MFC of 3.89 at 14 seconds which decreased until the 30

minute time point. Both FSC and SSC began decreasing at 10 to 15 minutes post

stimulation and continued to decrease until the final 60 minute time point. CD62

expression started relatively high compared to negative control at 83% positive,

MFI=106 (negative control MFI=19). CD62 expression increased continuously after

stimulation up to 30 minutes post-activation to MFI=280, representing a 2.64 fold

increase in expression, though the net change in percent positive actually showed a
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decrease of 14% over the same time period. Ml48-gated particle counting showed a

notable shift from large to small events, but at one point actually decreased in total

counts, and never really showed a dramatic rise in total counts compared to the

unstimulated sample. An attempt at generalizing the results of the three activation

kinetics studies is presented in a timeline in figure 18. Cl data presented here is

incomplete, and CT data is based almost solely on activation kinetics study #3.



Figure 18 : Proposed timeline ofactivation events based on activation kinetics
studies

(Intervals not to scale)
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remainder ofthe study
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begins

10 min number of intact platelets
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Rapid degranulation and shape
change begin

15 min

Rapid increase in total numberof
particles coincideswith rapid
increase inMP as intact platelet
number continues to decrease

Significant increase in CD62
expression detectable
(intermediate time points not
tested)

30 min Maximum particle count reached

60 min Majority ofevents aggregate or
disintegrate to undetectable
particles, or both
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Subpopulation Analysis

In many studies during the development of the methodology for using the Fluo-3

/ Fura Red calcium monitoring technique in platelets, anomalous, differentially staining

subpopulations appeared on the plot ofFLl (Fluo-3 fluorescence) v. FL3 (Fura Red

fluorescence). In the final technique using more controlled centrifugation, benign

buffers, loading dye in unwashed PRP and washing with PGE-1 after loading, the

subpopulations appeared much less frequently. Still, the appearance of these

subpopulations was a mystery, and the characteristics of these populations needed to be

defined to determine if they were an artifact brought on by processing, or if the

subpopulations were truly subsets of platelets with different characteristics than the

majority set. First, flow cytometric analysis by gating of the subpopulations and addition

of agonists was performed to attempt to determine characteristics of these subpopulations

independent of staining distribution. Second, statistical testing was applied to determine

which preparation techniques or platelet conditions coincided with the appearance of

these subpopulations.

Characteristics ofsubpopulations

The presence of platelet subpopulations was determined by the unique staining

distribution of Fluo-3 / Fura Red stained samples on the log FLl v. log FL3 dot plot.

The plots had two or three distinct subpopulations, here classified as A)“upper”,
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B)“middle”, and C)“lower” based on their Fluo-3 (FLl, y-axis) distribution. The

subpopulations were less distinct on Fura Red staining, possibly a result of slightly lower

dye uptake by the lower population and the functional properties of Fura Red which

cause it to decrease at higher [Ca ];. Not all subpopulations had the same visual

distribution: in some samples, the lower and middle populations were indistinct from

each other. Furthermore, the upper population was sometimes diagonally separated from

the middle (apparently equal in decreased FL3 and increased FLl); at other times it was

more vertically than horizontally oriented in relationship to the middle (more

distinguishable on Fluo-3 than Fura Red). A cross section of several types of

subpopulations is shown in figure 19.

A general quantitative description was made in resting platelets to identify the

three most common subpopulations as defined by analysis ofmean Ca -dye fluorescence

for both Fluo-3 and Fura Red. Gated conservatively (as described later), the results of

this observational study for 16 samples showing subpopulations are presented in table 10.

Like donors and multiple samples from single studies were eliminated from a much

larger data set to reduce bias, as described in more detail in a later section.



Figure 19: Varíatíability in subpopulation distribution
Overview of plots showing various types of subpopulations in resting platelets.
Upper left plot not showing subpopulations shown for reference. Precise locations of populations on tire
FLl or FL3 axes should not be considered significant in this comparison since settings were clianged
between some studies to optimize detection. The bottom row shows the most common types of
subpopulations.

Sample not exhibiting
detectable subpopulations
(for reference^.

Fura Red Fluorescence Collected in LOG FL3
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Table 10; Descriptive statistics of Ca^^ data for resting
platelets showing presence of subpopulations.
Numbers are Mean Fluorescence Intensity or Ratio (Standard
Deviation in parentheses), n = 75 for subpopulation data, n =
21 for No Subpopulation data.

Parameter Fluo-3 Fura Red Ratio

Population
Upper 614 (363) 244 (65) 2.73 (1.85)

Middle 196 (50) 770 (200) 0.27 (0.09)

Lower 47 (18) 319 (113) 0.16 (0.07)

No Subpop. 104 ( 74) 569 ( 343) 0.19 (0.10)
Data from samples with no subpopulations is added for
reference. Ratios and mean fluorescence values may differ
between subpopulation and no subpopulation data as a result of
altering settings for optimization over time as described
elsewhere.

To determine what other characteristics the subpopulations possessed besides

differential calcium dye staining distribution, two approaches were taken; first, since the

subpopulations were clearly evident in resting platelets, gating analysis of subpopulations

in resting platelets was performed to determine relevant glycoprotein expression and light

scatter characteristics of each subpopulation; second, analysis of each subpopulation in

response to agonists was performed.

Gating studies in restingplatelets

Post-aquisition gating analysis of resting platelets showing subpopulations was

performed to try to determine staining-independent characteristics of platelets in each of
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the three main subpopulation regions. The working hypothesis for all analyses was that

there were identifiable characteristics independent of calcium indicating dye expression

that differ between the differentially staining subpopulations, and some of these

differences were detectable by flow cytometric analysis. Specifically, since differences

in Ca expression should correlate with differences in activation state, one would expect

to observe differences in size and granularity (as defined by forward and 90" light scatter

intensity, respectively, on the flow cytometer), and changes in glycoprotein expression

(as defined by fluorescence intensity of fluorochrome-labeled MoAb binding detectable

on the flow cytometer). To quantify glycoprotein expression, samples were analyzed

with PE-labeled monoclonal antibodies to either GPIIbllla, GPIb, or CD62, as described

in methods section. Gates were placed on the three main subpopulations and descriptive

statistics were collected for Ab fluorescence in FL2 and light scatter parameters (FSC

and SSC). Additionally, Fluo-3 and Fura Red means were compared to determine ratios

and independence of subpopulations from dye loading variables.

Statistical analyses were performed to determine significance of any apparent

differences. The null hypothesis for all statistical analyses was that there were no

differences in dye-loading independent test parameters between the subpopulations. The

alternative hypothesis was that there were quantifiable, statistically significant

differences between dye-loading independent test parameters at p < 0.05. Approximately

120 samples were run which exhibited subpopulations prior to agonist addition. Since

many studies included multiple donors or replicate runs of the same donors, replicates
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were eliminated from the final data set to avoid the possibility of bias placed on the data

set by a single study or donor. In one study, data from ten separate runs of the same

sample were averaged to create a single n in the final data set. Final statistical testing

comparing all different donors for each test parameter included 16 data points from 9

different studies for light scatter analysis, 11 samples from 3 different studies for CD62

analysis, 11 samples from 5 different studies for GPIb analysis, and 12 samples from 6

different studies for GPIIbllla analysis.

Before meaningful results could be obtained, standardization in gating was

required. Initial gating was performed by attempting to place regions visually on what

appeared to be the three populations, but since not all populations existed in all samples,

and middle and lower populations were easily mistaken for each other when one was

missing, this subjective approach yielded meaningless and contradictory results.

Reanalysis of files was performed by placing regions where the subpopulations should

have been (based on the most common subpopulation distribution, defined in figure 19)

rather than where they appeared to be. This more conservative approach gave much

more systematic and consistent results, and that method was used in obtaining data for

the final statistical analysis of subpopulation characteristics.

Gating post-acquisition was performed in unstimulated samples on regions

similar to A, B, and C as presented in figure 20. Light scatter and Ab-PE fluorescence

means were determined for each subpopulation. Quantified, post-acquisition gated

calcium dye independent parameters were tested by analysis of variance (AOV) followed
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by Tukey multiple comparison analysis for significant differences at p < 0.05. Mean

light scatter and fluorescence intensities and results of statistical testing are presented in

table 11. Statistical testing revealed significant differences between all three

subpopulations for both SSC and FSC, but not CD62 or GPIIbllla, and only between the

middle and lower populations in GPIb expression. Mean SSC and FSC values were

found to be thus ranked, lowest to highest: lower population, upper population, middle

population. Therefore, the size and granularity of the events in each population differs

significantly in that order, indicating that Ca^^ dye expression (a relative measure of

[Ca^^],) coincides with another physical characteristic of the cells. In other testing using

different gates and excluding fewer samples (data not shown), data seemed to suggest

higher CD62 staining in the upper compared to middle population, but this result was not

consistent between multiple samples and this was not found to be significant by AOV or

log-likelihood ratio testing (G-statistic calculated to approximate the Chi-square

distribution [Zar, 1984], described in greater detail below). Analysis of variance

followed by Tukey multiple comparison ranked GPIb expression (lowest to highest) as

lower, upper, middle, with significant differences only between the lower and middle

populations (p < 0.05). The results of all Ab fluorescence data revealed that the middle

population always had the highest expression, followed by the upper, then lower

populations, though this only tested as significant in GPIb expression. The possible

relevance of this is addressed in the discussion section.



Figure 20: Standardizing gating to analyze subpopulations in resting platelets.
Four dot plots showing different distributions (as examples) can be gated conservatively
to analyze dye-independent characteristics.

A = “Upper” population, B = “Middle” population, C = “Lower” population

The three main

subpopulations in
resting platelets were
not always obvious
due to overlap, or
appeared in different
places in different
samples. Movements
of subpopulations
upon addition of Ca2+
and activation agonists
(presented later)
helped to more clearly
identify the locations
of the overlapping
subpopulations.
Regions A B and C
shown above were

used to gate to
determine Ca2+ -dye
independent
characteristics of the

subpopulations.
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Table 11: Comparison of light scatter and glycoprotein expression data gating on
subpopulations revealed by Ca^^-dye fluorescence
Numbers are mean relative light scatter or fluorescence
intensities. Standard Deviation in parentheses.
Parameter FSC SSC GPIb GPIIbllla CD62

Population n = 16 n- 16 11 n = 12 n = 11

Upper 553 (172) 620 (113) 558 (293) 311 (200) 102 (36)

Middle 796 ( 245) 763 (119) 708 (356) 372 (282) 127 (63)

Lower 217 (83) 483 (128) 359 (178) 2 72 ( 245) 101 (65)

Analysis: * * ** NS NS
* = Tukey multiple comparison subsequent to analysis of variance found significant

statistical differences between all values at p < 0.05.
** = Tukey analysis / AOV revealed differences between Middle and Lower only (p <

0.05).
NS = Not significant: no values were found to differ statistically at p < 0.05.

GPIIbllla anomaly: comparison to unstained and no-subpopulation data

An unexpected anomaly became apparent when attempting to gate some samples

with subpopulations on GPIIbllla expression; many of the dye-loaded samples were

negative for GPIIbllla, a protein normally abundantly expressed on the platelet surface.

The MoAb M148-PE (anti-GPIIbllla) fluorescence intensity of samples with

subpopulations appeared dimmer (indicating diminished expression) than in samples

without subpopulations, but this did not appear to be the case for GPIb expression.

Therefore, a statistical comparison was made between samples with and without

subpopulations for expression of these glycoproteins in calcium indicating dye-loaded

platelets. This test compared the middle subpopulation data (brightest subpopulation for
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all Abs for most conservative analysis) for GPIIbllla and GPIb expression, as well as

isotype or NA (nothing added) controls to samples from studies with no subpopulation.

On the 10,000 arbitrary unit relative fluorescence intensity scale, averageMl48

fluorescence of 7 samples from 4 studies without subpopulations was 1862 (SD = 1378),

while average M148 fluorescence of 11 samples from 5 studies with subpopulations was

395 (SD = 279). This difference was proved significant by t-test (p < 0.05). GPIb did

not exhibit a reduction in glycoprotein expression (see table 12). The reduction in M148

fluorescence was limited to dye loaded samples as demonstrated by a single sample

analysis presented in figure 21, which shows normal GPIIbllla expression in PRP prior

to dye loading which was virtually absent in the same subpopulation-containing, dye

loaded platelets. Further observations seemed to reveal that GPIIbllla expression

increased following A23187 stimulation, though this was not quantified.



MFI(channel)

Figure 21 : EfTect of dye loading onGPIIbllla expression in some
sampleswith subpopulations

A single sample pre- and post- Ca^^ dye loading labeledwith PE conjugated
MoAbs against GPIIbllla and GPIb. Ab-specific fluorescence is directly
correlated to number ofavailable epitopes, thus a measure ofprotein
expression. Dye loading caused virtually no change in GPIb expression, but
virtually eliminatesGPIIbllla expression. This effect was only seen in
samples expressing subpopulations.

% difference = (final - initial) / initial

Dye-
loaded

cells

98% decrease in expression
following dye loading (obvious
alteration in expression)

7% increase in expression
following dye loading
(little to no significant
effect)
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The reduction ofGPIIbllla expression was significantly associated with the

presence of subpopulations. Reduced GPIIbllla expression was defined as a sample

having its brightest subpopulation’s (middle) Ml48 PE mean fluorescence value lower

than channel 400. In 19 samples from 11 studies (12 samples with and seven without

subpopulations) analyzing GPIIbllla expression, 5 samples showed negative or reduced

GPIIbllla expression, and all of these had subpopulations. Contrarily, though not

statistically significant, seven samples (from two studies, all different donors) with

subpopulations did not have reduced GPIIbllla expression. So while all reduced

GPIIbllla data possessed subpopulations, presence of subpopulations did not guarantee

reduced GPIIbllla. Chi-square analysis found reduced GPIIbllla expression to be

significantly associated with presence of subpopulations (p < 0.05). Although the data

are not presented here, a similar decrease in GPIIbllla expression was observed as

detected by FITC conjugated MoAb clone P2 anti-GPIIbllla in Indo-1 loaded platelets,

indicating receptor alteration and not an antibody clone-specific anomaly as the source of

reduced detection ofGPIIbllla.
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Table 12: Comparison of glycoprotein expression between different dye-loaded
samples with and without subpopulations
For a more conservative conçarison, values used for subpopulations are from the middle
population, which had the highest GP ejq)ression.
Numbers are Mean Fluorescence Intensity (Standard Deviation in parentheses) n in
italics

Ab Specificity GPIIbllla GPIb IgG or NA CTL
Sample
Subpopulations 372 m2)12 708 (356)77 46 (17)5
No Subpopulation 1862 (1378) 7 603 (369) 7 27 (7)5
Statistical Analysis: * NS NS

High SD may be caused by changes in settings between studies (PMT-V and compensation for
optimization of technique). However, review of settings changes shows that this could not have been the
soiu-ce of differences between subpopulation and no-subpopulation data for GPlIbllla since FL2 PMT-V
and compensation were not changed drastically enough to cause the significant difference. This is further
verified by the fact that these same cells were brightly positive for M148 prior to dye loading using the
same settings that showed M148 negativity (see figure 21). Fluorochrome conjugated isotype controls
(IgG) and nothing added (NA) controls were generally not different from each other, and were both much
dimmer than true positives, so they were treated here as the same to increase n for the control
comparison.
* = t-test, difference significant at p < 0.05.
NS = Not significant: no values were found to differ statistically at p < 0.05.

Addition ofagonists

To further analyze differences between subpopulations, addition of various

agonists and reactive compounds was performed and Ca^^ response was monitored

independently for each subpopulation. Addition of CaCl2 at physiological concentration

(as described in methods) should not cause an increase in [Ca^^], as membrane exclusion

and Ca^^ pumps actively exclude Ca^^. However, addition ofCaClj in the absence of

agonist caused an increase in ratio in the lower population, but not the middle or upper,

while subsequent addition ofA23187 caused a nominal additional shift in the lower
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population, a greater increase in ratio in the upper population, and the greatest increase in
2+

the middle population, as the middle population joined the upper in final ratio and Ca

dye fluorescence intensities. Figure 22 gives a step-by-step overview of the activation-

based analysis and results for a single sample. In this example, typical of a single sample

with sequential reagent addition, CaCl2 alone caused an increase in ratio in the lower

population from 0.18 to 1.08 (6.00 fold change), while the middle population changed

only slightly from 0.56 to 0.66 (1.18 fold change), as with the upper which changed from

7.61 to 7.03 (0.92 fold change). Upon subsequent addition of A23187, the lower

population underwent only a slight further increase in ratio from 1.08 to 1.96 (1.81 fold

change), while the upper population had a greater increase in ratio from 7.03 to 24.59

(3.50 fold change), and the middle population joined the upper population with (by far)

the largest increase in ratio from 0.66 to 24.59 (37.26 fold change). When averaging all

events, the maximum fold change for this example was 7.94.

The middle population is believed to have joined the upper population after

A23187 stimulation since only two populations were visible after stimulation and the

increase in percent of events in region D, +33%, (see figure 22) was nearly equal to the

sum of the percent decrease in regions A and B, -32%, while the additional decrease in

the lower resting population, region C, -10%, nearly matches the increase in region E,

+12%, the same region where lower population (C) events moved with calcium alone

(region C, -25% and region E, +31% with calcium alone). Slight discrepancies in

numbers (up to only about 6%) can be attributed to the fact that the middle and lower
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populations overlap in the resting state; most of the events in region C (mostly lower

population) shift with calcium alone, while most events in region B (mostly middle

population) do not. Thus, addition of calcium was the only way to truly distinguish

between lower and middle populations. The precise correlation between percent

decreases in some regions with percent increases in others clearly reveals the source and

destination of the resting populations following the two stimulating events.

These results imply that (1) the upper population is prematurely activated, though

capable of some ftxrther activation; (2) the middle population is normal, non-activated

platelets capable of the greatest degree of activation as determined by calcium flux; and

(3) the lower population appears to have diminished membrane integrity, possibly due to

physical damage or age.

Non-responsive subpopulatiom detectedduring thrombin stimulation

Prior to application of the continuous kinetic acquisition methods using the Flow

KAT, some samples not exhibiting subpopulations in the resting state seemed to divide

into subpopulations upon thrombin stimulation (in the absence of added extracellular

calcium) in a manner similar to that described by Davies et al. (1990). This method of

subpopulation generation differs from all other discussion of subpopulations in this

paper, since all other subpopulations discussed were observed in the resting state prior to

activation subsequently stimulated with activating agonists. Therefore, the thrombin-
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induced subpopulations may be a phenomenon distinct from the remainder of the

discussion on subpopulations. However, since the subpopulation appears to be a non-

responding group of platelets, this set of platelets may have physiological similarities

with some subpopulations observed in the resting state. Furthermore, results show that

not taking this non-responding subpopulation into consideration during data analysis may

skew the ratio calculations significantly.



Figure 22: Addition of Ca^ and agonist for subpopulation analysis
A single sample found to have three apparent subpopulations when stained with calcium indicating
dyes was manipulated by adding extracellular CaCb, and then A23187 to reveal characteristics of
each subpopulation.
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In static time point plots, subpopulations became evident for several seconds

immediately following thrombin stimulation. The subpopulations appeared to represent

responding and non-responding platelets since one population increased in ratio and then

decreased to rejoin the apparently non-responding population. Two tests needed to be

applied to verify the presence of co-existing subpopulations and the specificity of this

reaction as a physiological event and not a dye loading phenomenon: first, kinetic

acquisition was employed to verify that the two populations coexisted, since it was

possible that the ten or twelve seconds required to collect 10,000 events for a static time

point might actually contain two distinct reactive time points (before and during Ca^^

increase, rather than just during). Second, the Ca ionophore A23187 was added to see

if all events were capable of showing an increased [Ca ],• (an indication of homogenous

dye loading), and if so, how quickly, thus verifying that this presentation of

subpopulations was specific to thrombin (physiological rather than mechanical)

activation. Figures 23 - 25 show the results of this analysis. Figure 23A 1 & 2 show the

baseline and 10 second post-thrombin stimulation static time points, respectively, in a

study performed prior to application of continuous collection techniques, which

demonstrated an apparently non-responding subpopulation. Figures 23 B1 and 23 Cl

show kinetic plots of A23187 and thrombin stimulation, respectively, with regions to

identify potential sources of subpopulations in static time plots. Results of this testing

reveal that in A23187 stimulated samples, all cells reacted nearly instantly, while in the

thrombin stimulated sample, a significant proportion of the platelets appear to not react at
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all. Gating over a period of time to produce a single static time point plot (figures 23 B2

and 23 C2) shows that, while gating for a long period of time could lead to false

appearance of subpopulations in the A23187 stimulated sample as non-coexistant pre-

and post-reaction events are included in the gate, this is not the source of the

subpopulations in the thrombin stimulated sample. Kinetic analysis reveals that two

differentially responding subpopulations do coexist in the thrombin stimulated sample,

but not in the A23187 sample.
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Figure 23: Analysis of subpopulations appearing upon thrombin stimulation of
platelets
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B2: A23187 stimulated platelet gated during a time period which simulates collection of 10,000 events
for a static time point reveals the potential source of an apparent subpopulation: events before and after
initial reaction arc included in the same plot. (R1 = stationary visual reference mark)
C2: Thrombin stimulated platelets gated in a similar manner shows a similar static point subpopulation,
but the kinetic distribution (Cl) suggests that the two populations coexist, unlike A23187 stimulation.
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Figure 24 further demonstrates by means of a density plot that parallel

populations do coexist in time during thrombin (but not A23187) stimulation. Placement

of a horizontal line for visual reference on the density plot during thrombin stimulation

shows a nearly horizontal non-responding subpopulation (unchanging ratio over time)

throughout the maximal response time of the responding population, followed by a slight

increase in ratio in the non-responding population which never approaches the high

change in ratio achieved by the maximally responding population. The data suggest that

calculating an average of all events at most post-stimulation time points after thrombin

addition may give an inaccurate representation of the Ca response. Figure 25 quantifies

this by plotting the fold change in ratio over time for all detectable populations. Plotting

in this manner reveals that, following thrombin stimulation, the maximum fold change in

ratio of the responding population (11.24) is more than tvidce the maximum change

observed by averaging all events (4.38). Furthermore, the time point at maximum ratio

occurred in this sample four seconds earlier in the responding population (20 seconds)

than when considering all events (24 seconds). Moreover, the responding population had

a much more distinct and rapidly transient reaction than was detectable by averaging all

events. The responding population had greater than a 10% decrease in fold change from

baseline within 4 seconds following maximum ratio, and nearly a 40% decrease within 8

seconds. When averaging all events, there was less than a 10% decrease in fold change

for 8 seconds, and fold change only reached a 30% decrease after 20 seconds following

maximum. The Ca flux profiles elucidated by gating on the responding population
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versus all events are quite different: the responding population shows a calcium transient

that rapidly increases and decreases following stimulation, while observation of all events

gives the appearance of a gradual and less intense Ca^^ transient.

The responding and non-responding populations had approximately equal

proportions of events throughout the time ofmaximal response (50% each). As the

responding population returned to baseline, the proportion of events in the responding

population increased as the non-responding population did increase slightly in ratio (39%

in the lower population at 28 seconds following stimulation). Davies et al. (1990) also

demonstrated that the non-responding population actually did respond slightly, thus

making these results very similar to her observation: the non-responding population

seems to increase slightly in ratio as the maximally responding population returns to

baseline, but the responses of the two populations are clearly distinct, and assuredly

diminished in the non-responding population.

With the number and variety of other tests being performed for this study, and the

analytical intensity required to monitor even the one sample used in the thrombin

example for continuous kinetic collection, no attempt was made in this study to compare

this sample or donor to others. The responding and non-responding populations may

differ in different samples. Although this sample appeared to adequately represent the

many thrombin stimulation samples tested throughout the course of this project, further

testing is required to verify the results presented in this section.



Figure 24: Comparison of tíme and ratío distributions of A23187 and thrombin
stimulated platelets using density plots.
Numbers are ratios, except where time points are indicated; * = agonist injection time point.

Horizontal dashed hne for visual reference shows nearly all events respond simultaneously to A23187
plotting as a nearly vertical change in ratio. Contrarily, during thrombin stimulation, some platelets
respond very little or not at all, even while others are responding maximally. Combined results indicate
that all platelets have successfully loaded the calcium indicating dyes and appearance of subpopulations
in thrombin stimulated platelets is a result of a physiologically minimally-responsive subpopulation.
Data further suggests that simply taking the average ratio of all events at specific time points (as
demonstrated by regions below) reduces the maximum ratio actually obtained for the responding
population during thrombin stimulation, and causes the time point at maximum ratio to be reported as
several seconds later than the actual point of maximal response as the lesser responsive population
increases slightly in ratio and the responding population decreases toward baseline.

T

T

Taking average of all events, maximum ratio is reported at about 18 seconds post-stimulation.
Actual maximum ratio occurs at about 10 seconds post stimulation.



Figure 25: Comparison ofdetectable subpopulations appearing upon stimulation
of platelets with thrombin or A23187
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B. Thrombin stimulated platelets separate distinctly into responding and lesser-responding
subpopulations. The average ratio of all events taken at most time points during the reaction
does not provide an accurate description of the calcium response to thrombin.
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Analysis of technique

During the course of developing the Fluo-3 / Fura red protocol, application of

certain techniques seemed to correlate with presence or absence of the subpopulations in

the FLl V. FL3 plots in Fluo-3 / Fura Red stained samples. Variations in technique

included using different buffers to wash the platelets before or after dye loading, washing

different numbers of times, using gel filtration to purify platelets, using different

centrifuges and g forces for washes or obtaining PRP, use of pluronic F127 to assist dye

loading, and varying the run buffer (that is, the last dilution solution prior to flow in

which the activation took place, not necessarily the same as the sheath buffer).

To attempt to elucidate the origin or the cause of the appearance of

subpopulations, a simple “yes” or “no” indicating presence or absence of subpopulations

was attached to each technique, and statistical testing was applied comparing observed to

expected frequency of occurrence of subpopulations for each relevant technique. For this

project, 42 studies were performed, and 576 samples were analyzed. Studies were

eliminated from consideration for technique analysis which did not use Fluo-3 and Fura

Red in combination, which used extreme concentrations of dye or other test reagent, or

which used conditions that inherently altered the similarity to the majority of the data

(e g., platelets resuspended in lipemie plasma and acquired at PRP concentration on the

flow cytometer). Hence, 30 studies were analyzed for technique. To reduce single study

bias, multiple samples from the same study were only used when a specific technique
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relevant to the analysis was altered within the study, if multiple donors were used, or if

samples with both subpopulations and no subpopulations existed within the study. This

allowed a data set of 38 samples, 14 of which had subpopulations. Therefore, the

proportion of all samples that yielded subpopulations was 0.37 (37%), and this figure

was used to calculate the expected frequency of occurrence of subpopulations for each

technique by multiplying number of samples tested (/i) by 0.37. Since so many different

techniques were applied, the expected frequency was less than 1.0 in some cases and

greater than 20% of values had an expected frequency of less than 5.0; therefore, the log-

likelihood ratio (G statistic) was applied in favor of chi-square, which can be

conservatively biased under the above conditions (Zar, 1984). Since the log-likelihood

ratio test requires calculating the log of each observed frequency, zero values were coded

by adding 0.00001 to each value being compared, including non-zero values. This

coding allowed the test statistic to be calculated for obviously significant results, and did

not alter the insignificance of values with insufficient n. Chi-square testing was done

(which does not need a correction for zero observations) to verify G-test results. G-test

results were found to be appropriate compared to non-coded Chi-square results in each

case where coding was used, except where n = 4 and subpopulation frequency = 0, in

which case the marginal yet convincing results were taken into consideration as

potentially significant: in cases where n = 4 and subpopulation frequency = 0, the chi-

square statistic was insignificant and the G statistic was significant at p < 0.055. While a

higher n would verify traditional significance assumptions of p < 0.05, the quality of
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these preparations seemed sufficient to allow at least a cautious conclusion of

significance, especially in consideration of Zar’s warning of the conservative bias of Chi-

square at expected frequencies of < 1.0. Results of this testing are provided in table 13.

Not included in table 13 are additional factors which were analyzed but showed

no significance for either presence or absence of subpopulations. These factors included

age and type of preparation (fresh PRP, one day old PRP, and PC), and donor gender or

species (human male, human female, or canine of unknown gender). Change of calcium

dye lots or age of dye stock was not tested as a potential factor, but reviev/ ofwhen new

lots were incorporated showed no relevant pattern that would have correlated to presence

of subpopulations. Furthermore, some conditions were tested, but not in sufficient

numbers to allow inclusion in statistical analysis. These additional test factors included

the following (w given in parentheses):

• Pre-load wash buffers; G2 (1), and P/PWB pH 7.4 (1).

• Post-load wash buffers: G (2), P/G2 (1), HSG (2), P/E (1), PB6.5(1), V(l)

• Number of post-load washes: none (3)

• Run buffer; G (3), P/G2 (3), PBH (3)

• PRP Technique; PCMH Blood Bank RC3C centrifuge (3)

Test conditions which showed significance forpresence of subpopulations were

as follows: obtaining PRP by using the Dynac centrifuge, using Hematall + PGE-1 as

pre-load wash buffer, using one pre-load wash, using Pluronic F127 to assist dye loading,

using PWB pH 6.4 as the post-load wash buffer, washing cells with either the Dynac or
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Eppendorf centrifuges, and using Hematall as the run buffer. Test conditions which

showed significance for absence of subpopulations were obtaining PRP by using the

PR6000 or RC5B centrifuge, use of PWB + 2mM theophylline + 0.1%BSA pH 6.5 or

1 20 citrated saline pH 6.5 as the post-load wash buffer, using two post-load washes, or

purifying the cells using gel filtration. Techniques with sufficient // but showing no

statistical significance either for presence or absence of subpopulations were use of

Plasma Alliance PC preparations instead of PRP, use of PWB + 0.1%BSA or PWB +

2mM theophylline + 0.1%BSA pH 6.5 + PGE-1 as the pre-load wash buffer, using zero

or two pre-load washes, absence of Pluronic F127, using PWB + 0.1%BSA + PGE-1 as

the post-load wash buffer, using one post-load wash, using the using the PR6000 or

RC5B centrifuge for the post-load wash, and use ofHSG as the run buffer.

A pattern became apparent through the course of the analysis: early studies

seemed more likely to have subpopulations than later studies. The log-likelihood ratio

test was applied to the date of the studies, and revealed significance for both that studies

performed before June 1, 1995 were likely to have subpopulations, and studies performed

after that date were not. On about that date, many of the techniques were changed for

various reasons. Two major changes were that gel filtration was attempted for the first

time and was used for four studies, and the available platelets for 15 other studies were

obtained for lyophilization preps, and were washed twice in bulk using different buffers

and centrifuges. Since these techniques immediately gave better overall results

(generally higher max fold changes, especially for thrombin alone), the lyophilization
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preparation buffers and more precisely defined wash spins were incorporated into the

protocol, and the original spins and buffers were dropped. Since so many changes took

place in a short period of time, it is difficult to determine precisely which preparation

factor was most important in appearance of subpopulations. Furthermore, it remains

unclear whether the early preparation techniques caused the subpopulations to appear or

simply did not remove subpopulations that were already there. This question is

addressed in the discussion section.
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Table 13: Log-likelihood ratio analysis of factors correlated to presence of
subpopulations

Test Parameter
n* Proportion showing

subpopulations
(SP) **

Significance
for SP

formation

significance
for No SP
formation

p

FRF Technique ■

Dynac centrifuge 9 0.89 X <0.005

FR6000 or RCSB centrifuge 15 0.07 X <0.01

Plasma Alliance PC prep 10 0.20 ns

Pre-load wash buffer : •'
Hematall + PGE-1 5 1.00 X <0.005
PWB + O.I%BSA 5 0.20 ns* +

PWB + 2mM theophylline +
0.1%BSApH 6.5 + FGE-1

10 0.30 ns

Number of pre-load
washes

0 16 0.19 ns

I 7 1.00 X <0.0001
2 15 0.27 ns

Use of Fluronic F127 - .

With pluronic 8 0.75 X <0.05
Without pluronic 30 0.27 ns

Post-load wash buffer
PWB pU 6.5 7 0.71 X <0.065»-

PWB + 2mM theophylline +
0.1%BSApH 6.5

7 0 X <0.025

1:20 citrated saline pH 6.5 4 0 X <0.055*
PWB 0.1%BSA+PGE-1 pH

6.5
5 0.20 ns

Number of post-load
washes

1 22 0.55 ns

2 9 0 X <0.005
Wash technique

Dynac or Eppendorf
centrifuge

10 0.90 X <0.0001

PR6000 or RC5B 23 0.22 ns

Gel filtration 4 0 X <0.055"
Run buffer

Hematall 10 0.80 X <0.01
HSG 19 0.21 ns

Date of Study
Before 950601 10 0.90 X <0.0001
After 950601 28 0.18 X <0.05

= 4 was considered sufficient to run test since a 4:0 result in favor of either subpopulation or no
subpopulation yielded at least marginal statistical significance, but results still must be accepted witli
caution, n < 4 samples were excluded from consideration for significance.
** Proportion showing subpopulations for all data was 0.37, except donor gender where multiple donors
run in the same study were included and replicate donors within a study with different preparations were
excluded, giving an e.xpected subpopulation frequency of 0.49 for the data set.
^

Samples at significance levels of p < 0.065 are included for comparison
ns indicates no statistical significance
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Comparison of Fluo-3 to Fluo-4 for use with Fura Red as a Ratiometric Calcium

Indicator in Resting and Activated Platelets

Two trials in one study were performed to compare Fluo-3 to Fluo-4 for

differences in sensitivity and fluorescence intensity loaded at the same concentration in

platelets from fresh PRP. Thrombin stimulation was performed to determine

detectability of degree of changes during Ca^^ flux from physiological activation.

Continuous data were collected for each sample, and direct agonist injection was

performed using the Flow KAT injection device developed for this project. Time points

were determined by selecting discrete ranges on the kinetic time axis at 10 second

intervals. Ratio or Mean relative fluorescence intensity (MRFI) for all ungated data

within the time regions was used for each data point. MRFI values were calculated using

Lysys II and CellQuest, and ratios were determined using FCS Assistant software.

Statistical comparisons were made between ratiometric or MRFI data obtained for the

two dyes for each set of parameters tested. The two-sample t-test assuming unequal

variances was used for all comparisons. One-tailed analysis was performed since all

Fluo-4 values were expected to be higher than Fluo-3 values. All maximum fold changes

(MFC) in ratio during thrombin stimulation occurred at the 20 second time point;

therefore, MRFI values and ratios at the 20 second time point were compared.

Results of statistical testing revealed that Fluo-4 was approximately twice as

bright as Fluo-3, but not necessarily more sensitive (see figure 26 and table 14). Fluo-4
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baseline MRFI was higher than FIuo-3. Fluo-4 MRFI at maximum ratio following

thrombin stimulation was higher as well. The maximum fold change (MFC) in Fluo-4

MRFI was not greater than that for Fluo-3. In ratiometric analysis using Fura Red MRFI

in the denominator, both initial ratio and ratio at MFC were greater for Fluo-4, but the

actual MFC in ratio was not different between Fluo-3 and FIuo-4. Analysis of changes in

Fura Red (FL3) MRFI during thrombin stimulation showed no significant differences for

any comparison when loaded with Fluo-3 or Fluo-4. These results show that, although

Fluo-4 was significantly brighter than Fluo-3 when loaded at the same concentration, and

the maximum fluorescence intensity during thrombin stimulation was much brighter as

well, the factoral change in fluorescence intensity during thrombin stimulation was not

significantly different. The ratiometric analysis follows the same pattern: initial and

maximal values are much higher for Fluo-4, but the fold changes were not different.

Analysis of Fura Red during thrombin stimulation (showing no differences whether in

the presence of Fluo-3 or Fluo-4) confirms that the changes observed in the ratiometric

analysis were due to changes in Fluo-4 and not Fura Red. Results indicate that while

Fluo-4 was brighter than Fluo-3, it did not provide an amplification of signal between

low and high [Ca ], values when used at the same concentration as Fluo-3.
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Figure 26: Comparison of (Fluo-3 or FIuo-4) / Fura Red reaction in platelets
during thrombin stimulation

Fluo-3/Fura Red Fluo-4/Fura Red

Time (seconds x 10); Agonist addition at 10 seconds(*)

Stationary white line added for visual reference. Figures demonstrate nearly identical reactions, except
entire distribution is elevated on ratio axis when using Fluo-4. The much brighter Fluo-4 generates a
higher ratio when used with Fura Red than does Fluo-3. However, testing revealed that although the
entire distribution is elevated, the sensitivity of the reaction (determined by fold change in fluorescence
or ratio) is not significantly different between Fluo-3 and Fluo-4.
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Table 14: Comparison of (Fluo-3 or Fluo-4) / Fura Red reaction in platelets during
thrombin stimulation

A: FLl Mean relative fluorescence intensity (MRFI) changes at time point of
maximum fold change (MFC) in ratio during thrombin stimulation

FLl baseline
MRFI

MRFI at MFC in
ratio

Fold change in MRFI
at MFC in ratio

Trial Fluo-3 +

Fura Red
Fluo-4 +

Fura Red
Fluo-3 +

Fura Red
Fluo-4 +

Fura Red
Fluo-3 +

Fura Red
Fluo-4 t

Fura Red
1 15 38 33 82 2.24 2.13

2 17 37 30 81 1.76 2.23

Mean: 16 37 32 82 2.00 2.18

t-tcst: p<0.()l p <0.01 not significant

B: Ratio and Fold change in ratio at 20 seconds, time point of Maximum Fold
Change in ratio

Initial Ratio Ratio at MFC MFC in ratio

Trial Fluo-3 +

Fura Red
Fluo-4 +

Fura Red
Fluo-3 +

Fura Red
Fluo-4 +

Fura Red
Fluo-3 +

Fura Red
Fluo-4 +

Fura Red
1 10 17 0.33 0.78 3.30 4.59

2 9 19 0.33 0.7 3.67 3.68

Mean 10 18 0.33 0.74 3.48 4.14

t-tcst: p < 0.05 p < 0.05 not significant

C: FL3 analysis during thrombin stimulation
Initial FL3 MRFI Fura Red MRFI at

MFC in ratio
Fold Change in Fura Red
MRFI at MFC in ratio

Trial Fluo-3 +

Fura Red
Fluo-4 +

Fura Red
Fluo-3 +

Fura Red
Fluo-4 +

Fura Red
Fluo-3 +

Fura Red
Fluo-4 +

Fura Red
1 218 256 160 167 1..36 1.53

2 236 232 147 178 1.61 1.30

Mean 227 244 154 173 1.48 1.42

t-tcst: no significant differences



Discussion

Technique Optimization to Define a Final Protocol

Due to their reactive nature, platelets require special handling for in vitro analysis

generally not required for other cell types. Aggregation can occur artifactually as a result

ofmechanical stress or chemical incompatibilities, leading to loss of data if singlet

suspensions or non-activated cells are required for analysis. Researchers use many

different techniques for platelet washing and handling to overcome artifactual activation

and achieve in vitro analytical goals. An initial goal of this study was to determine

which combinations of these special handling techniques led to greater MFC in ratio at

the point of investigative platelet stimulation. Numerous techniques were tested in

varying combinations, and differences in responses were observed.

Two factors overwhelmingly influenced the MFC achieved following

physiological agonist stimulation, while other factors were defined as important as well.

The highest MFC values under any other combinations of conditions were always

provided by fresh platelets loaded with 5 pM Fluo-3. While one may naturally expect a

greater MFC using fresh platelets compared to one or two day old PRP or one day old

PC, the distinct separation of results becomes an important consideration in sample

testing; in some tests in the clinical laboratory it is acceptable to hold blood samples in
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inhibiting buffer for a given length of time prior to analysis (though this usually does not

amount to several days). The great improvement seen in fresh over aged platelets in this

project necessitates the use of the freshest platelets available for subsequent testing.

Furthermore, the 20% (1 pM) difference between 4 and 5 pM final Fluo-3 concentration

provided nearly two-fold difference in MFC for physiological agonists, while one sample

tested at 6 pM did not appear to demonstrate an improvement. Therefore, 5 pM is

clearly the proper dye concentration for optimum results.

Once platelet condition and dye concentration were identified as key factors in

expected MFC in ratio, more accurate analysis of existing data for effect of different

buffer and handling conditions was possible. Combining 4 and 5 pM Fluo-3 fresh

platelet results from separate analysis reveals that pre-load wash conditions, platelet

concentration at dye load, dye load time, and platelet concentration at load and activation

are relatively insignificant, suggesting that any permutations tested for these parameters

are interchangeable. The most important treatment factor appeared to be the buffer

which was used for the post-load wash. Again, the best conditions allowed some room

for variation, but suggest a few specific options. Specifically, the post-load conditions

which allowed the highest MFC within each data set were sepharose gel filtration,

washing in buffer E, G, A, or P/A, or choosing no post-load wash. The P/A combination

consistently gave the highest MFC for all agonists so this should be considered the ideal

wash buffer combination following dye loading.
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The final protocol was the best combination of all parameters that were

attempted, but may still be open to improvement. For example, PGE-1 was used to

inhibit platelets prior to washing steps because it always works. While this technique is

reliable for avoiding aggregation, it may cause excessive inhibition that subsequently

reduces response to agonist for reasons described in the introduction. Other inhibitory

techniques used in this investigation sometimes led to lower response or premature

aggregation. If, in the future, a buffer or compound is defined which always works to

inhibit platelets during washing steps while allowing greater MFC upon stimulation than

PGE-1, then that technique should be implemented. Until that technique is identified, the

protocol defined by this study is sufficient for sensitive platelet calcium flux analysis in

response to thrombin in the absence of added extracellular Ca , and appropriate

differences are detectable between different samples.
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Comparison of Fluo-3 / Fura Red LOG Acquisition for Ratiometric Calcium

Analysis to Other Techniques: Alternate Ca^^ Detection Reagents and Data

Acquisition Methodology

Comparison of the FACScan andFACStar Plus flow cytometersfor advantages and

disadvantages regarding Ca^^ analysis

A main goal of this project was to simplify the technique used for calcium

detection in platelets without reducing the quality of the data. The advantages of a flow

cytometric technique were discussed in the introduction, so now the advantages of using

the blue laser flow cytometer must be discussed by direct comparison with the instrument

defining the current flow cytometric calcium detection paradigm. Use of Indo-1 is

dependent on the possession of and ability to operate a UV laser flow cytometer. The

FACStar Plus is commonly used for Indo-1 studies. The FACScan-type of blue laser

flow cytometer has fewer variable options than the FACStar, which may reduce its total

research potential, but with implementation of the two dye technique, the Flow KAT, and

FCS Assistant software, the simplicity of operation make the FACScan the flow

cytometer of choice for platelet Ca analysis, especially ifmovement toward a clinical

procedure is of interest.

The FACStar Plus is a powerful research instrument allowing many

interchangeable options and requiring many hours of training and experience to become
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proficient in its operation. The FACScan is a more basic cell analysis instrument with

fewer adjustable options, but still has many important advantages in common with the

FACStar Plus over non-flow techniques. A point by point comparison is presented in

table 15. In general, for a simplified Ca technique, the results must be as (or more)

precise or accurate compared to another technique, but less cumbersome to obtain. This

philosophy is used in making the following points concerning the instrument comparison.

Since sample concentration can be easily adjusted by dilution, infinite sample pressure

adjustment (as on the FACStar) is not necessary; furthermore, a continuous adjustment

option in sample pressure could alter the delay time after agonist addition between

studies. The FACScan’s predetermined sample pressure settings are beneficial for

standardization. Analysis in a closed flow cell eliminates the need for sheath stream and

laser alignment, giving a clear advantage to the FACScan in mechanical setup^. Flow

nozzle size adjustment and the ability to physically sort the cells may be advantageous

for other research applications, but are irrelevant to Ca^^ studies. Multiple laser lines or

variable laser power are important for various research applications, including Indo-1

analysis, but dual laser setup is time consuming and complicated. If a single 15 mW blue

laser yields results as accurate as the UV techniques, the advantage clearly goes to the

A few of the mechanical adjustments required to optimize the FACStar Plus prior to data acquisition
include laser alignment and focusing (particularly arduous with dual laser alignment for Indo-1 studies),
fluid stream alignment, fluorescent signal focusing and chaimeling to ^rpropriate photomultiplier tubes,
sample and sheath stream patency and priming, sheath and san:q)le pressure differential, light scatter
signal optimization and obscuration bar adjustment, dead time and dual laser delay adjustments for
collecting signals at maximum intensity and separation, determination ofbest power settings for ideal
laser intensity, and operation of liquid cooling system for UV laser.
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FACScan. Four fluorescence parameters are excellent research options, and would have

allowed a greater range of analysis during the activation kinetics studies. However, four

parameters are not required for the average Ca assay. While the FACStar’s hardware

ratio calculation was originally advantageous, its limitations and cumbersome setup give

way to new software developments which may be employed on the FACScan: FCS

Assistant and FCS Press are user friendly software packages which eliminate the need for

cumbersome, limited pulse processing adjustment. At less than half the required floor

area and total cost, the FACScan is preferable. For the average Ca assay, the 30 or

more hardware adjustments and considerations which must be made for signal

optimization on the FACStar Plus present a disadvantage over the two such hardware

considerations on the FACScan (sheath and waste maintenance). Concerning direct

injection systems for kinetic analysis, the Cytek Time Zero Module, available for the

FACStar Plus, is expensive and introduces about 15 new mechanical adjustments which

must be considered for optimization. While a model of the TZM is available for the

FACScan, it appears to have no fewer associated operating difficulties than the FACStar

model, and the same price tag ($6400 in 1994). The Flow KAT developed for this study

only introduces the need to operate a syringe, and costs a few cents (a more extensive

discussion of the TZM is made below).



Table IS: Comparison of operating capabilities of FACScan and FACStar Plus
with advantages marked for application of Fluo-3 / Fura Red (FFR) technique

Point of

Comparison:
FACScan FACStar Advantage

for FFR
(simplicity,
relevance)

Sheath and sample
pressurization source

internal air pump external nitrogen Scan

Manual sheath

pressure regulation
none; fixed at 6 m/s in
the flow cell

infinite-increment from 0 to

20 PSI
Scan

Manual sample
pressure regulation

two position at
HI (5.0 PSI).indI,() (4.6 PSI)

infinite increment sample
differential

Scan*

Cell analysis point closed quartz, flow cell open air fluid stream Scan

Flow no/./,lc size single fixed size: 180 pm Intcrchangcahlc; stieain diameters
(roni ahoiil 50 pm lo 500 pill

Scan

Physical cell sorting
capability

none yes N/A

Laser options 488 nm only 488 nm, UV, variable visible lo UV
(at ECU); virtually any laser can be
mounted for limitless options

N/A

488 nm laser specs. Argon ion 15 mW Argon ion 10 - 500 mW
variable power

Scan

Laser cooling
systems

internal air cooled 488 nni: ceiling vented air cooling
system; UV: chilled water tower heat
exchange system

Scan

Laser alignment none dual laser and fluid stream alignment
required each use (Indo-1 )

Scan

Available parameters two light scatter and three
llxed-range fluorescence

two light scatter and four
interchangeable fluorescence

Star**

pulse processing
capabilities

pulse signal width and area.
lime-a.xis acquisition

pulse signal width and area, time-axis
acquisition, ratio calculation

N/A***

Floor area required 20 square feet 98 square feet Scan
Mechanical (non-
software-driven)
adjustments required
for optimÍ7.ation

1 (only HI or LO sample
rate selection)

30 or more Scan

Cost (at purchase in
1992)

approx. $100,000 approx. $250,000 Scan

Many of the capabilities listed for the FACStar Plus have advantages over the FACScan for other research
applications because of tire wide range of configuration options. However, many of these advantages become
unnecessary or even disadvantageous when the goal is to apply a technique of equal or better quality witli greater
ease of use.
* Infinite sample pressure regulation would reduce the need for sample concentration adjustment, but also effects
the delay before stimulated sample reaches the laser intercept point, thereby reducing standardb.ation without an
control check.
** Additional parameters would allow more intensive simultaneous analysis
*** The built-in ratio system would be advantageous and eliminate the need for post-acquisition ratio calculation;
however, the electronics-based system on the FACStar is cumbersome to set up and operate. Replacing the
electronics ratio calculation with software (or digital) calculation would be a major improvement.
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For the above reasons, the FACScan presents a clear advantage over the FACStar

Plus for Ca^*^ measurements. This comparison holds for other similar instruments when

comparing sorters to analysis instmments. Other blue laser analysis flow cytometers

comparable to the FACScan include the FACScalibur (BD) and the Epics Elite (Coulter

Corporation). No new developments have occurred since the purchase of these

instruments in 1992 which would render them unworthy of consideration as the most up-

to-date instruments for application of this technique or alter the results of this

comparison.

Test ofOregon Green 488 BAPTA-2 (OGB2) as apotential improvement over Flno-3

Oregon Green 488 BAPTA-2 (OGB2) was presented by its manufacturer

(Molecular Probes) as an improvement over Fluo-3. A comparison was made between

Fluo-3 and OGB2, each in combination with Fura Red in three studies, using two

different dye lots. OGB2 showed little to no detectable change under any conditions, and

therefore failed the test. The dye was either defective (two separate lots were tested), or

it was not functional under the dye loading conditions needed for platelet activation. In

either case, pursual of its use was not considered beneficial, and it was dropped from

consideration as an improvement over Fluo-3 as a Ca indicator in platelets.
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Comparison ofIndo-1 to Fluo-3 /Fura Redfor platelet activation analysis

Indo-l failed to show an increase in fluorescence in the Ca -bound dye

parameter (FL4) in any of the many studies attempted. The reasons for the poor results

using Indo-1 in this project were never fully explained and are a true mystery since

standard beads (Hoechst 33342) showed signal in FL4 (with a different optical filter) and

multiple UV-excitable dye studies, including use ofMag-Indo-1, were successful.

Davies et al. (1988) reported maximal ratio changes of approximately 2.12 fold in

thrombin stimulated platelets using Indo-1, so results from this project showing only a

two to three fold change in ratio using Cl (which should be much greater than thrombin

alone) were clearly inferior. The poor results obtained here were most likely caused by a

combination of factors including possible technical problems. While the arrangement of

all optical filters were set according to specifications, optimization of these parameters

was difficult on the FACStar. A misaligned mirror or the wrong or mislabeled FL4

bandpass filter or dichroic mirror may have decreased the sensitivity of this detector or

excluded passage of optimal wavelengths. Also, results were poorer in early studies

before knowledge of the rate of the Ca transient was obtained; thus, many of the early

studies may have missed the reaction completely simply due to the delay caused by the

length of the sample tubing on the FACStar. Later studies attempted to use the Time

Zero Module (TZM) to overcome this problem of delay, but the TZM introduced its own

unique set of problems addressed elsewhere. If, however, Davies’ results are typical of

changes seen using thrombin stimulated platelets (MFC s 2.12), then the Fluo-3 / Fura
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Red combination is a much more sensitive detection system than Indo-1 for platelets:

thrombin stimulation results from eight samples in two studies in this project using

optimal buffers and conditions averaged maximum fold change in ratio of 5.63 +/- 2.28

(SD).

At worst, the multiple attempts at using Indo-1 over four years were a miserable

failure. At best, this futile effort served as further evidence of the complexity of

operating the multi-laser system and supported arguments for the simplicity of the single

blue laser system.

Comparison of linear (LIN) to logarithmic (LOG) amplificationfor collection of

fluorescence dataprior to ratiometric calculation

Several platelet stimulation studies were performed to compare sensitivity ofLIN

and LOG fluorescence amplification for ratiometric analysis using both Indo-1 and Fluo-

3 / Fura Red. MFC results following agonist addition were similar for both modes of

fluorescence collection, and neither presented an obvious advantage over the other. MFC

results for LIN collection were slightly higher for samples run in both modes on the same

day, but were within experimental error and not higher than means of values from the

database of results for LOG collection. LOG mode seemed preferable since

subpopulations and debris were clearly discernible, and nearly all relevant events were

well within the readable scale, while this was not the case for LIN. Questions concerning
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the true linearity of analog logarithmic fluorescence amplifiers in flow cytometers and

the mathematics of dividing logarithmic values has led the convention to favor LIN

collection for ratiometric analysis in spite of the fact that nearly all other types of

fluorescence analysis utilize LOG amplification. These concerns were addressed in a

series of linearity studies and rationalization of the mathematical concerns.

Reliahility of log-scale acquisition as the standardacquisition modeforplatelet calcium

data: a challenge to current convention

The comparisons between the two data collection modes in this study and

clarification ofmisunderstandings in log amp circuits clearly favor use of log amp

collection in calculating calcium ratios for platelets. Fluorescence intensity of platelets

can vary so broadly (for reasons described earlier) that the 1024 unit linear scale is not

sufficient to collect all relevant events. It seems of greater concern that an excessive

number of events are forced to the maximal and minimal values on the linear scale than

that some minor degree of linearity may be lost on the log scale, and clearly distinct

subpopulations on the log axes become much more difficult to resolve in the lower and

higher ranges of the linear axes (see figure 7). Furthermore, in the comparison of log

and linear collection for FLl and FL3 using standard beads with broad spectrum

fluorescence emission, results clearly favor log collection in the range tested, from

channels 10 to 4822 (see figure 8). In linear mode, populations above 1024 were lost
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completely and populations below 50 were virtually unresolvable, and statistically

differed in linearity from all other data sets. Moreover, in linear mode, data needed not

even be offscale to be unuseful, The events were so visually spread out in the upper

ranges, if it had not been known in advance that a population should be there (population

four of the beads), in some cases, no region would have been placed to identify it (see

figure 8). This shows that contiguity of populations is not just a matter of subjective

visual preference, but is subject to objective error produced by lack of identification of a

significant population.

The test of linearity verified that all data points on the log axis were linear

(appropriately brighter in reference to bead clump size) in relationship to each other and

to the linear axis, and slopes were not statistically different (except for two that were

slightly different for both linear and log, attributed to sampling error; see results section

for greater detail). This was true even in the fourth decade log mode and middle-of-the-

scale linear mode, the purported least and most accurate ranges, respectively. The failure

of log axes to accurately report fluorescence intensity data as reported by others was not

seen in any of these comparison studies, and leaves one to wonder if these prior reports

were pertinent to the conditions used in actual applied studies such as this one. The

standard for determining linearity may have been so precise in those studies that the

0.9% data point disparity could have been enough to fail the linearity test. If that were

the case, then those results are not applicable to the practical application of log

acquisition when collecting populations.
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Concerning the disparity of data points, since minimum resolvable difference

between individual events was found to be about 0.1% for linear, and 0.9% for log axis,

the linear axis appears more sensitive (in terms of single point resolution) by 0.8%. As

mentioned before, linear data points were rounded to integers while log data points

displayed two decimal places. When back-calculating the log values to the stored linear

values using the above equations, this makes sense. For example, the log-scale RFI

values for two adjacent individual events are 1333.52 and 1321.58, giving a minimum

resolvable difference of 0.90%. These numbers are log converted and stored as 800 and

799, respectively; two integers with a difference of 0.13%. The resolution is lost when

the RFI detected by the photomultiplier tube is converted to a linear value and saved as a

rounded number: since only whole number differences are saved, single digit resolutions

are not possible when data are re-converted in the analysis software (all values between

RFI 1328 and 1339 are saved simply as the discrete integer 800.00, whereas they should

be recorded as continuous values between 799.54 and 800.46). The log data collection

system must be modernized (digitized) so that the need for this dual conversion and

subsequent loss ofmathematical precision is eliminated. In the current study, since the

0.9% RFI resolution is achievable anywhere on the scale, and since means of populations

are usually considered and not the values of individual points, the many other advantages

of the log scale acquisition seem to outweigh the potential small error.

Finally, we address the last two unresolved issues against using log fluorescence

for ratios. (1) that the MRFI values should be divided, and (2) that the log conversion
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process must be simplified or removed. Concerning division, although the fluorescence

values have been collected, log converted, stored, log reconverted, and presented on a log

axis, the statistical value presented by the software during analysis is its best numerical

interpretation of the actual relative fluorescence intensity of the sample and is not a log

of anything. Therefore, to obtain the ratio between two parameters of fluorescence

collected on log axes, the numbers should be divided, as in A/B. The mathematical rules

concerning calculating the log of the difference (i.e., log(A-B)) simply do not apply, and

in fact would yield meaningless numbers. Finally, the many technical considerations

required to comprehend the proper application of collection and presentation of log and

ratiometric data must be simplified. The dual log conversion seems anachronistic in this

digital age. Research should be done to allow collection of an actual range from 1 to

10,000, and the data should be recorded as such from the start. Furthermore, the

complex hardware-based ratiometric setup and limitations of the FACStar must be

replaced in newer models by the much more flexible software based approaches. The

versatile and simple application ofRay Hick’s software, FCS Assistant and FCS Press,

makes collection of ratiometric data possible on instruments without ratiometric

hardware, and makes understanding and application of the complex ratiometric pulse

processing on the FACStar unnecessary.

While collection of linear fluorescence data for ratiometric analysis has been

successfully accomplished and may be preferred in some cell types, these results and

clarifications favor use of log amp mode for collection of platelet calcium data. In LOG
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mode, in spite of a 0.8% loss of individual event resolution because of the dual log

conversion, populations were much more resolvable regardless of intensity, the useful

range of collection within the given scale was greater, the sensitivity in detecting very

bright and very dim values was much greater, all results within the tested range were

statistically linear and had the same normalized slope regardless of scale position, and

data lost to the maximum or minimum scale extremes was insignificant.

Comparison of the Time ZeroModule (TZM) to the Flow cytometric Kinetic Analysis

Tube (Flow KAT) developedfor thisproject

After extensive setup and numerous failed studies using the TZM, a configuration

was finally established which allowed in-flow agonist injection and acquisition. This,

however, was accomplished only after bypassing or replacing many of the proported

advantages of the TZM. Such alterations required for successful operation included

reworking the sample holding device to allow standard tubes when the sample gasket

broke. Using larger tubes necessitated a longer agonist injection tubing to reach deeper

into the tube, requiring a greater total void volume of agonist to be used. Additionally,

the built-in sample boost mechanism, which was supposed to allow nearly instant result

detection, was so cumbersome to set up properly that it either did not boost at all, or it

boosted so strongly that it took 30 seconds or more for the sample stream to equilibrate,

thereby missing the critical first 30 seconds of the platelet calcium reaction. A manual
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boost by temporarily turning up the sample pressure gave much more consistent results,

but still far exceeded the proported one-second delay reported by Cytek Corporation’s

literature. Also, the electronic pulse mechanism used to identify the precise point of

injection never functioned properly. After three years of trial and error, the only two

advantages of the TZM appear to be the sealed water recirculation sample housing for

temperature regulation and the built-in magnetic stir bar system. Samples using the Flow

KAT injection system in combination with the shorter sample tubing provided by the

TZM gave the best results on the FACStar, but failed in comparison to the ease of use of

the Flow KAT on the FACScan. It is therefore concluded that the advantages of the

FACScan-type visible laser flow cytometer and the Flow KAT for agonist injection using

Fluo-3 and Fura red as a ratiometric calcium detection system far outweigh the use of the

FACStar and TZM with Indo-1.

Analysis ofpotential dye uptake inhibition when using multiple dyes

If loading multiple dyes simultaneously into platelets caused decreased initial dye

uptake or diminished reactions compared to single dyes, then the advantages of a

ratiometric technique may be outweighed by the disadvantages of an artifactual reaction.

To test this possibility, calcium-indicating dyes Fluo-3, Fluo-4, and Fura Red were

loaded into platelets alone and in combination to see ifmultiple dye loading caused (1)

inhibited uptake of individual dyes in resting platelets, and (2) diminished reaction
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intensity in thrombin stimulated platelets. Contrary to results indicating inhibition, the

fluorescence intensity was brighter for both Fluo-4 and Fura Red when they were used in

combination than when used individually. Furthermore, no differences in fluorescence

were significant in either Fluo-3 or Fura Red between dyes alone or in combination. The

small but detectable differences in the Fluo-4 + Fura Red combination may be caused by

spectral overlap as each dye slightly influences the fluorescence intensity of the other by

emitting fluorescence collected in the other’s PMT. For a conclusion of inhibition to be

made, one would expect a decrease of a significant proportion of the intensity. Here the

difference was 18% for FL3 and 19% for FLl, and the emissions for each were brighter

in combination rather than dimmer, so dye uptake inhibition did not occur. Furthermore,

the changes in fluorescence caused by thrombin stimulation of the platelets were distinct,

but formed no discernible patterns since Fluo-3 alone had the weakest reaction, and Fluo-

4 alone had the strongest, excluding dye combinations as potential factors in reaction

inhibition.

Monitoring the fluorescence changes of individual Ca indicating dyes alone or

in combination failed to indicate that combinations of dyes inhibit uptake or reactivity,

building confidence that this multiple dye technique may be as reliable as single dye

techniques, such as Indo-1. Since these results are only from samples within a single

study, replication is required to establish these conclusions as fact. This study has served

as an early indicator that no gross affect is detectable due to excessive loading into single

cells or chemical competition for cation binding.
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Platelet Activation Kinetics

The activation kinetics studies were designed to attempt to simultaneously

monitor multiple platelet activation characteristics from a single sample. Ideally, this

would have produced a timeline to determine the sequence of events occurring during

activation. Such a timeline is presented in figure 18, but is based on limited information.

The sample preparation techniques previously used to monitor light scatter shifts and

microparticle (MP) generation in this laboratory differed somewhat from techniques for

Ca^^ monitoring, so modifications in the Ca^^ technique became necessary. While none

of the activation kinetics studies performed produced definitive data for identifying the

exact sequence of events during platelet stimulation, each produced results worth noting

for subsequent technique improvement if nothing else.

Activation kinetics study #1:

The magnitude of the activation-dependent changes in the first activation kinetics

study was generally not impressive. Contributing factors may have included the age of

platelets (24 hours old instead of a fresh donation), some premature activation, dilute

platelet concentration required for flow (which has been shown to minimize total

response in microparticle studies), lack of a sampling technique to more accurately

monitor CD62 changes at intermediate time points, lack of platelet-specific glycoprotein
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gating to allow more sensitive settings during particle analysis, and the presence of

subpopulations which may have “dimmed” the total population detectable calcium

response. The significance of subpopulations was not fully analyzed in this preliminary

activation kinetics study.

In spite of the less-than-spectacular magnitude of the agonist mediated changes

seen here, expected changes such as increase in CD62 expression, increase in particle

count, decrease in light scatter parameters, and increase in calcium concentration were

detected. This preliminary study was successful in demonstrating that multiple

activation-specific changes in platelets could be analyzed by flow cytometry during

stimulation of a single sample. Refinements and improvements of the technique were

made for subsequent studies.

Activation kinetics study U2

Calcium flux for both CT and Cl activation was less than demonstrated for other

studies monitoring only calcium flux. This may have been caused by premature

activation (as detected by relatively high initial CD62 expression), or activation may

have been inhibited to some extent by activating in the presence of the green beads or

MoAbs. The signal obtained, however, was sufficient to determine that agonist-mediated

activation had begun.
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In the particle counting study. Cl stimulation caused a nearly 3-fold increase in

total particle count, concentrated in the “small” region. Particle count had nearly

doubled by the 20 second time point, and continued increasing nearly linearly until the

one minute 40 second time point. Since new events were not instantaneous and there

was no significant change in large particle concentration, it may be concluded that new

particles were generated and detected as a result ofCl stimulation. It is interesting to see

this increase begin within the first few seconds of activation, since previous microparticle

studies did not demonstrate maximum MP formation until about 30 minutes post

stimulation. However, since no time points were taken between two minutes 10 seconds

and 90 minutes post stimulation, a direct comparison may not be made between the two

types of studies. During CT stimulation, large particle events increased slightly, but

since small particles decreased slightly in concentration, the increase may have been due

to microaggregates formed from smaller platelet-derived particles. While these

conditions and the use of fresh platelets demonstrated an increase in particles in the Cl-

stimulated sample, greater platelet to platelet interaction may be required for

microparticle generation to occur during the more physiologically-based CT stimulation.

Furthermore, while light scatter settings were more sensitive than the previous study,

there was still no platelet-specific glycoprotein gating, so maximum sensitivity on SSC

was not attempted. Previous microparticle studies in this laboratory have revealed that

the particles released by thrombin stimulation are quite small, possibly smaller than
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particles released by A23187 stimulation, and this could be one reason for detection of

new particles with Cl stimulation but not with CT stimulation.

Good light scatter shift with Cl stimulation revealed a gradual decrease in light

scatter throughout the course of the study, with the most rapid decrease taking place in

the first two minutes following stimulation. Lackluster light scatter shifts with CT

stimulation may be due to lack of platelet to platelet interaction as suggested for the

particle counting analysis.

The CT-generated increase in CD62 expression was impressive considering the

lack of results by the other activation parameters, and clearly demonstrated that the

platelets had been activated significantly enough to cause the translocation of such

proteins to the plasma membrane. The Cl activated sample showed little increase in

CD62 expression in spite of impressive changes such as light scatter shift and increases

in particle count. This result was probably artifactual rather than physiological since

other previous studies in this laboratory have demonstrated correlations between increase

in CD62 expression and both light scatter shift and MP formation in response to Cl

stimulation.

Activation kinetics study #3:

The theory behind the technique used in this study was that if the presence of

inhibitory buffers was decreased and platelet interaction was increased by stimulating the
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cells at closer to physiological concentration (1/2 PRP concentration, dilution required

because of limited computer RAM), a stronger, more physiological reaction would occur.

Furthermore, collecting continuous data, then sampling the reaction by making dilutions

in a hirudin-based stop buffer for stabilization, allowed full incubation required for

proper MoAb binding, and thus more accurate GP detection at the earlier time points.

Beads were not added to the initial reaction again because of the limited number of

events that could be collected with this computer system, which would have shortened

the event collection time, so counting was not possible in the first 60 seconds of the

reaction (except for the baseline sampling). A more powerful computer system would

easily eliminate this limitation and allow the reaction to occur in the presence of the

counting beads. To concentrate on the analysis techniques rather than the activation

techniques, only one agonist combination with physiological importance, thrombin with

added calcium, was used. CaCl2 was added several minutes in advance of stimulating

agonist (rather than simultaneously) to allow equilibrium to be reached prior to

stimulation and more closely simulate the microparticle generation technique used by this

laboratory.

The calcium MFC in ratio of Fluo-3 to Fura Red dyes was 3.89 at 14 seconds,

and was consistent with expected values (though a little low) based on previous studies in

this project. This may have been higher ifmore than 19 seconds could have been

collected (including baseline), since the computer RAM limited total collection events,

and the sample rate of 1/2 PRP concentration reached the maximum 75,000 allowable
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events in under 20 seconds. Most prior studies for this project showed the MFC

occurring at 20 seconds, so the actual MFC time point may have been missed.

FSC and SSC both showed an appropriate shift to lower values as platelets

became degranulated and microparticles were formed, but did not show this change as

rapidly as the above two studies (using Cl stimulation). FSC and SSC gains were set

very high in this study to increase the window of analysis for microparticle collection,

thus giving the light scatter intensity values much higher than for the above activation

kinetics studies. SSC decreased steadily from 10 to 60 minutes to a final value about 1/3

of the initial signal intensity as platelets became degranulated during activation. FSC

increased slightly until 10 minutes post-stimulation, probably due to microaggregate

formation, and then dropped steeply until the 60 minute time point. The final FSC value

was also about 1/3 of its initial value. The mean light scatter shift data included all

platelet-derived events as determined by GPIIbllla-positive gating, so both intact

platelets and microparticles were included. Hence, some platelets may not have changed

size or granularity at all, while microparticle generation may have accounted for some of

the light scatter shift.

Though initially higher than desirable, expression of the activation-dependent

glycoprotein CD62 on intact platelets increased continuously for 30 minutes following

stimulation. The initial CD62 positivity was high at 83%, about 30% higher than what

was seen with the other activation kinetics studies. Further investigation is required to

determine how to inhibit this apparent premature activation while not overinhibiting so
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the activation reactions may take place. Lowering this initial activation may allow

greater intensity of all activation parameters tested including calcium flux. However, it

is unclear how significant this initial CD62 expression is, since most resting platelets do

continuously express some basal level of surface CD62, and since the CD62 expression

still increased by 2.64 fold (determined by PE-MFI increase after stimulation). A drop in

expression at the 60 minute time point was probably due to a decrease in intact platelets

as more events were lost to either microaggregates or the microparticle population, which

fluoresce more dimly because of their smaller size, and thus lower surface area for

expression. While the level of expression per event in the population increased (as

determined by MFI) the total number of events that were CD62 positive decreased

nominally during the study. This was probably also due to an increase in the number of

smaller events allowed into the window of analysis, which are more dimly expressing:

while the intact cells were increasingly brighter, the dimly expressing microparticles

became more abundant.

GPIIbllla-positive events were counted using the known bead concentration ratio

technique while gating on platelet derived material. The large particles, presumably

intact platelets, decreased in concentration throughout the study while the concentration

of small events increased. To determine that new membranous microparticles were

actually formed, an increase in total event concentration must occur, not just a shift from

large to small regions, which could be due to degranulation alone. Particle counts did not

change considerably until 10 minutes post-stimulation, at which point both large and
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total event counts decreased, while small events changed little (showing only a slight

decrease as well). This was probably due to microaggregate formation (determined by an

increase in FSC intensity of a subpopulation in the large event region) which reduced the

effective number of large events, while no new small events were produced. Between 10

and 30 minutes, the small event count increased considerably while the large event count

continued to decrease. This may be attributed to formation of new particles, possibly

true microparticles, since the small events generated were a distinct, bimodal population

and not a contiguous shift in the large event population, which would have indicated a

decrease in apparent size due to degranulation and not microparticle generation. The

total particle count increased by 56% from 10 to 30 minutes, but was not significant

since the total count initially decreased, and this increase was less than that seen for other

microparticle studies in this laboratory. The 60 minute time point revealed a sudden drop

in all counts, probably do to a massive aggregation of particles or disintegration of all

events into undetectable microparticles. Physiologically, one of two things (or both) may

have been occurring to explain to particle count results. First, the microparticles may

have been generated appropriately, but the initial microaggregate formation limited the

detectable magnitude of the new particle, while many true microparticles may have been

too small or too dimly expressing GPIIbllla to be included in the gated area. Second, the

total activation response may have been diminished due to the presence of calcium

indicating dyes, pre-analysis handling, donor variability, or the need for dilution of PRP

to 1/2 strength, thus reducing platelet interaction. The final point may be significant
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since prior studies in this lab showed any dilution from PRP concentration significantly

reduced microparticle generation due to either the inhibitory nature of isotonic buffers

used for dilution, or reduction of interaction between adjacent platelets which enhances

the feed-forward mechanisms of platelet activation(data not shown).

The technique used in the third activation kinetics study yielded the most

convincing data set based on expected reactions, but needs further refining to decrease

premature activation and possible micro-aggregation during the reaction. A more

modern computer system with greater RAM would eliminate the need for diluting the

sample and limiting the collection time. Beads could be added to the activation reaction

to perform event counting during the first 60 seconds as done for the previous activation

studies.

The activation kinetics studies were designed to show multiple changes as

activation progresses. Results differed between CT and Cl activation, as expected, since

the two methods of activation produce MPs with distinct characteristics. Generally, a

rapid increase in particle count (within 2 minutes) was followed by a decrease. Separate

MP studies lacking early time point sampling showed no real increase for several

minutes, with platelet-specific event counts maximal at about 30 minutes. Such early

time point sampling may elucidate a more accurate picture of platelet activation in vitro.

Since longer term activation studies (30 to 60 minutes) for microparticle analysis

revealed maximum MP generation at about 30 minutes, the early microaggregates may

be overcome by subsequent MP generation, thus yielding large increases in total particle
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counts in spite of aggregation occurring throughout the process. While microaggregates

may be significant in influencing the results, their presence may be determined by closely

monitoring the FSC parameter, though the only sure test is the microscope. Since in

vitro activation to analyze individual responding cells making up a population is so

foreign to the in vivo response where platelets are allowed to clump and aggregate freely

during activation, a fine balance must be maintained between inhibiting cells sufficiently

enough to avoid aggregation, while stimulating cells enough to activate. Introducing this

balance for in vitro activation analysis may alone cause activation events to differ

dramatically in time course and intensity relative to the actual in vivo response. A

generalized timeline of activation events is presented in figure 18, based on subjective

interpretation of the objective data. It is unclear whether this timeline would match in

vivo response with the same sequence and intensity of events.

In vitro artifacts which occur due to microaggregates or other factors may be an

inevitable part of conducting an analysis where the entire analytical system defies the

basic functional design of the platelet, which is to aggregate and adhere upon activation.

Meanwhile, the limitations of single cell flow cytometric analysis pale in comparison to

the limitations of in vitro analytical systems which allow uninhibited clumping and

aggregation. Such analytical systems could not adequately monitor glycoprotein

expression, calcium flux, MP formation, or morphological changes. Confocal

microscopy presents an intriguing possibility for monitoring single cell changes within an

aggregate, but perfecting a confocal technique for accurate quantification may be years
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ofT, and may never fully replace the flow cytometric techniques. Striking the ideal

balance between over-inhibition and microaggregate formation may be the most

important obstacle to overcome in platelet activation analysis /// vitro. Multiple factor

activation kinetics analysis may become more important as platelet research continues,

and may have already yielded new information about platelet activation processes in

vitro.

Subpopulation Analysis

Suhpopulation characteristics: gating studies in restingplatelets

Gating on the obvious subpopulations revealed by differential calcium-dye

staining in resting platelets, significant differences were found in the light scatter

properties of platelets in each of the three subpopulations. Ranked in order of light

scatter intensity (for both FSC and SSC), events in the “lower” fluorescent population

had the lowest light scatter, the “upper” population had the next highest, and the

“middle” population had the highest. Lower light scatter indicates smaller and less

granular events, indicative in platelets of some of the physiological changes which occur

during activation (degranulation and shape change from discoid to spherical). Taken

literally as a measure of activation, one can conclude that the lower population was most

activated, and the middle population was least activated. The high apparent activation of
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the lower population fits with the result of adding Ca to the samples and the lower

population showing no ability to exclude the added extracellular Ca , The lack of

membrane integrity, however, lends more credence to a conclusion that the lower light

scatter characteristics of the lower population are a result of age or damage to the

platelets rather than specific physiological activation pathways. The lack ofmembrane

integrity and abnormal morphology of the lower population of platelets resembles

necrotic cells often seen in cultures of nucleated cells. Since the middle and lower

populations were often indistinct in unstimulated samples, addition of Ca alone became

a useful method for distinguishing between the two and determining what proportion of

the total events possessed the characteristics of the lower population.

The comparison between the upper and middle populations by light scatter

analysis seemed to reveal a true activation-dependent difference since both were non-

reactive to extracellular Ca in the absence of agonist. A specific experimental artifact

could potentially lead to an incorrect conclusion of a difference in activation since larger,

more granular cells will generally have higher dye uptake than smaller, less granular

cells. Thus, if the subpopulations were a staining artifact, the expectation would be to

see higher light scatter characteristics correlated with brighter fluorescence. However, in

this study, the upper population, so named because of its brighter Fluo-3 fluorescence,

invariably had lower light scatter characteristics than the much dimmer middle

population. The possibility that the upper population’s brightness is a result of larger cell

size is excluded by the contradictory nature of the light scatter results. Hence, it may be
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concluded that the brighter Fluo-3 intensity of the upper population is a result of a

greater intracellular calcium concentration and not an anomalous increase in dye uptake

due to larger cell size or clumping. The smaller size and lower granularity of the upper

population combine with the higher Ca^^ concentration in concluding that these platelets

are more activated than the cells in the middle population.

2t
Since the cells in the upper population do not respond to added extracellular Ca

alone, but do respond to subsequent addition of agonist, it may be concluded that these

platelets are prematurely activated; yet they are not completely activated, and they do not

appear to be in an activated state because of age or damage. The events in the upper

population on the Fluo-3 / Fura Red plot often bears a diagonal relationship to the middle

population (decreased Fura Red similar to increased Fluo-3), and results showed that

agonist-induced activation of the sample caused the middle population to “join” the

upper population. Therefore, the events in the upper population in non-stimulated

samples appear to be the intermediately activated form of the events in the middle

population. The lower population appears to be distinct from both the upper and middle

populations, and results do not support a conclusion that the lower population is simply

an activated form of either of the other two populations, but instead may be an aged or

damaged form of either.

The pathway which leads to activation of the middle population, causing

formation of the upper population, is unknown. The average ratio of the upper

population (2.73) is about 10 fold higher than the average ratio of the middle population
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(0.27; see table 10), which is greater than the maximum fold difference usually seen for

thrombin stimulated platelets compared to baseline. Reasons for his high [Ca ];, and the

fact that it remains elevated and is not transient are unknown. Further testing is required

to determine if this condition exists m vivo, or is generated as platelets respond to

handling in vitro. It is certain that the upper and lower populations were effectively

eliminated in later studies which included more washes, slower pelleting spins, and

different buffers (discussed below). These handling differences could either reduce

activation caused by handling, or even eliminate smaller, less dense cells, thus removing

in vivo activated cells. Further testing is required to determine if the “better” techniques

used in later studies to yield no subpopulations may actually be removing cells of

interest, especially if these are events that are contributing to the higher ratios seen by

other researchers under certain disease conditions (eg., Gulati et al., 1992). In other

words, subsets of platelets may react under pathological stress, and not the entire platelet

pool, just as a subset responds to weak thrombin stimulation. Detecting the damaged, or

“lower”, population in vivo may be of some clinical importance.

As mentioned in the results section, the results of all Ab fluorescence data for

gated subpopulations revealed that the middle population always had the highest

glycoprotein expression, followed by the upper, then lower populations, though this only

tested as significant in GPIb expression between the middle and lower populations. This

is the expected order of expression considering the light scatter data in this same order

would place the middle population as having the largest and most intact cells, therefore
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naturally having a higher surface area and greater glycoprotein expression, so size alone

and not activation-dependent changes in glycoprotein expression may have been

responsible for the differences observed. Though no other differences in expression were

significant, the statistically significant difference between only the middle and lower

populations in GPIb expression may be relevant since GPIb is often found reduced in

expression during in vitro Storage studies, and Michelson et al. (1988) found that ex vivo

storage of platelet concentrates for five days led to a GPIb negative subpopulation of

platelets as glycocalicin, the plasma soluble component of GPIb, was cleaved. This

correlation indirectly supports the possibility that the lower population consists of aged

or damaged platelets.

CD62, a protein which often increases in platelet surface expression upon

activation, was expected to be higher in platelets which exhibit other activation

characteristics, but this was not to be the case in this study. The inconsistency of CD62

results with light scatter and Ca concentration data is problematic. However, CD62

does not appear to be expressed under all activating conditions. Some of the activation

kinetics studies failed to show increased CD62, while studies performed for platelet

microparticle (MP) analysis under identical conditions, except using a higher platelet

concentration during activation, showed dramatic increases in CD62 (data not shown).

However, maximally activated or degranulated platelets and MPs often show decreased

expression of CD62, resulting from decreased surface area of the smaller particles.
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One possible explanation for the lower CD62 expression in otherwise apparently

activated platelets is that the lower population is activated m vivo, while the upper

population activated in vitro. The lower population may have previously expressed

higher levels of surface CD62 and subsequently lost expression during degranulation or

aging. Meanwhile, the upper population may have been too recently activated, or may

not have been activated in the manner which leads to CD62 expression (as in the kinetics

study example above). Later studies which used less inhibiting buffers for the activation

reactions showed much higher, albeit premature, CD62 expression in the absence of

subpopulations. Specifically why CD62 is not expressed very highly in what otherwise

appear to be activated platelets, or is expressed highly in otherwise unreacted samples

which yield high subsequent Ca changes, is unknown. The sample preparation

technique seems to play a part in the difference, but the true cause evades immediate

explanation.

Platelet activation is a complicated, interdependent process involving multiple

biochemical pathways. This subpopulation analysis study has served to reveal a glimpse

of some of these potential differences in platelet activation which have never been fully

explained in the literature, and are left to speculation until fully elucidated. The use of

the combination of these two Ca indicating dyes has, however, raised some interesting

questions concerning preparation technique. Furthermore, this Ca monitoring protocol

has allowed analysis of differentially staining subpopulations, a phenomenon that may

have existed in numerous experimental manipulations by other researchers in the past.
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but was left undiscovered, ignored, or unexplained without such a technique to reveal

possibly important differences that existed within presumably homogenous samples.

Using Indo-1, Davies ei al. (1990) also acknowledged the potential oversight by others of

subpopulations in reference to the thrombin non-responding population, but did not

observe or address the potential importance of subpopulations existing in unstimulated

platelet samples.

Suhpopulation analysis: decrease in GPIIbllla expression, but not other surface

receptors, with dye loading

Calcium indicator dye loading caused a significant decrease in surface expression

ofGPIIbllla on platelets, but not other receptors, and this effect was only seen in samples

with subpopulations. In many studies, all subpopulations were dramatically reduced in

GPIIbllla expression compared to non-dye loaded samples and dye-loaded samples

without subpopulations. Decreased GPIIbllla expression was an unexpected finding, and

the reasons for it are uncertain. Two possibilities are the Ca chelating properties of the

Ca -indicating dyes, and the higher DMSO concentration used for dye loading in some

samples with subpopulations.

Ca is required for the complex of GPIIb and GPIIIa to form. As described

earlier, BAPTA is the Ca binding component of Indo-1, Fluo-3, and Fura Red, and is a

Ca^^ chelator. This Ca^^-chelating effect may be strong enough to remove the Ca^^ ion
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from the GPIIbllla heterodimer causing dissociation of GPlIb and GPIIIa from each

other, thus decreasing the apparent expression of GPIIbllla, since the M148 MoAb is

specific for a conformational-sensitive epitope only expressed when lib and Ilia are

complexed (based on information from Biodesign, Inc.) The specificity of Ca

chelation would explain why a general effect on glycoproteins does not occur upon dye

loading; GPIb expression appears unchanged upon dye loading, since formation of the

GPIb complex is not Ca dependent, and the MoAb ANSI is not reported to be specific

for any Ca dependent sites (based on information from Dako Corp.) If GPIIbllla

expression does increase upon A23187 + Ca stimulation as indicated by some

observations (though not quantified here), the mechanical re-introduction of Ca may be

sufficient for reformation of the GPIIbllla heterodimer. This theory of Ca -dye

dissociation of glycoprotein subcomponents has not been proven, and why this effect is

only observed in samples expressing subpopulations is unknown.

A possible explanation for why the Ca -dye associated decrease in GPIIbllla

expression is only observed in samples with subpopulations may be a change in DMSO

concentration concurrent with a change in dye loading protocol. Since both Indo-1 and

Fluo-3 / Fura Red associated decrease in GPIIbllla expression was detected only in very

early studies, the dye loading or sample handling technique may have played a factor in

this result, as statistics show was the case for presence of subpopulations. One change in

the dye loading protocol was to reduce the final DMSO concentration in the platelet

sample by making an initial 4X (4mM) stock reconstitution of the Ca indicating dyes.
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and dilute this solution to IX strength in the working buffer (rather than DMSO)

immediately prior to addition to the platelets, which reduces final DMSO concentration

by 75%. The higher DMSO concentration in earlier studies may have either damaged the

platelets’ membrane interactions, or it may have enhanced dye loading efficiency and

pervasiveness, allowing more of the Ca -chelating compounds to interact with

membrane associated glycoproteins. A correlation study was not done to see if the

higher DMSO concentration in the earlier studies was specifically responsible for the

alteration in GPIIbllla expression. Changing the dye loading protocol was but one of

many techniques which were changed during optimization, though the higher DMSO

concentration seems a likely candidate to cause such a change (as opposed to a change in

a washing technique, for example), especially since identically handled cells which were

not dye-loaded had normal GPIIbllla expression (see figure 21 and table 12).

Subpopulation characteristics: agonist addition analysis

The presence of platelet subpopulations as indicated by differential fluorescence

of calcium indicating dyes was clearly apparent in some samples. Subpopulation regions

were identified as “upper”, “middle”, and “lower” according to their Fluo-3 fluorescence.

Some samples which did not show presence of subpopulations in resting platelets

demonstrated a shift of a subpopulation of events upon addition of Ca in the absence of

agonist. If three populations were present (or sometimes two if the lower and middle
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populations were indistinguishable), the lower population responded to Ca alone, while

the middle and upper did not. Subsequent addition of A23187 resulted in an increase in

Fluo-3 / Fura Red ratio in all populations. The increase was smallest in the lower

population, next higher in the upper population and highest in the middle population.

These results indicate that the upper population is prematurely activated, though capable

of some further activation, the middle population is normal, non-activated platelets

capable of the greatest amount of activation as determined by calcium flux, and the lower

population appears to have diminished membrane integrity, possibly due to physical

damage or age. It is unclear whether these conditions result from handling in vivo or

exist in vitro prior to platelet collection and manipulation. More discussion of possible

origin or cause of the subpopulations follows.

Davies et al. (1990) noticed differential Ca flux in a subpopulation of platelets,

but analyzed only one Ca independent characteristic for a correlation and did not

monitor resting platelets. Davies revealed that a subpopulation of platelets identified by

flow cytometry using Indo-1 responded minimally to subsaturating levels of thrombin

while other platelets in the same sample responded maximally, as if stimulated with

2T
saturating levels. She attempted to determine correlation between the differential Ca

flux and an independent parameter: simultaneous pH change in response to varying

doses of thrombin. Her results were somewhat inconclusive (because of a limitation of

the pH indicator sensitivity) but suggested that pH change was independent of Ca flux

and was not a determining factor in subpopulation reactivity. The present study sought
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to expand on these findings by attempting to characterize subpopulations in the resting

state by monitoring other Ca^*^ independent parameters such as light scatter and activation

dependent glycoprotein expression.

Suhpopulaiion characteristics: agonist addition analysis: appearance ofnon-

responding subpopulationsfollowing thrombin stimulation

Thrombin stimulation of platelets in the absence of added extracellular calcium in

samples not initially showing subpopulations revealed the presence of responding and

non-responding subpopulations, corroborating Davies’ observation of a similar

phenomenon (Davies et al, 1990). Further testing with kinetic collection and A23187

stimulation verified that the reaction was not an anomaly of dye loading, as all platelets

responded to this more mechanical Ca stimulation, and the observation was not an

anomaly of time gating, as the populations were clearly demonstrated to coexist. This

observation was unique in this study in that the resting platelets appeared homogenous in

their Ca dye expression, yet subpopulations were revealed by physiological activation,

suggesting that even in an apparently uniform population, significant differences can still

exist between individual subsets of cells.

Isolating the responding population during analysis revealed a rapid, intense

increase and decrease in [Ca^^], in response to thrombin that differed greatly from

monitoring all events together. Careful gating on the responding population revealed that
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the maximum [Ca ],■ following thrombin stimulation was reached within 15 seconds, and

is reduced to 1/2 maximal value within another 12 seconds. The rate and intensity of the

increase in [Ca ],• during the first 12-15 seconds rivaled the rate and intensity of the

2 b
initial A23187 Ca flux reaction. Not gating on the responding population gives an

apparent slow Ca reaction with maximal [Ca ], at about 15-20 seconds post

stimulation, and only reaching 1/2 maximum after another 40 to 50 seconds. The drastic

numerical differences between rate and intensity of Ca flux serve as quantitative

evidence of the need for a Ca monitoring technique which allows both short delay in

collection time following stimulation, and the ability to isolate and analyze differentially

responding subpopulations.

Most of the data generated during this project did not take non-responding

populations into account since this was not identified as significant until much later, and

averaging all events seemed sufficient to determine if changes in technique were

improving sensitivity or not. However, since not distinguishing between responding and

non-responding events significantly alters the quantitative interpretation of the data, any

future application of this technique should most certainly include monitoring

subpopulations for level of response and proportion of events in each population.

Furthermore, published studies should be questioned which report Ca^^ flux data but do

not specifically specify whether the presence or absence of differentially responding

subpopulations was monitored.
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Suhpopulation analysis: technique as a source for differences in presence of

suhpopulations

As changes in technique were made to improve the platelet response to activating

stimuli, changes in the frequency of appearance of differentially staining subpopulations

became apparent. In samples with subpopulations, one may conclude that the technique

either caused the subpopulations by damaging or activating cells, or the technique simply

did not exclude the heterogeneous populations that already existed in vivo. To try to

determine which techniques more frequently yielded subpopulations, statistical testing

was applied. In the statistical analysis, testing the expected frequency of the appearance

of subpopulations as random events appearing 37% of the time against the application of

various preparation techniques, numerous techniques were found to be significantly

correlated to the presence or absence of subpopulations, while some showed no

significance for either. As presented in the results section, the date of the study was

found to be significant as well, with earlier studies more likely to have subpopulations,

and later studies not. Furthermore, it was revealed that the significance of the date of

study corresponded to a drastic change in a combination of preparation techniques,

including introduction of gel filtration, change in centrifuge technique for PRP and

washing, number ofwashes, and wash buffers used.

Since so many techniques were changed at once, it is difficult to determine which

technique was most responsible for the presence or absence of the subpopulations.

However, variables which directly oppose each other in statistical significance may be
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more important than variables which may have been significant one way but not the other

(i.e., for presence of subpopulations but not absence). For example, use of the Dynac

centrifuge to obtain PRP was significant for presence of subpopulations, while use of the

PR6000 or RC5B centrifuge was significant for absence of subpopulations. The Dynac

centrifuge is an “idiot proof’ counter-top, unrefrigerated, fixed-angle model which does

not require precise balancing, has a short radius of rotation, and has a 0 - 100 speed scale

which does not correlate to an actual RPM. The RPM used for washes and PRP spins

was calculated by previous users by unknown technique (either trial and error or actual g-

force data unknown to this user). The PR6000 or RC5B centrifuges both are temperature

controlled, longer radius, swinging bucket, floor model centrifuges with precise RPM

settings. Since the PRP spin is a differential spin causing erythrocytes and leukocytes to

settle out while leaving platelets and microparticles in the supernatant, use of the Dynac

to obtain PRP may leave some material in the supernatant that the other instruments do

not, or the non-temperature controlled environment may actually damage the cells by

heating during centrifugation. The latter seems unlikely since the tubes do not feel

particularly warm after the relatively short PRP spin.

Though not directly in statistical opposition, the wash spin using the Dynac

versus one of the more standard models may be as or more important than the PRP spin

in leading to presence or absence of subpopulations. Use of the Dynac centrifuge for

washing platelets was strongly correlated with presence of subpopulations with 90% of

washes using the Dynac yielding subpopulations (p < 0.0001, log-likelihood ratio
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analysis). Since the pelleting spin for the Dynac is set at “100”, the actual rotational

velocity and thus g force are unknown, while both are known for the PR6000 and RC5B.

Assuming the Dynac is spinning faster than the PR6000 or RC5B, the Dynac spin may

either pellet more material (including the more buoyant vacuolated or aged platelets) by

spinning faster than the other centrifuges, may damage the cells because of the excessive

g force, or the non-temperature controlled environment may damage the cells at this

higher rate of speed, since some warmth is detectable on the carriers after the wash spin.

Again, the temperature of the carriers does not appear to exceed body temperature, and

other preparation steps involve a 37"C incubation, so heat is probably not a factor. If

centrifugation using the Dynac is a contributing factor in appearance of subpopulations,

it is most likely either a result of damage due to a harder spin, or that harder spin merely

settles more material than does the more controlled centrifugation. If the latter is true,

the more controlled centrifuges may select for only the largest, densest platelets, while

the Dynac allows inclusion of a wider variety of platelet derived material that exists in

vivo, such as aged, damaged, or prematurely activated platelets. This possibility is

somewhat supported by later studies which used a much longer, slower wash spin, and

gave a much lower platelet count while yielding only very large, granular platelets for

analysis, which had very low, homogenous resting [Ca ],, and very high reactivity (data

included with “optimal technique” studies).

The number of wash spins also correlated with presence or absence of

subpopulations, but it is likely that a different alteration in technique was responsible for
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differences in observed frequency of subpopulations in these studies. Using a single pre-

load wash was correlated with presence of subpopulations, while two post-load washes

was correlated with absence of subpopulations. This appears at first to suggest that a

single wash may not remove subpopulations that exist in the PRP, and possibly in vivo,

while two washes does remove the subpopulations; however, quite often no pre-wash

was done, and a single post-wash yielded no subpopulations. Additional technique

differences in studies using the latter conditions included centrifugation technique and

different buffer combinations. Washing or running samples in the more benign buffers

using greater inhibitory compounds such as PWB + theophylline + PGE-1 tended to yield

fewer samples with subpopulations. Buffers lacking physiological inhibitors such as

PWB alone or Hematall (which is merely an isotonic diluent with a low concentration of

EOTA) alone or with PGE-1 tended to more frequently yield subpopulations. However,

since some of these same buffers were used at different points in procedures and did not

show statistical significance where significance was present when the buffer was used at

another point in a study (eg., pre-load v. post-load wash using PWB + theophylline +

BSA), it is difficult to pin-point buffer composition as a primary contributor to presence

of subpopulations. Certainly buffer composition can affect platelet physiology and

reactivity, but it seems likely that a complicated combination of factors may be at work

in determining whether a subpopulation is present or not, and the differences in

centrifugational technique seem a more likely source of difference.
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It may be argued, then, that the difference in technique may be important to

consider, especially if one is interested in analyzing all platelet-derived material, or just

the most healthy platelets. Since varying levels of activation in vivo may be important to

consider in certain disease states, and since the presence of differential subpopulations

have been suggested by others as the source of differences seen in non-flow studies

(Davies et al., 1990), the techniques which allow inclusion and observation of

subpopulations may be more relevant to clinical analysis. One interesting study which

analyzed 8 different donors on the same day with all samples prepared identically

revealed significant donor variability in presence, absence, and size (percent event

composition) of subpopulations. The benefit of the flow cytometric technique is thus

emphasized, since the Fura-2 assay is incapable of subpopulation detection. Studies

using Fura-2 such as that of Gulati et al. (1992) are called into question since the

protocol for sample preparation was not clearly defined, and the source of the higher

[Ca ]/ is unknown: it is impossible to determine from their data whether all platelets in

hypertensive patients have a higher [Ca ],-, or whether some platelets were normal, while

subpopulations of prematurely activated platelets were present giving the entire sample a

higher apparent [Ca^^],.

Though complete characterization of platelet subpopulations revealed by Ca^ -

indicating dyes and flow cytometry remains elusive, some potentially important Ca^-dye

independent factors have been defined in this study. The middle population appears to

be the normal, non-activated platelets, and this appears to be the population maintained
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in the later studies which do not yield subpopulations. The upper population appears to

be partially activated platelets. The lower population appears to be a necrotic form of

platelets. While light scatter, GPIb expression, and Ca data in resting and stimulated

platelets support these conclusions, activation-dependent glycoprotein expression data

did not. Technique did play an important role in determining whether or not

subpopulations were present, but precisely why this is so has not been determined.

While the results of this study raise intriguing suggestions as to the characteristics and

qualities of these subpopulations, more work is needed to determine their actual source

and importance.

Comparison of Fluo-4 to Fluo-3 for use with Fura Red as a Potential Improvement

for Ratiometric Calcium Monitoring in Resting and Activated Platelets

Newly released, Fluo-4 was marketed as an improvement over Fluo-3 because of

its proported ability to achieve the same fluorescence intensity as Fluo-3 using a lower

concentration of the indicator. The results of the study performed for this project

revealed that, while Fluo-4 was brighter, it did not provide a greater discrimination

between low and high [Ca ]/ in thrombin stimulated platelets than Fluo-3 when used at

the same concentration. The much higher final fluorescence intensity observed for Fluo-

4 in activated platelets would be more useful if the initial fluorescence were reduced,

thus amplifying the signal as [Ca ], increased. One may conclude that while Fluo-4 is
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brighter, and therefore an improvement over Fluo-3, it does not provide an increase in

sensitivity, and is thus interchangeable with Fluo-3. Since sufficient fluorescence is

achievable in platelets with Fluo-3, the approximately two-fold brighter signal provided

by Fluo-4 does not fulfill an immediate need, and as a result, does not immediately

replace Fluo-3.

More scrutinizing studies may yield different results. For example, if the

presence of the BAPTA Ca chelators used in these indicators is inhibitory in the

platelet Ca response, using a lower dye concentration may allow a greater (and more

physiological) response by the platelet to be detected. Furthermore, the present study

was limited in replication, and a greater n may reveal a different statistical conclusion

since average fold changes for Fluo-4 were slightly higher than for Fluo-3, but did not

test as significant. More intensive analysis using multiple activation agonists and lower

dye concentrations may reveal an advantage of Fluo-4 over Fluo-3 that was not revealed

in the current analysis.



Summary of Conclusions

Final Protocol

The final protocol was selected relative to other preparation techniques to give

low initial [Ca ],• without subpopulations and maximum final calcium flux in response to

thrombin. Ideal dye loading conditions were using fresh platelets loaded with 5 pM

Fluo-3 and 7 pM Fura Red. Pre-load wash conditions, platelet concentration at dye load,

dye load time, and platelet concentration at load and activation are relatively

insignificant. The most important treatment factor appeared to be the buffer which was

used for the post-load wash. While tests showed five possible post-load platelet

purification conditions, the P/A combination consistently gave the highest MFC for all

agonists and should be used in all future studies. Additional work should be done to

attempt to replace PGE-1 with a less potent or non-second messenger linked inhibitor,

and to investigate whether or not techniques which allow presence of subpopulations

more accurately reflect the in vivo platelet pool.

Comparison to Other Techniques and Current Convention

Because of the relatively simple setup and operation, the single, blue laser flow

cytometer using post-acquisition ratiometry is preferable to the multi-laser cell sorter
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with electronic pulse processing for ratiometric Ca^* measurements. The mechanical

imperfections and high cost of the TZM limit its practicality for routine use in

comparison to the simple setup and use of the Flow KAT developed for this project as a

direct injection system for kinetic activation analysis.

Attempts to use Indo-1 failed repeatedly for unknown reasons, while FFR

virtually always worked. OGB2, presented as an improvement over Fluo-3, failed as

well.

Linear fluorescence acquisition did not appear to present an advantage in

sensitivity over logarithmic fluorescence amplification. Data from linear fluorescence is

questionable since a significant number of events are lost at the extremes of the scales,

which is not a problem in LOG mode. Disparity between individual data points was

0.8% greater in LOG mode than LIN, but the LOG axis was found to be appropriately

linear over a greater than 4000 channel range when plotting populations, suggesting that

the disparity between individual data points is insignificant for practical application.

Concerns over linearity of LOG mode collection appear to be overstated, and the

mathematics of calculating ratios from LOG amplified data involve only simple division.

LOG fluorescence amplification is the best mode for platelet calcium measurements.

Studies showed that loading of multiple dyes as in Fluo-3 / Fura Red or Fluo-4 /

Fura Red did not inhibit dye uptake or reactivity in comparison to identical single-dye

studies. Therefore, the dual-dye approaches to calcium monitoring appear to be as

reliable and sensitive as single dye approaches.
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Activation Kinetics

The activation kinetics studies presented essentially preliminary data, as this

technique was evolved throughout the three intensive studies performed. The goal of

achieving a timeline to describe the sequence of events occurring upon activation was

reached, but with a limited data set, and renewed questions concerning the differences

between in vitro and in vivo activation, and the differences in in vitro conditions required

for optimal response of a particular type (eg., optimal calcium flux detection versus

optimal MP generation). For CT stimulation, results tentatively showed [Ca ]/ maximal

at about 15 seconds, a slight increase in CD62 expression beginning at 60 seconds,

[Ca ]j returned to near baseline in under 5 minutes, steep increase m CD62 expression

beginning at about 5 minutes, decrease in the number of intact platelets detectable at 10

minutes, rapid degranulation and shape change beginning before 15 minutes, rapid

increase in MP and total particle count beginning just after 15 minutes, with maximal

particle count reached at 30 minutes, and loss of detectable particles by 60 minutes due to

aggregation or fragmentation. Further studies are required to verify this sequence and

timeline.
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Subpopulation Analysis

Of the three differentially Ca^^-dye staining subpopulations appearing in some

samples, the middle population appears to be normal, healthy platelets, the upper

population appears to be prematurely activated, and the lower population appears to be

aged or damages platelets. These conclusions are based on statistically different light

scatter distributions for each, ability of the middle population to undergo the greatest

increase in [Ca^*^]; in response to agonist, statistically significant decreased expression of

GPIb in the lower population, and the inability of the lower population to exclude added

extracellular Ca . Lack of correlated CD62 expression in the “activated” subpopulations

was problematic. Thrombin stimulation often revealed a non-responding subpopulation,

as observed by others. Averaging all results leads to reduction bias in the actual response

demonstrated by the responding population. These results provide further evidence for

the theory proposed by others that increases or decreases in platelet [Ca ],• may be due to

presence of non-responding or differential subpopulations, and not alterations in the

entire platelet pool. Monitoring these subpopulations may be of clinical importance, and

may have been overlooked by others using non-flow techniques.

In some samples with subpopulations, the expression ofGPIIbllla was greatly

reduced. The BAPTA chelator in the calcium indicating dyes may, under certain loading

conditions, be responsible for removing the Ca^^ ion from the Ca^^-dependent site

required for formation of GPIIbllla. This effect may have been enhanced by earlier

studies with higher final DMSO concentrations, though this is unproven.
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The search for why some samples have subpopulations and others do not revealed

that variations in the centrifugation technique used for washing or obtaining PRP was

correlated with presence or absence of subpopulations. Harder spins in a less controlled

desktop centrifuge may have either damaged platelets or simply did not exclude less

dense material compared to the slower, more controlled centrifugation. Other

complicated combinations of techniques, such as buffer chemistry, may have also played

a role. If the subpopulations are later determined to be present /// vivo, the techniques

which allow visualization of the subpopulations may be preferable to exclusion. If they

are artifact, the techniques which exclude subpopulations should be used.

Test of Fluo-4 as Part of a Ratiometric Calcium Protocol

Preliminary testing of Fluo-4 as a potential improvement over Fluo-3 revealed

Fluo-4 to be brighter at identical concentrations, but not necessarily more sensitive, since

a greater fold change was not demonstrated between control and stimulated samples.

Fluo-4 may be advantageous if using a lower concentration to achieve the same initial

fluorescence as Fluo-3 reduces BAPTA-related inhibition of the Ca flux reaction,

though this was not tested here. This was the first known test of Fluo-4 in platelets, and

the first known application of Fluo-4 as part of a ratiometric Ca indicating system in

any cell type.
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This paper described the first known use of Fluo-3 in combination with Fura Red

for ratiometric calcium measurements in platelets. The technique described provides the

easiest to use and most reliable [Ca ], detection system for platelets, and represents a

substantial improvement over existing techniques. For these reasons, this technique has

potential for development of a clinical protocol for platelet calcium monitoring,

considering the variety of diseases recently correlated to platelet [Ca ],-. The technique

includes loading the calcium indicators Fluo-3 and Fura Red as described, collecting on a

blue laser flow cytometer using logarithmic fluorescence amplification, using the Flow

KAT direct agonist injection system developed for this project, and calculating ratios

post-acquisition using FCS Assistant software. This technique revealed additional

evidence for the importance of considering the presence of heterogeneous platelet

subpopulations or non-responding subpopulations when monitoring platelet calcium.

Application of this technique revealed a preliminary timeline of platelet activation

reactions and introduced a five parameter gestalt approach to platelet activation analysis

from a single reaction. As a first knowm test in platelets or as a ratiometric indicator with

Fura Red, the brighter-fluorescing Fluo-4 was as easy to use as Fluo-3, and may

represent a slight improvement, but requires further testing.
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